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Radio Progress During 1938
PART I—ELECTROACOUSTICS*

This review of progress in radio during 1938 is divided into six parts covering the major fields of Electroacoustics, Electronics, Radio Receivers, Television and Facsimile, Transmitters and Antennas, and Wave Propagation. Part I treats the following main divisions of Electroacoustics: theory, loud speakers, microphones, telephone instruments, electromechanical instruments, acoustics of broadcast studios, measurement apparatus and techniques, and electronic musical instruments.

Theory

A number of contributions to fundamental theory were made which will influence future developments in electroacoustics. Refinements in apparatus largely followed the trends of the immediate past. The principal theoretical work dealt with modification of the sound field by various rigid bodies. Acoustic time-delay circuits, transverse acoustic waves in conduits, and electroacoustical and electromechanical analogies also received attention.

Additional data were compiled on diffraction caused by square and circular baffles. Diffraction effects of cylinders, cubes, and spheres received further attention.

The exact solution of the diffraction problem in elliptic cylindrical coordinates was computed by the use of newly compiled tables of Mathieu functions. Curves were obtained for the distribution in angle and total intensity scattered for the diffraction by a slit or the scattering by a thin ribbon of waves whose length is of the same order of magnitude as the slit or ribbon width.

Acoustic attenuators analogous to the common T and π electrical types were constructed as a result of the development of relatively pure acoustic resistance elements. These have simplified the construction of practical acoustic time-delay circuits.

LoUD SpeAKERS

No fundamentally new types of loud speakers were developed. The moving-coil direct-radiator type continues its domination of radio applications. Improvements were made which extend the frequency range, diminish the nonlinear and transient distortion, increase the efficiency and power-handling capacity, and reduce the cost.

Extensions of the response-frequency range of direct-radiator moving-coil loud speakers were reported. One design employed a formed aluminum-alloy diaphragm in which damping and a reduction in edge stiffness were obtained by using a viscous plastic material to replace the metal removed from sections distributed around the edge of the diaphragm. Further consideration was given to radiating structures consisting of two or more cones actuated by one or more moving coils. One type employing a multiple cone with a single moving coil was introduced in radio receivers.

The response-frequency, nonlinear distortion, and transient distortion of a loud speaker may be controlled over moderate limits by the use of feedback from its electrical terminals. Suitable networks permit the realization of desirable source impedance characteristics. Further information on the use of negative feedback of this kind was obtained and progress in the problem of feeding back from the mechanical and acoustical circuits reported.10

Transverse acoustic waves guided by rigid cylindrical tubes, which are analogous to electromagnetic waves guided by dielectrics, were investigated. Measured values of wavelength, threshold frequency, and pressure distribution for some of the possible harmonic-wave types are found to be in excellent agreement with theoretical values. The theory made possible the construction of sharp-cutoff high-pass acoustic filters.
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Further progress was made in realizing the high efficiencies possible in horn-type loud speakers.\textsuperscript{11,13} Desirable impedance-frequency characteristics may be obtained by employing a horn consisting of manifold exponential sections.\textsuperscript{11,12} The efficiency of a unit having a horn with three rates of flare was shown to approach the ultimate efficiency within a few percent.

Improved efficiency and power-handling capacity of voice-coil-temperature-limited loud speakers were obtained experimentally by immersing the voice coil in hydrogen and helium.\textsuperscript{14} Results are comparable to those obtained in power-plant machinery.

Compactness and reduced cost were obtained in an experimental loud speaker by employing two entirely separate driving elements mounted on a common magnetic structure and feeding separate horns.\textsuperscript{13}

Theoretical and experimental studies were made of horns whose longitudinal sections are hyperbolic. Their driving-point impedances at low frequencies were found to be roughly twice those of conical horns having the same terminal dimensions.\textsuperscript{16} It is interesting to note that by analogy the results can be applied to hyperbolic-tapered transmission lines.

Microphones

There were substantial advances in the microphone field during the past year, both in telephone transmitters and devices intended primarily for broadcasting, public address, and recording applications.

Unidirectional microphones with a new operating principle were made available. Instead of employing a combination of pressure and velocity elements as was done previously, use was made of a phase-shifting acoustical network associated with a single diaphragm-type Rochelle-salt assembly.\textsuperscript{18} The simplified structure provides a cardioid directivity pattern over the important range of the audible spectrum with a front-to-rear discrimination of the order of 15 decibels. The same principles were applied to a moving-coil microphone. A microphone with cardioid unidirectional characteristics is available in which the pressure element is a moving-coil unit and the pressure-gradient element is a ribbon-type velocity unit.\textsuperscript{16} A specially formed relatively thick ribbon is used in the velocity element resulting in reduced susceptibility to air movements. The two elements are equalized by means of a built-in adjustable transformer and correction network. The average front-to-rear discrimination is about 20 decibels in the range from 50 to 8000 cycles.

Investigation of the finite size of directional microphones\textsuperscript{19} was made, showing the effect on directivity.

An ultra-directional microphone of the line type,\textsuperscript{18} using a bundle of tubes of progressive lengths, was developed. Several types of line microphones were described and included a simple line, a line with progressive delay, two simple lines and a pressure-gradient element, and two lines with progressive delay and a pressure-gradient element. An ultra-directional microphone was developed employing line elements and exhibits uniform directional characteristics over the range from 85 to 8000 cycles.

Renewed attention was given to the problem of screening microphones from gross air movements. A Bernoulli-type wind screen\textsuperscript{19} was developed which takes advantage of the pressure and phase difference existing over the surface of a microphone to reduce the wind pressure effective at the diaphragm.

Telephone Instruments

There was a large improvement in sound-powered telephones not requiring an auxiliary power source for intercommunication service. One new feature of these telephones is the provision for a calling signal involving mechanical modulation of the magnetic circuit.\textsuperscript{20}

A design of receiver was introduced in the United States for general telephone use\textsuperscript{21} which has substantially uniform response up to about 3000 cycles, obtained partly by the added stiffness and damping of a shallow chamber behind the diaphragm with an acoustic resistance outlet. Appreciably higher magnetic efficiency was obtained without loss of stability.

The associated transmitter was improved so as to decrease aging in service, give more uniform response, reduce nonlinear distortion, and diminish the effect of angular position on the performance characteristics.


\textsuperscript{17} Frank Massa, "Effect of physical size on the directional characteristics of unidirectional and pressure gradient microphones," \textit{Summary, Jour. Acous. Soc. Amer.}, vol. 10, p. 85; July, (1938).


A telephone receiver of improved response-frequency characteristics was developed in Europe. This uses a concentric magnetic circuit and a formed lightweight diaphragm with an armature fastened at the center. Acoustic resistance is introduced in the form of a constricted passage between the cap and the diaphragm.

**Electromechanical Instruments**

There were a number of important developments in high-fidelity phonograph pickups and recording equipment.

The trend in the design of high-fidelity magnetic pickups for lateral records was definitely toward extension of the reproduced frequency range, increased uniformity of response, very light needle pressure, and low needle-point impedance. Most of the new designs are characterized by relatively low output level.

A magnetic pickup for lateral reproduction with a response characteristic within ±3 decibels from 30 to 18,000 cycles was developed. A sapphire-tipped stylus is employed which exerts a pressure of only 0.17 ounce (about 5 grams) on the record. Low needle-point impedance is attained by utilizing a very light, compliant, single-turn-loop conductor in the moving system.

A new pickup with a D'Arsonval-type moving-coil element is now available. A permanent sapphire-tipped stylus is used which will operate with a needle pressures of 6 grams.

A new lateral pickup operating on the inductor principle was introduced. The moving system embodies two small inductor poles separated by a compliance proportioned to give a rising response at low frequencies.

Improvements in lateral recorders and pickups were reported which result in records for immediate playback in which the surface noise is 55 decibels below the maximum signal level. The response-frequency characteristic is substantially flat from 50 to 9000 cycles.

A phonograph reproducer was developed which employs two moving coils and a single stylus and can be used to reproduce either vertical or lateral recordings. The coils are fixed on a support which moves parallel to itself for vertical recording and which rocks for lateral recording. The vertical and lateral outputs are selected by altering the coil connections.

**Acoustics of Broadcast Studios**

Broadcast studios constructed during the last year have incorporated the use of serrated or V'd wall and ceiling surfaces to a greater extent to avoid discrete and persistent reflections and to provide a more diffuse sound field. The principle of providing essentially uniform acoustical conditions throughout the studio by the uniform distribution of absorbing material is being retained and in general the "live-end—dead-end" principle is being modified in this direction by providing some absorbent material in the "reverberant" area. Attention is being given to the possible use of resonant surfaces, such as furred-wood paneling to enhance the tonal qualities of orchestras, but information and experience available at this time do not permit formulation of an opinion as to its relative merits. Present trends indicate an increase in the number of auditorium studios in which provision is made for the accommodation of a relatively large studio audience. There were no outstanding or major changes in the design procedure of studios but rather a refinement, simplification, and improvement of present practices.

**Measurement Apparatus and Techniques**

Revised standards on electroacoustics covering measuring apparatus and techniques and definitions of terms were published by the Institute of Radio Engineers.

Many aspects of the performance of loud speakers and microphones can be determined to best advantage by outdoor measurements. Because the weather places severe restrictions on outdoor measurements much attention was given to the problem of con-

---

31 A telephone receiver of improved response-frequency characteristics was developed in Europe. This uses a concentric magnetic circuit and a formed lightweight diaphragm with an armature fastened at the center. Acoustic resistance is introduced in the form of a constricted passage between the cap and the diaphragm.
32 This uses a concentric magnetic circuit and a formed lightweight diaphragm with an armature fastened at the center. Acoustic resistance is introduced in the form of a constricted passage between the cap and the diaphragm.
33 A telephone receiver of improved response-frequency characteristics was developed in Europe. This uses a concentric magnetic circuit and a formed lightweight diaphragm with an armature fastened at the center. Acoustic resistance is introduced in the form of a constricted passage between the cap and the diaphragm.
STRUCTURING SUITABLE TEST ROOMS IN WHICH FREE-FIELD CONDITIONS ARE APPROACHED AS CLOSELY AS POSSIBLE. TESTS ON ROOMS OF THIS TYPE INDICATED THAT THE MICROPHONE MUST BE KEPT RELATIVELY NEAR THE SOUND SOURCE. IN ONE ROOM, EMPLOYING A MULTIPLE-LAYER CLOTH BOUNDARY, PRESSURE DIFFERENCES OF THE ORDER OF ONE DECIBEL IN A SMALL FREQUENCY INTERVAL WERE OBSERVED. A TEST ROOM HAVING A LARGE NUMBER OF CLOSELY SPACED SOUND-ABSORBING PANELS MOUNTED NORMAL TO THE WALLS WAS INVESTIGATED AND APPROXIMATELY AN INVERSE-DISTANCE—PRESSURE RELATIONSHIP OBSERVED UP TO A DISTANCE OF TWO METERS FROM THE SOUND SOURCE FOR FREQUENCIES BETWEEN 50 AND 10,000 CYCLES.

AN OSCILLATOR AND AN ANALYZER, EACH OF WHICH EMPLOYS REVERSE FEEDBACK IN COMBINATION WITH A RESISTANCE-CAPACITANCE NETWORK WERE MADE AVAILABLE.

ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

A VERSATILE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WAS INTRODUCED IN WHICH THE WAVE-ENVELOPE SHAPE AND HARMONIC CONTENT CAN BE VARIED OVER WIDE LIMITS. ALL THE NEEDED FREQUENCIES ARE DERIVED FROM TWELVE HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS BY A CASCADE FREQUENCY DIVIDER IN WHICH THE FREQUENCY IS HALVED IN EACH STAGE. THE OVERTONE STRUCTURE OF EACH NOTE IS MADE A FUNCTION OF THE INPUT LEVEL BY THE USE OF AN OVERBIASED NONLINEAR AMPLIFIER.

Some disadvantages of mechano-electrical transducers employing electrostatic pickups with direct polarizing voltages were overcome in a newly developed system in which the capacitance change frequency-modulates a low-powered radio-frequency oscillator. This system was employed in a combination electronic piano and radio receiver in which economies were effected by using the radio receiver to demodulate the frequency-modulated signal.

Electrostatic pickup signal-generating means were extended to guitar, music-box carillons, violins, and double-bass violins which were demonstrated.

An electronic instrument employing a piano scale was developed in which the string length is one third, the aggregate string tension one twentieth, and the number of strings one half those of a conventional piano.

Further refinements were made in electrically amplified chimes. The acoustic output of chimes employing electrically actuated strikers is picked up and amplified by a microphone and amplifier. Directive horn-type loud speakers are employed to give high efficiency, and confine the radiation to the desired solid angle.

This report was prepared under the supervision of the Annual Review Committee by the Technical Committee on Electroacoustics of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the personnel of which follows.

H. S. Knowles, Chairman
L. B. Blaylock
J. T. L. Brown
R. P. Glover
Kwok McIntosh

L. J. Sivian

PART II—ELECTRONICS

This portion of the report describes developments in electronics under the following divisions: cathode-ray and television tubes, ultra-high-frequency tubes, receiving tubes, transmitting tubes, gas tubes, and photoelectric devices.

CATHODE-RAY AND TELEVISION TUBES

Television pickup tubes of the iconoscope type were made more sensitive by improved processing and by the use of illumination on the bulb wall, the spectral sensitivity was made similar to that of the human eye, and internal reflections were reduced by roughening the mosaic. A form of iconoscope in which the photosensitive surface and the storage mosaic are separated was reported. The investigation of photoconductive materials for use in television transmission continued. Dissector tubes were designed especially for the transmission of motion pictures, and an image amplifier pickup tube was introduced which attains high sensitivity through the use of a photosensitive picture-storage grid acting also as a control grid to produce an amplified signal in the scanning operation.


The theory of cathode-ray television tube operation was extended for the iconoscope type, as well as for the photoconductive type and for the semiconducting dielectric type.

The monoscope, which is a fixed television image-generating tube, has been added to the useful tools for television development work.

The understanding of the behavior of electron multipliers was advanced, and the design tended toward the use of constant voltages and electrostatic focusing between stages. The improved design gave greater stability and required less auxiliary apparatus. The development of such multipliers was aided by the use of rubber-membrane electron-path plotters.

Tubes for direct viewing of television pictures were made shorter to permit horizontal mounting in the cabinet; the short tubes usually used magnetic deflection. Most of the fluorescent screens were white or near-white. Research relative to the properties of fluorescent materials gave added information on the control of color, causes of discoloration, and possibility of operating at higher anode voltages in order to get increased light. In cathode-ray tubes the contrast between bright and dark parts of the picture was found to be limited primarily by halation effects occurring within the glass face of the tube, and ways to increase the contrast were proposed.

The trend in television projection tubes was toward the use of higher anode voltages (20,000 to 50,000 volts).

Further studies have been made of electron guns and other design factors for projection tubes.

Theoretical studies of "detail contrast," "gamma," and other qualities of the television image in terms of the properties of the scanning spot, were extended.

The development of television tubes was aided by further advances in the field of electron optics. Also the increased knowledge was applied to the design of electron microscopes, some of which attained an overall linear magnification of 100,000, a magnification far greater than that which can be used advantageously with visible light. In some microscopes the specimens, mounted on collodion film, were irradiated with 100,000-volt electrons and the transmitted electrons were focused upon a fluorescent screen by magnetic electron lenses.

A cathode-ray tube particularly suitable for measuring magnetic fields was developed.

**Ultra-High-Frequency Tubes**

The developments in ultra-high-frequency vacuum tubes have produced noteworthy improvements in tubes where the electron transit-time is a small fraction of the oscillating period.

Receiving tubes showed marked increase in the ratio of transconductance to input admittance, as well as the development of a single-stage, oxide-coated thermionic cathode, electron multiplier. Improvements in pentode amplifier tubes resulted in the attainment of a transconductance of 9000 micromhos with attendant smaller increase in input admittance.

Thermionic oxide-coated-cathode multiplier tubes used previously resulted in a secondary emitting surface which was adversely affected by deposits evaporated from the primary cathode. Since the evaporated molecules leave the cathode in practically straight lines, baffles were interposed between the primary and secondary cathodes and a suitable

---

electric field provided to deflect the primary electrons around the baffles. These improvements resulted in the development of a single-stage multiplier having a transconductance of about 14,000 micromhos. The input conductance is reduced because only the small primary cathode current causes grid loading. Measurements were reported\(^{26,27}\) and theory developed to show that the high-frequency effects of self and mutual admittances of tube electrodes and leads account for a considerable part of the input damping formerly ascribed to transit-time effects. Recent studies of the theory of electron inertia\(^{28}\) indicate that second-harmonic damping of the grid circuit becomes important at relatively low input signals. Theoretical work\(^{29}\) on diodes showed that internally generated noise decreases as the electron transit-angle increases. Negative-resistance characteristics were observed\(^{30,31}\) in the outer grid of converter tubes which have a useful order in the region of 15 to 300 megacycles. With this characteristic an external signal can be mixed with an internally generated high-frequency voltage to produce stable converter action.

The effects of excess-energy electrons on magnetron cutoff characteristics and on cathode bombardment have been discussed in detail.\(^{32,33}\) These investigations explain the instability of magnetrons as being partially attributable to random electron velocities superimposed on the orbital velocities in such manner that some electrons gain energy. This leads to the formation of a new type of virtual cathode around the real cathode and theory is developed on this basis to account for the conditions observed.

Advances in magnetron development show a marked increase in the maximum frequency obtained. The limit of transit-time magnetron oscillations\(^{34}\) has been extended to a frequency of 61,000 megacycles. An output of \(2.5 \times 10^{-7}\) watt was obtained with an input of 2.4 watts. Amplitude modulation of these magnetrons was accomplished but a frequency modulation of approximately 2 per cent also occurred.

Sectionalized magnetrons\(^{35}\) were described in which efficiencies up to 70 per cent were obtained at frequencies above 300 megacycles. Typical operation at 500 megacycles developed an output of 100 watts at 50 per cent efficiency. Magnetrons with several anode sections\(^{36}\) and the cathode located at one or both ends of the anode were described. Efficiencies up to 40 per cent were obtained at a frequency of 600 megacycles with an output of 10 watts. Special forms of this magnetron\(^{37}\) produced an output of 20 watts at a frequency of 2000 megacycles with an efficiency of 50 per cent.

Magnetrons of 8 to 12 anode segments were employed\(^{38}\) to produce oscillations dependent on the electron transit-time between segments as defined by the distance traveled by the electrons at the periphery of the orbits. At a field strength of 500 gausses (obtained by a permanent magnet) and an anode voltage of only 700 volts, an output of 10 watts was obtained at 2000 megacycles with an efficiency of 15 per cent. An output of 6 watts could be obtained at 3000 megacycles.

A push-pull type of positive-grid tube\(^{39}\) was described in which modulation may be attained with practically no variation in frequency as compared to previous tubes of this type. The data described are for only one case where an efficiency of 4 per cent was obtained at 300 megacycles.

Theoretical considerations of electron transit-time effects were treated in several papers.\(^{40-42}\) Previous considerations dealt mainly with class A amplifier conditions. A transit-time rectifier\(^{43,44}\) was described in which an alternating anode voltage is transformed into a direct-current component in the grid circuit. Theory was also developed\(^{45}\) relative to the phenomenana.


encn that electron current may flow to the anode of a triode when a high-frequency alternating voltage is applied to the grid and a negative voltage to the anode. Measurements on tubes at ultra-high frequencies provide a check of the theoretical treatments of electron transit-time effects.33

"Phase focusing"44 of electrons in rapidly changing electric fields were discussed and general theoretical considerations developed on this new principle which may be of considerable value in predicting the effect of "electron lumping." The treatment shows that the analogy of electron optics may be applied. It is shown that slow and fast electrons are "focused" into groups by proper arrangement of the electric fields both from the geometric and dynamic points.

A new type of high-Q tank circuit for use at frequencies in the order of 2000 megacycles was developed46 whereby the efficiency of magnetrons or positive-grid oscillator tubes may be increased materially. At 2000 megacycles an output of 2 watts with an efficiency of 7 per cent was obtained.

A coaxial-line-stabilized oscillator48 that is easily and rapidly adjustable over a frequency range from 70 to 700 megacycles was developed for application to small negative-grid tubes. This circuit may be applied to increase the stability of oscillations so that modulation may be attained with a frequency variation in the order of 100 parts in a million.

From the application standpoint, negative-grid tubes continue to hold the greatest interest. Extension of molded-glass technique has been applied to an increasing number of tubes since its introduction in 1935. This has made possible the machine production of tube structures previously realized only by hand construction. The availability of these tubes has led to numerous applications such as a direct-reading terrain-clearance indicator which operates by the reflection of high-frequency waves. A push-pull beam tetrode49 having an upper frequency limit of 300 megacycles and which will deliver its full power of 22 watts at 150 megacycles was developed. This tube is similar in many respects to one described previously48 but has the additional features of a beam power tube. Internal shielding eliminates the need for neutralizing in properly designed circuits.

Receiving Tubes

Standards on electronics were issued by the Institute of Radio Engineers and include definitions of terms, symbols, and tests for various types of tubes.

The year was noteworthy for the introduction of converter tubes giving improved performance especially at high frequencies, of single-ended radio-frequency tubes, of battery tubes giving more economical performance, and for reduction of tube size.

Refinement of fundamental theory is evidenced by papers on space charge,49,50 a discussion of the theory of tubes having very close grid-cathode spacing,42 and articles dealing with fluctuation noise caused by current distribution in multielectrode tubes.50 Further studies of the effects of lead inductance and coupling between leads were reported.51 More attention was paid to the reduction of the effects caused by variation of input capacitance of tubes with application of automatic-volume-control voltage.54

Improvements in frequency-converter design lead to greater oscillator frequency stability and improved high-frequency performance.48-50 Beam principles were employed to prevent electrons returned by a second control grid from entering the region around the first control grid and, thus, provided improved frequency stability. Measurements of converter operation at high frequencies led to a better understanding of converter design.58,59

A large number of new types of tubes was described or released in addition to the converter types noted above. From Europe, an amplifier tube having a thermionic cathode and obtaining amplification by secondary emission is of interest. A tube employing screen and suppressor grids of variable-pitch windings to reduce screen current and, consequently, noise was made available abroad. A line of glass tubes was introduced in the United States and elsewhere in which the lead-in wires are used as base pins which fit a special socket designed to lock the tube in place. Single-ended tubes eliminating the top cap were introduced both in metal and glass construction mentioned above. A new line of battery tubes operating with filament current of only 50 milliamperes and designed for use on a 1.5-volt dry battery without series resistor was made available. Three new acorn tubes of low-drain filament type also designed for 1.5-volt dry-battery operation and intended for compact designs of ultra-high-frequency equipment were announced. New high-transconductance pentodes, although made available primarily for television purposes, found considerable use in other receiving equipment. An electron-ray tube for tuning-indicator purposes is available with 2 control electrodes to permit a double indication and provide a vernier action.

Transmitting Tubes

Advances in large high-vacuum tubes were chiefly in the extension of high-frequency operation and in the introduction of beam-type pentodes of larger power output.

Gas Tubes

The field of gas-filled tubes has been characterized chiefly by the introduction of a number of new trigger and relay tubes for various control functions in radio systems.

The dynamic characteristics of several glow-discharge tubes were studied by Reich and Depp, using a method of controlled current flow and observing with a cathode-ray oscillograph. They show that the static curves do not indicate the behavior of such tubes under dynamic conditions because of the time interval required for ionization and deionization, the voltage at any instant depending upon the current flowing at that time, the current which has flowed previously, and upon the rate of change of current.

Two low-voltage triodes of the hot-cathode type were introduced for the remote control of apparatus, such as, broadcast receivers and the radio control of model planes and boats. One is argon-filled and is particularly useful where constancy of characteristics is necessary with large variations in ambient temperature. The other is designed for use as a self-quenching superregenerative detector which upon the reception of a radio signal will operate a high-resistance relay in the anode circuit.

Gas tubes in which the discharge is controlled by an external magnetic field rather than by an internal grid were made available. These tubes contain a cathode, an anode, and an electrode, termed the "collector," placed between the cathode and anode. In operation, a transverse magnetic field is applied to the tube, deflecting to the "collector" electrons emitted by the cathode. This field inhibits the ionization by preventing the passage of electrons at high velocity to the anode. One of the advantages of this type of tube is that the control circuit may be kept electrically insulated from the work circuit.

Voltage-stability requirements for devices such as oscillators used in modern broadcast receivers revived interest in voltage-regulator tubes and resulted in the introduction of three new gas diode types.

Service reports on hot-cathode mercury-vapor tubes, used in supplying the high direct voltage for radio transmitting equipment, are showing extraordinary life. It is now a common occurrence for such tubes to give service in excess of 20,000 hours and in one instance a life exceeding 44,000 hours was reported.

Photoelectric Devices

There was an increase in the use of small phototubes in 16-millimeter sound movie equipment.

Improved designs of the photoelectric multiplier have been described. By the use of the rubber-membrane types of field-plotting equipment, the electrodes were so modified that good focusing is obtainable without a magnetic field, thereby increasing flexibility in use.

In television pickup tubes, improved sensitivity

---
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63 Telefunken Röhre, supplement, no. 13; August, (1938).
64 The wireless exhibition, 1938, Wireless Eng., vol. 15, p. 552; October, (1938).
and better match to the response of the eye were obtained by the careful control of the caesium-to-oxygen ratio of the photoelectric surface. The use of an evaporated metallic layer upon the sensitized surface results in a modification of the spectral sensitivity to give a closer approach to the response of the eye.\(^1\)

A "positive" barrier or blocking-layer photoeffect was reported which is produced by suitably treating thallium sulphide.\(^7\) Preliminary measurements give a sensitivity of 5000 to 6000 microamperes per lumen, which is approximately 10 times the sensitivity of a selenium blocking-layer cell. In the new cell, the electrons are thought to pass from the metal into the semiconductor. Several papers were published about a photosensitive surface which was reported to have a high selective sensitivity to blue lights.\(^73,74\) The surface consists of an alloy of caesium with bismuth or antimony. A selective maximum is found at about 4500 Ångstroms with the long-wavelength limit at 6100 Ångstroms. These references also report a small shift to a longer wavelength of the maximum of the curves by addition of oxygen, and an increased red response by the deposition of the surface upon the well-known caesium-caesium-oxide-silver surface.\(^73,74\)


\(^7\) P. Gorlich, "Measurements on photocathodes in contact," Phil. Mag., vol. 25, p. 256; February, (1938).


The peak of the selective effect is broadened to include more of the visible spectrum. This does not greatly increase the response to tungsten light but improves the fidelity when used for scanning.

Further measurements on the inertia effect in gas-filled phototubes were reported stating a dependence upon the geometrical construction (finite time for the passage of gas ions)\(^76\) as well as upon secondary phenomena occurring at the cathode surface at the impact of the positive ion.\(^77\) Several years' work on the correlation between the optical properties of thin films of alkali metals with their respective photoelectric emission were reported.\(^77,78\)

This report was prepared under the supervision of the Annual Review Committee by the Technical Committee on Electronics of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the personnel of which follows.


PART III—RADIO RECEIVERS*

Although greatest interest is evident in the development of broadcast receivers, this section treats communication (point-to-point) and navigational-aid receivers as well. Information on measuring apparatus and techniques is included.

**Broadcast Receivers**

The impetus given the development of convenient tuning systems for the use of broadcast listeners during 1937 resulted in the almost universal adoption by American and European manufacturers in 1938 of some form of push-button tuning.\(^1-4\) In many models the tuning dial was completely eliminated and from 4 to 20 channels were made available by push-button operation.\(^5\) A larger proportion of receivers than in recent years was designed to operate in the standard broadcast band only.

Push-button tuning systems continue to be made in three classifications: first, those types in which the tuning condenser is rotated to a predetermined point by manually operated mechanical means; second, those types in which the gang condenser is driven to the predetermined point by a motor; and third, those types in which preset tuned circuits are selected directly or by the operation of relays.

Push-button control for preset tuned circuits has been extended so that it may include wave band, tone control, and on-off switching as well as other

\(^5\) "Recent developments in push-button tuning," Communications, vol. 18, pp. 18-19; March, (1938).
special features. Manufacturers of component parts have made available improved switch gangs easily adaptable to various requirements. The use of latching mechanisms which automatically release buttons previously operated is general. One alternative type provides for sequential operation of the buttons.

Clock-controlled switching in connection with the new push-button receivers has appeared. One type automatically selects any one of five desired preset stations for the 15-minute broadcast periods during the entire 24-hour day. Others permit preselection over the seven-day week.

There were further improvements in the stability of circuit components to minimize frequency variations caused by temperature and humidity fluctuations. Small fixed condensers with temperature coefficients which compensate for variations in other circuit elements are available. These usually employ special ceramic insulation having the required temperature coefficient, but liquid-filled units are also available. Several manufacturers supply unusually stable fixed mica condensers with sprayed-silver electrodes.

Preset tuning circuits utilize either adjustable condensers or adjustable inductances, or a combination of both. Combinations of adjustable iron-dust-core inductances with silver-on-mica fixed condensers for oscillator circuits, where the greatest stability is required, and adjustable condensers with fixed coils for radio-frequency circuits are used by several manufacturers.

Mechanical designs of adjustable condensers were improved so that smaller aging effects are noted. Ganged adjustable mica-condenser pairs for oscillator and radio-frequency preset circuits with means for correcting for small differences in capacitance are used in some receivers. Inductances with iron-dust cores are used with either individual or ganged adjustments.

Remote-control devices using multiconductor cables were designed to operate with all of the above types of automatic tuning. In some cases solenoids were used to operate the push buttons at the receiver through the remote-control circuit.

Another type uses a special low intermediate frequency and has radio-frequency circuits and a frequency changer at the remote unit. The intermediate-frequency signal is transmitted over the lighting circuit to a special main unit which may have any desired detector and audio-frequency system. Volume control is by means of a manual attenuator which is used to adjust the level of the intermediate-frequency signal applied to the line. On-off switching for the main unit is provided by means of special control oscillations from the remote unit transmitted over the lighting circuit when needed. These impulses operate suitable relays at the main unit.

A significant departure from past practice of possible future importance was the use of weak radiated fields generated locally to operate control devices or to supply modulated signals to the antenna circuits of standard receivers. In connection with these devices in the United States, the Federal Communications Commission tentatively ruled that radiating devices which utilize a low-power radio field will not require license if the strength of this field does not exceed 15 microvolts per meter at a distance from the source equal to the wavelength of the radiation divided by 2π.

A battery-operated remote-control unit of this type which radiates a low-power inductive field when a control impulse is required was introduced. These control impulses actuate step switches through tuned circuits and relay tubes at the receiver. Newly developed gas-filled tubes are utilized in this system. The operations performed are station selection, volume control, and power switching. The frequency of the control impulse is in the band between 350 and 400 kilocycles. Special circuits reduce the probability of the operation of the step switches by extraneous noise. Control units are factory-adjusted to work with particular receivers.

Another type of remote control uses a frequency changer at the control unit radiating an intermediate frequency within the range of the standard broadcast band. The signal is picked up by an ordinary receiver through its antenna circuit.

Record players using a modulated oscillator to radiate a low-power field at a frequency just within the standard broadcast band and which may be received by near-by standard receivers appeared.

Battery receivers in the United States are largely confined to use in unwired homes and are now designed with a complete line of 1.4-volt low-drain tubes. These tubes are available with single- and double-purpose functions similar to those of tubes ordinarily used in power-operated receivers. Portable battery receivers continue to be popular in Europe and are finding increasing use in the United States.

There were no major changes in motorcar receivers except to follow the general trend in push-
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button tuning. Solenoid-type remote-control devices were also produced for a few motorcar receivers.

The development of automatic-tuning and remote-control devices stimulated the manufacture of many new types of relays.10

Cabinets for small receivers are largely of molded plastics.11 Die castings were greatly improved in permanence, in dimensional tolerances, and in strength, and are used for a large number of special parts.12

Phonograph-record players, both separate and in combination with radio receivers, became more popular. For these piezoelectric crystal pickups are now very widely used. Improvements in automatic record changers increased their use. The sale of records for 1938 was approximately twice that for 1937.

Single-ended tubes of both metal and glass construction (with grid terminals in the base) are now available in place of the previous grid-cap types and will probably influence future chassis design.

Circuit Trends

The most noticeable circuit trend was the increased use of negative feedback for improved audio-frequency quality. Combinations of negative and positive feedback for improved frequency characteristics without loss of gain were recognized.13,14 Attention was directed to the use of feedback over as large a portion of the electroacoustical link between the detector and loud speaker as possible.15 By this means, speaker and cabinet resonance and transients were minimized.

A tuned shielded loop housed within the receiver cabinet for signal pickup in the standard broadcast band was used to minimize local man-made electrical interference.16

A noise-reducing antenna utilizing a balancing principle was introduced.17

Use was made of a distortion limiter to reduce the harmonic content during high audio-frequency voltage swings. This system may be considered to be an audio-frequency automatic volume control.18

The use of direct current for the control of high-frequency inductance in tuning devices was reported.19

The search for noise-limiting circuits continued although adequate relief from interference will require co-operative efforts of radio and electrical-appliance manufacturers. Various co-ordinating committees with representation from the groups involved were organized and gathered considerable data on the subject.20-22 Methods of measuring radio interference have been improved.24,26

Methods of automatically controlling selectivity in the presence of interference were described.28

The detuning of amplifiers subject to automatic volume control has been corrected by providing a current feedback which introduces a quadrature compensating voltage in the input circuit, automatically neutralizing the change in tube capacitance with bias.27 Similar means were reported to prevent change in transit-time input conductance with bias variations.28

The measurement of spurious responses resulting from external cross modulation originating in non-linear circuits near the transmitter or the receiver received considerable attention. A survey of a typical situation as it exists in Seattle was made by the Radio Manufacturers Association.

The Standards Committee of the Radio Manufacturers Association reaffirmed the choice of 455 kilocycles as a standard intermediate frequency for superheterodynes in the United States. The result of previous co-operation between the Federal Communications Commission and the Radio Manufacturers Association in this matter was reported.29


There has been a growing interest in the subject of frequency modulation.  At least one company manufactured receivers for the reception of experimental frequency-modulated transmissions in certain ultra-high-frequency bands. The behavior of tuned circuits in the presence of frequency- and phase-modulated waves was analyzed.

**Communication Receivers**

During the past year a number of improvements has been made in ship-to-shore radiotelephone circuits. A recently developed shore-station receiver designed for remotely attended operation eliminates the need of constant monitoring by a technical operator. The set has a new type of codan (carrier-operated device, antinoise) which employs crystal band-pass and band-elimination filters and is insensitive to noise operation. No adjustment is required to compensate for wide variations in noise level. Several new ship equipments were made available, some having combined transmitters and receivers and others employing separate units. While the small units employ push-button control for switching between transmission and reception, the larger equipments have voice-controlled switching and also have selective ringing circuits in the receiver.

Portable equipment for emergency use in bridging gaps in wire lines was developed also. This equipment uses the same voice-controlled transmitter employed in the ship equipment while the receiver used is similar to the shore-station receiver listed above. The effectiveness of the equipment was demonstrated following the hurricane in New England in September, 1938.

New police radio equipment operating in the 30- to 42-megacycle band was developed. The receivers have more stable oscillators and improved noise-suppression circuits. Several new types of vacuum-tube squelch circuits were devised to reduce the noise normally received during the carrier-off intervals.

Short-wave single-side-band systems were developed for transoceanic service based on the transmission of a reduced carrier for pilot purposes and designed to obtain two transmission channels by separate utilization of each side band.

The use of crystal-element filters in obtaining adjustable selectivity became general. There also was a noticeable trend towards the use of higher intermediate frequencies in receivers for operating at frequencies above four megacycles.

**Navigational-Aid Receivers**

Interest continued in utilizing ultra-high frequencies for aviation service. The United States Civil Aeronautics Authority installed a number of 75-megacycle marker-beacon transmitters and receivers for these transmissions were made available. Experimental work continued on the development of ultra-high-frequency receivers for two-way communication, airport traffic control, radio-range systems, and instrument landing systems.

Another important development is the radio altimeter for determining height above the ground rather than above sea level by measuring the time required for a frequency-modulated ultra-high-frequency radio signal originating in an airplane to reach the ground and be reflected back to the plane.

A ground-station direction finder operating in the band from two to seven megacycles and capable of instantaneously and automatically giving a line of bearing on the transmission from an airplane was demonstrated. An automatic direction finder for

- H. I. Metz, "Report on the development of fan-type ultra-high-frequency radio markers as a traffic control ledtton aid," Report No. 5, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Airc
- W. E. Jackson and J. G. Hromada, "Report on 125-mc air
- Science, vol. 88, supplement, p. 10; September 16, (1938).
airplane use, designed to indicate continuously the bearing of a transmitter through 360 degrees, also was developed.\(^{46}\)

**Measuring Apparatus and Techniques**

The principle of inverse feedback exerted a considerable influence in measurement apparatus and technique. Its application to vacuum-tube voltmeters resulted in equipment of increased range and much improved stability.\(^{37,48}\) The application of negative feedback to laboratory amplifiers also was described. This resulted in uniform standardized techniques. Its application to vacuum-tube voltmeters was described.\(^{49}\)

In the field of service equipment several new oscilloscopes were made available and inexpensive signal generators with frequency modulation for visual alignment also became generally accepted.\(^{48}\)

New bridge circuits for the measurement of resistance, reactance, and the power factor of dielectrics were described.\(^{54}\) Limit bridges for production testing in more convenient forms also appeared.\(^{58}\)

With the increased interest in the measurement of external noise, new and improved noise meters appeared both in this country and abroad.\(^{24,25,53}\)

Wave analyzers were made more convenient in operation and at the same time more selective by new crystal-filter applications.\(^{56}\)

An audio-frequency curve tracer making the audio-frequency response characteristic directly visible was described.\(^{56}\)

A new and revised edition of the Institute of Radio Engineers standards on receiver measurements was published in 1938.

**Statistics on Broadcast Receivers for the United States\(^{57-60}\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average List Prices</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total home receivers</strong></td>
<td>899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of tubes</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consoles, including chairside and phonograph-radio combinations</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of tubes in 326 models</td>
<td>8.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of loud speaker in 277 models 9.94 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average power output of 256 models</td>
<td>7.4 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of tubes in 547 models</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of loud speaker in 370 models 5.84 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average power output of 333 models</td>
<td>2.36 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonograph-radio combinations</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automobile</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote control</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{46}\) "An automatic direction finder," *Communications*, vol. 18, pp. 10-11; October, (1938).


\(^{48}\) "Laboratory and measuring equipments," *Communications*, vol. 18, pp. 17-19; August, (1938).


\(^{60}\) *Radio Today*, "Features and specifications of the 1939 sets," vol. 4, pp. 20, 22, 44; August, (1938).
PART IV—TELEVISION AND FACSIMILE*

The report on television is divided into sections on transmitters, receivers, and systems, while the subject of facsimile is treated in two parts, broadcasting and point-to-point services.

Television

Transmitters

Considerable improvement has been made in television transmitters during the year. In the United States the modulating frequency range of transmitters was extended to utilize most of the available six-megacycle band. Negative modulation and direct transmission of the direct-current component were generally adopted.

Networks suitable for carrier-frequency operation at both high and low power were applied in the transmitter to obtain the proper transmission characteristic for partially suppressing one side band. Field tests and measurements showed this method of operation to be feasible.

Steady progress was made in the electrical and mechanical design of pickup equipment for studio use. The video-frequency band width was increased to approximately six megacycles and the circuits made more stable. The camera preamplifier and coupling circuits were improved and the signal-to-noise ratio increased.

The British Broadcasting Corporation now uses mechanical equipment for timing synchronizing pulses at the Alexandra Palace transmitter.

In Germany, projection of a continuously moving standard motion-picture film onto a dissector or scanning disk was reported. The transformation from standard film speed to television field-repetition rate was accomplished by stationary displaced optical elements and a rotating shutter.1

Receivers

A new continuous-type motion-picture-film scanner was developed in the United States.2

The Eiffel Tower transmitter at Paris was reported to be operated at a peak power of 30 kilowatts.

Antennas

Improvements were made in transmitting antennas affecting both mechanical design and electrical characteristics. Antennas suitable for installation on the small space available on top of tall buildings were designed. The directivity pattern was improved for horizontally polarized antennas so that they have a circular pattern in the horizontal plane and directivity toward the horizon in the vertical plane, resulting in a substantial power gain. Improved antenna designs give uniform impedance over more than one six-megacycle television channel.

Comparisons of polarization of the radiated wave were made indicating that a better signal-to-ignition interference ratio and less multipath interference is obtained with horizontal than vertical polarization.3

Circuits and Antenna Systems

About 60 different models of television sets are on the English market at this time4 including several home projection receivers and one mechanical receiver.5 Theater projection equipments, both electronic and mechanical, for pictures six feet by eight feet were demonstrated.6

Note: Speaker size and power output data do not include farm radios. Mechanical tuning was included in approximately 40 per cent of the receivers. Automobile receiver data are not included in the number of sets, price averages, or in the average number of tubes.

This report was prepared under the supervision of the Annual Review Committee by the Technical Committee on Radio Receivers of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the personnel of which follows.
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4 "Teleolympia," Telev. and Short-Wave World, pp. 521-552; September, (1938).
In keeping with the commercial trends in sound broadcast receivers in the United States, the design of television receivers has seen the introduction of pre-tuned station selection. Several companies have begun the design of a line of receivers for the market in 1939, when scheduled programs will be transmitted, while some receivers and kits announced on the market. Designs for home-constructed receivers were published. The introduction of tubes with high mutual conductance permitted improvements in the design of receivers.

Progress was made in circuits and cathode-ray tubes for producing large pictures both by increasing tube size and by projection. Experimental apparatus incorporating these improvements was demonstrated to large groups.

Considerable work was done in Germany on projection and directional screens. Experiments were continued with color television.

Improvements were made in receiving antennas in the matters of directivity, selectivity, and effective height.

System Aspects

A mathematical analysis of the vestigial-side-band system of image transmission was made. Studies in phase and amplitude distortion and in synchronizing wave forms were reported.

A description of a proposed television system employing more than twofold interlacing was given. In this system it is proposed to transmit the scanning wave shapes on subcarriers. Reduction of necessary band width without loss of detail and without increase of interline flicker is claimed.

Standards

The International Radio Conference at Cairo revised the classification of radio emissions so as to designate waves employed in facsimile transmission as Type A4 and those employed in television as Type A5 waves. The United States Federal Communications Commission revised its Rules and Regulations to conform with this action.

Fourteen television transmission standards were formulated by the Radio Manufacturers Association and submitted to the Federal Communications Commission. Several transmitters were operated in accordance with these standards.

British transmission standards remain unchanged. New German transmission standards were adopted. In Berlin a new transmitter operating on the new standards was placed under test.
Field Tests and Operation

Measurements of the field strength of the London television transmitter were made in a northerly direction up to 500 miles and appear to establish quite clearly the existence of a weak sky wave at distances beyond about 90 miles under both day and night conditions.

Television field tests under conditions approximating those which would obtain in a public service were continued in the United States. Periods of regular program transmission have alternated with periods of suspension in order that equipment changes might be made. These tests were utilized to study the problems of technical operation and program production and in addition to prove the new transmission standards.

Mobile pickup equipment including a 177-megacycle relay transmitter mounted in trucks was put in experimental service and performed satisfactorily. Location pickups were successfully accomplished over distances up to twenty-seven miles.

Frequencies of the order of 150 megacycles were successfully employed for propagation of television signals between two points, such as a mobile pickup unit and a central distributing station.

Interference problems as bearing upon the sense of polarization of ultra-high frequencies and the minimization of multipath effects by antenna design also received attention.

In England, experiments were conducted on the transmission of visual signals over two or three miles of selected telephone lines. Thus, many important sources of near-by program material may be linked to the balanced-pair television cable encircling central London.

The coaxial television cable between Berlin and Leipzig was extended.

Experiments have shown that a wide-band signal of the type required for television can be satisfactorily transmitted over the New York-Philadelphia coaxial system.\(^46\)

Facsimile

Broadcast Facsimile

In the United States unprecedented activity was noted in the field of experimental facsimile transmission over regular broadcast channels. Seventeen stations in ten cities installed facsimile scanners and began collecting test data preparatory to the daily transmission of material of public interest. A few transmission schedules were carried out on ultra-high frequencies, using several bands assigned for this purpose in the range from twenty-four to forty-seven megacycles. Toward the close of the year, a few stations announced regular schedules.

Two stations in California tested the extent to which power-line network synchronization is possible over extended areas, and have proved its practicability by operating two transmitters over a 170-mile wire line from a single scanner.

Continuous-feed recorders employing rolls of paper as contrasted with single sheets became accepted practice although no single printing method was adopted as a standard.

Most of the development program was toward the simplification of receiving equipment. A system using reciprocating scanning was used in many instances because of its inherent simplicity. This system was adapted to recording on dry electrosensitive paper. The trend was toward a dry paper with a black marking on a white background. Manufacturing facilities were organized for the quantity production of facsimile attachments for regular receiving equipment. Availability of these machines for experimental use was announced to the public. Phonograph records of facsimile signals useful for testing recorders were produced.

Some systems employ continuous scanning, with no unused time between active scanning lines. Among these is the rotating-helix-drum system using carbon-paper recording,\(^47\) arranged to give both black-and-white reception and half tones. A number of special features is incorporated in this system, such as compensation to improve half-tone characteristics, a voltage regulator for stability, and a timer with audible and visual signals to insure regular paging of the received copy. These receivers are complete in one cabinet: a fixed-tuned receiver, the facsimile recorder, and the time switch. Synchronization is primarily by reference to a common power network but attachments are available for use in areas outside of that covered by a single power system.

Other continuous-scanning systems were developed.\(^47\)
Standards were discussed by various standards committees, but to date are not complete. It is believed possible that standards can be adopted which will permit operation of several different types of machines on a common signal.

Definition based on 100 and 125 lines per inch was obtained. Paper speeds varying from 0.6 to 1.5 inches per minute and width of copy varying from 4 to 7.5 inches were employed.

**Point-to-Point Facsimile**

Message Facsimile

A new type of facsimile machine designed particularly for handling telegrams between customers' offices and the central telegraph office was put in service. About the size of a teleprinter, it serves both as a transmitter and recorder, using a dry light-gray paper for recording. An automatic concentrator at the central office permits a few central-office machines to serve a large number of customers.

**Telepicture**

Wire

Two basic types of picture-transmission service are employed by newspicture-distributing organizations within the United States depending on the type of wire-line plant utilized. One type employs a specially engineered private-line network connecting up fixed points; the other utilizes regular long-distance message toll circuits. Progress has been made in refinement of the terminal apparatus originally designed for the fixed-network service. Organizations using message toll circuits continued development programs planned specifically for this type of service. Improvements in apparatus design resulted in a worthwhile improvement in the printed copy.

The trend in portable-equipment design for use primarily on toll circuits was to combine the transmitter and receiver and to include tuning-fork synchronization.

Some attempts were made by organizations employing message toll circuits to standardize machine design and operating practice.

**Radio**

A steady increase in international traffic was noted since the inauguration of long-distance point-to-point service. During 1938 the increase at the New York terminal was approximately 30 per cent over the 1937 totals. Similar increases were noted abroad.

Miscellaneous operating improvements, application of solar radiation and earth-magnetic data in the selection of suitable frequencies and keying speeds, education of customer and operating staffs in their respective handling problems, were jointly responsible for a noticeable improvement in copy reaching the public or private user. Private companies and foreign administrations sponsoring the established service continued their active investigation of propagation methods best suited to long-distance service. Time-modulation propagation methods make commercial copy generally possible but at the expense of reduced handling speed. General improvement of radio station apparatus and a clearer understanding of the propagation medium are pointing the way to further progress.

The adaptation of facsimile facilities to mobile uses received much attention during the year. Facsimile copy was successfully transmitted to and from aircraft, ships, and automobiles.

This report was prepared under the supervision of the Annual Review Committee by the Technical Committee on Television and Facsimile of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the personnel of which follows.
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*E. Holde, "The transmission of pictures according to the impulse method," Tel. Fern. und Funk-Tech., vol. 1, (1938).

**PART V—TRANSMITTERS AND ANTENNAS*”

Transmitters for broadcasting, point-to-point, and marine use are treated and include both low- and high-power units. Frequency stability, modulation methods, and schemes for conserving space in the frequency spectrum are mentioned. Antenna developments are chiefly in the field of vertical directivity.

**Transmitters**

Improvements in the circuit design of broadcast transmitters centered principally upon increasing power efficiency. Several schemes directed toward
Although high power efficiency is usually considered important chiefly from the standpoint of power cost, and of major significance only in very high-power transmitters, it has been found that high-efficiency circuits may influence design for other reasons. For instance, the cooling system may be substantially simplified by reduced requirements for heat dissipation. Also, the use of radiation-cooled tubes in medium-power transmitters is more practical with a high-efficiency circuit. The influence of such considerations is evident in the commercial transmitters of the year.

Modern styling continues to be a feature of all lines of broadcast transmitters and associated apparatus.

The importance of frequency stability in radio transmitters lends interest to the development of an oscillator whose frequency variations are only a very small fraction of current frequency tolerances.

A method has been presented together with experimental evidence whereby the ideal of a carrier and single-side-band system may be approached in the broadcast field without immediate alteration of the millions of receivers now in use. In this method only the outer part of one side band is cut away in the higher-frequency region where modulation depth is low, while retaining both side-band components in full for the lower frequencies where modulation is large.

Considerable activity was shown in the field of frequency and phase modulation as contrasted to amplitude modulation and several frequency-modulated transmitters began experimental broadcasting on Ultra-high frequencies.

The progress reports on television and facsimile cover in detail the developments in those fields, but a few notes on transmitters for these applications are given here. A number of transmitters with power outputs as high as 40 kilowatts were developed and made available commercially. A method of modulation particularly applicable to television systems, wherein a quarter-wavelength line is used in conjunction with an absorbing vacuum tube and is connected at a favorable point in the output circuit of the equipment, was described. It is claimed that the system permits wide-band modulation since a minimum of selective circuits is involved between its point of connection and the radiator.

In point-to-point equipment considerable interest was shown in single-side-band transmission or variations thereof. Commercial transoceanic service was inaugurated using short-wave apparatus and a system of transmitting one side band and a reduced carrier or pilot frequency. The other side band may be utilized for twin-channel operation.

Contrasting with the success obtained with single-side-band or selective-side-band transmission for telephone service, extensive analysis and tests of this method for high-speed telegraph and facsimile services failed to show corresponding advantages over double-side-band transmission. Because of the use of threshold limiting in receivers to reduce or eliminate the effects of fading and background, unsymmetrical signal wave shapes produced by the adverse phase characteristics of the selective side-band method can result in reproduced records that are entirely different from those originally scanned. The requirements for facsimile transmission are more rigid in respect to phase and frequency distortion than are those for speech or music.

In the marine telegraph field, new transmitters satisfying the Federal Communications Commission's requirements for safety of life at sea became available and a considerable number of installations made. These transmitters are characterized by improved frequency stability and high percentage modulation on interrupted-continuous-wave operation.

Additional facilities were provided for coastal and harbor radiotelephone communication. A wide variety of transmitters varying in power from 5 to 75 watts were developed for use aboard ship. In general the transmitter, receiver, and control equipment are included in a single unit with both transmitter and receiver having crystal control. The higher-powered equipments offer as useful adjuncts selective signal-
Antennas

In the broadcast frequency range, the use of concentric arrays of short antennas to provide control over vertical directivity was investigated with interesting results. Arrays of this kind have been shown to provide a somewhat greater gain than can be obtained from a single vertical half-wave antenna and, by arrangement of the concentric groups, it becomes possible to control the radiation pattern for either ground-wave or combined ground-wave and sky-wave radiation as desired.

A novel array was installed at KDKA wherein the small high-angle lobe radiated from a three-quarter-wave vertical antenna is suppressed by a similar but opposite-phase radiation from a surrounding ring of eight short suppressor antennas. The net result is that only the strong low-angle lobe from the control radiation is effective.

The increased use of multiple-element antenna systems has occasioned the development of instruments for monitoring the current amplitude and phase relationships in the elements, since it is these relationships which control the directional characteristics of an array. Such instruments are now in commercial use. These instruments also save considerable time and labor during the initial adjustments of an array. A sample of the current in each element is obtained by placing a coil, generally a single turn, in proximity to each element. The energy induced in the coil from the element is transmitted to the monitoring instrument over a small coaxial transmission line.

Equipment for controlling the amplitude and phase of the currents distributed to the elements of an array was also developed. These equipments permit control of the element-current relationships under power to compensate for changes in antenna and circuit-element characteristics.

The popularity of the shunt-excited antenna was enhanced by the development of a coupling system which eliminates the need for all apparatus at the antenna base except the transmission-line current meter. The system utilizes the distributed constants of parallel wires to accomplish this purpose.

A number of theoretical papers appeared in the literature furthering the knowledge of the performance of various antennas.

In the ultra-high-frequency field, considerable work was done on antennas for application to television to obtain uniform impedance characteristics over a wide range of video frequencies. Considerable work was also done on investigating antennas for use in aircraft navigation. Further work was done on the multiple-unit steerable antenna reported last year and a system consisting of sixteen rhombic antennas in a line two miles long and connected to a receiver by buried coaxial transmission lines was erected.

A valuable contribution to the knowledge of ship-antenna performance was made available through the Federal Communications Commission. Data were secured during the year by a survey made of somewhat over one hundred American vessels. The data include resistance, equivalent capacitance, natural frequency, resistance at the natural frequency, effective height, radiation efficiency, radiated power, and field intensity at one nautical mile with a specified input.

Standards on transmitters and antennas were issued by the Institute of Radio Engineers.

This report was prepared under the supervision of the Annual Review Committee by the Technical Committee on Transmitters and Antennas of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the personnel of which follows.

PART VI—WAVE PROPAGATION*

By dividing the radio spectrum into several frequency bands, the presentation of developments in this field has been clarified.

GENERAL

Notable progress was made in understanding the processes of radio wave propagation and in applying such knowledge to practical use.

A special instance of the latter is the London Report prepared at the end of 1937 by a special group for the use of the Cairo Radio Conference. That report summarized existing data particularly in respect to average received field intensities for various times and conditions, throughout the spectrum of radio frequencies above 150 kilocycles. It also gave data on maximum usable frequencies and skip distances for long-distance transmission. Its major omissions were data on frequencies below 150 kilocycles and on noise field intensities.

Knowledge of the facts of radio wave propagation has been expanding so rapidly in the last few years, and the valuable literature now available is so extensive, that few engineers have been able to keep even partially informed. Such information is necessary for wise choice of frequencies for any kind of radio transmission. In this connection the London Report renders a direct service to radio engineers.

During 1938, accurate calculation of ground-wave field intensities became possible through formulas developed independently by two different methods. One* of the methods is based on an exact solution of the Maxwell equations with proper boundary conditions, and the other on the phase-integral method. The results of the two agree closely. Both methods take account of the effects of ground conductivity and dielectric constant upon diffraction around the spherical earth, and one also gives the effect of refraction caused by the small monotonic decrease in the dielectric constant of the atmosphere with increase in height. They permit calculation for vertical antennas of any height, elevated above as well as located on the ground. A number of other publications appeared, adding to the knowledge of ground-wave propagation.

December 5, 1938, was the seventieth birthday of Professor A. Sommerfeld, whose classic paper in 1909 applying mathematical physics to radio wave propagation laid the foundation for subsequent progress in the calculation of ground-wave field intensities. He first applied the Lorentz reciprocity theorem to calculating antenna radiation and reception.

The progress in understanding the processes of radio wave transmission was characterized this year by more exact knowledge of the rôle played by the ionosphere in all long-distance transmission, and of the effects of troposphere discontinuities in wave refraction at high and particularly at ultra-high frequencies. A basis for prediction of radio transmission conditions was laid by the monthly publication of ionosphere data summaries in the PROCEEDINGS.

* Decimal classification: R113.7.


Means for the closer estimation of the effects on radio transmission of certain ionosphere irregularities were provided by the preparation and prompt dissemination of magnetic character figures for every half day.

**Medium Frequencies (150–1500 Kilocycles)**

At a hearing held in the United States by the Federal Communications Commission on power requirements of ship radio stations, evidence was presented that for propagation over sea water at or near 500 kilocycles fading at night begins at a distance of 330 to 480 kilometers, depending principally upon the latitude of the sky-wave transmission path. It was shown that sky-wave transmission is dependent upon the latitude of the transmission path, being more intense at low latitudes. Also, data were given on the intensities of atmospheric noise ("static") as received at sea on voyages across the north Atlantic, through the Gulf of Mexico, and through the Panama Canal to Honolulu. The atmospheric noise was more than 20 times as strong in the latitude range 10 degrees to 15 degrees north as in the range 50 degrees to 55 degrees north; the received atmospheric noise was two to four times as strong at night as during the day; the ratio between peak and average atmospheric noise was usually larger during the daytime. It was found that the data could be explained by the assumption that the atmospheric noise originated in thunderstorms within a radius of about 1000 miles from the observer, being propagated from the thunderstorm sources by ground waves during the day and night at short distances and by sky waves at night over the longer distances. The higher atmospheric noise at night is a result of greater distance range of propagation of any radio waves at night.

A co-operative measurement program in several countries during winter nights indicated that long-distance broadcast transmission between the United States and Europe gives very much lower fields, and is more variable from day to day, than transmission between South America and either the United States or Europe. This appears to be due to propinquity of the transmission path to the north magnetic pole. These measurements and others showed that field intensities of sky waves at broadcast frequencies have decreased from year to year as sunspot numbers increased. For example, average fields during the spring of 1938 were 1/3 to 1/10 as great as during the spring of 1935.

A comparison of broadcast transmission at about 600 and 1500 kilocycles showed that 600-kilocycle intensities reach their full night values three or four hours after sunset, while 1500-kilocycle intensities rise to their full night values within about one hour after sunset.

The study of wave propagation at broadcast frequencies was advanced by work upon methods of measurement of field intensity. This included proposals for standardization by the Federal Communications Commission of procedures for determining broadcast coverage by field intensity surveys in the coverage area, and for interpreting such survey data in terms of station performance. There is a need for extension of efforts along this line, particularly clarification of the methods and data for stations having directional antennas.

There was progress in the commercial development of technique and equipment for field intensity measurement. A critical study of typical commercial field-intensity-measuring equipment showed that the errors of measurement at broadcast frequencies may be as much as 20 per cent. Eight such errors were analyzed and the amounts of their effects determined. By the application of suitable correction factors determined in the laboratory and by careful installation, the accuracy of measurement may be made better than within 5 per cent. A theoretical factor for taking into account the effect of the distributed capacitance of the loop antenna was verified experimentally. Several methods of measurement were devised for reducing this error to negligible order; good ones are the use of a shielded loop antenna with the calibrating voltage inserted at one end, and the use of a balanced loop antenna with an auxiliary fine-tuning condenser for measuring the antenna voltage step-up by the condenser-variation method.

**High Frequencies (1500 to 30,000 Kilocycles)**

The major facts of wave propagation in this frequency range are determined by the ionosphere. Knowledge of the ionosphere and its application to radio transmission were notably advanced in 1938. Comprehensive data on the daily, seasonal, and other changes of virtual height and critical frequencies of the ionosphere layers were published monthly in the...
Proceedings, and were summarized for the past five years in a paper presented at two meetings. It was shown that average critical frequencies vary directly as sunspot numbers, both having reached a maximum in 1937.

It was demonstrated that there is not sufficient ionization at levels only a few kilometers above the ground to account for wave refraction by ionized layers such as reported by several observers in the past two years. The results of a number of researches suggest that such low-level refraction is caused rather by changes of refractive index resulting from variations of water-vapor content, pressure, and temperature, being thus of the same nature as refraction at ultra-high frequencies.

The theory of oblique reflection from ionosphere layers was worked out. This makes it possible to calculate maximum usable frequencies and other data for long-distance radio transmission from vertical-incidence ionosphere measurements, and vice versa. This was applied to the determination of maximum usable frequencies and skip distances at all times over a series of years, and to the working out of various practical communication problems.

Three separate types of ionosphere disturbance causing radio transmission difficulties were identified and described: sudden ionosphere disturbances; prolonged periods of low-layer absorption; and ionosphere storms. The characteristics and effects of ionosphere storms were notably elucidated by a number of investigations. The effects diminish with distance from the magnetic pole and auroral zone.

There was increased recognition of the role of scattered reflections caused by patches of ionization and between the regular ionosphere layers. They give rise to a complex type of signals within the skip region and are responsible for some inherent errors in direction finding.

**Ultra-High Frequencies (over 30,000 Kilocycles)**

The development of accurate formulas for calculation of field intensities as affected by diffraction clearly showed diffraction to be one of the causes for the absence of a sharp drop of intensity at the horizon. Refraction due to diminishing refractive index with height provides another cause. The effects of atmospheric refraction were shown to include not only a substantial increase in received field intensity, but also the production of fading. Within the horizon, the effects of local ionosphere storms were noted. The characteristics and effects of ionosphere storms were notably elucidated by a number of investigations.


distance there is little fading. Beyond the horizon, as the distance increases, fading becomes more rapid and more intense. The fading is caused by interference between components propagated over slightly different paths in which there are variations of humidity, temperature gradient, etc. Some experiments between 60 and 200 megacycles indicated transmission to be materially affected by air-mass boundaries at heights above ground of two to six kilometers. Measurements of received field intensities show reasonable agreement with theory. The calculated curve of field intensity as affected by diffraction is the lower envelope of the actually measured values of field intensity.

The theoretical work above mentioned refers to vertical polarization. Some unpublished work showed that intensities for horizontally polarized waves are less, except at the highest frequencies.

Because of the instability of received fields at ultra-high frequencies, it is necessary to use very much more transmitting power than would be required otherwise, in order to maintain good reception during periods of low intensity.

An investigation of received intensities over a city area showed large variations over a five-megacycle band of frequency, caused by waves arriving over several paths because of reflections from buildings. This may have an effect on television quality because of the wide modulation band used.

Direction finders were successfully developed for ultra-high frequencies. In the course of this development, considerable data on the propagation of these frequencies were obtained.

Ultra-high-frequency equipment was developed for aircraft uses. This includes application to ground-air telephony and radio range beacons. Experiments on 125 megacycles showed more reliable signals than on lower aircraft frequencies.

There was regular long-distance sky-wave propagation on frequencies up to about 45 megacycles by the F2 layer in the winter daytime. This is characteristic of years near sunspot maximum; it is believed that in years near sunspot minimum ultra-high frequencies exhibit no long-distance transmission. A study of reception in New York of television signals from Europe on frequencies from 35 to 45 megacycles showed substantial agreement with known data on ionosphere characteristics, when differences along the transmission path are allowed for and recognizing the occurrence of sporadic E transmission (next paragraph). The quality of such long-distance television pictures was generally poor because of multiple images produced by multipath transmission.

Besides F2-layer propagation, there was long-distance sky-wave propagation of frequencies up to about 60 megacycles by sporadic E-layer ionization. The sporadic E occurs most commonly in the summer, particularly in the morning and evening, but may occur any time of day or night; it occurs occasionally at all seasons, particularly in the evening. Detailed information on its prevalence is published each month in the Proceedings by the National Bureau of Standards. It is sporadic or patchy both in time and space; its radio manifestations are sometimes called "bursts."

Progress was recorded in the study of the radio possibilities of guided waves at frequencies between 150 and 4000 megacycles. This included radiation from pipes and horns and the development of amplifiers and measuring technique for these frequencies.

This report was prepared under the supervision of the Annual Review Committee by the Technical Committee on Wave Propagation of the Institute of Radio Engineers, the personnel of which follows.
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Lateral Disk Recording for Immediate Playback with Extended Frequency and Volume Range*

H. J. HASBROUCK†, NONMEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—The equipment for lateral disk recording can be attached to a reproducing turntable and provides means for recording on lacquer-coated disks. The records can be played immediately using a new high-fidelity pickup. The recorder operates on a maximum power of approximately one watt. A sapphire stylus, normally supplied for instantaneous recording on lacquer, is used. The recorder head. Recording is done on metal disks coated with a semiplastic material in which the groove is cut by means of a sharp sapphire stylus.

INTRODUCTION

Much has been done by experimenters during the past decade toward the development and improvement of means for making records that could be reproduced immediately and yet which would be more durable than soft wax masters. Some of the methods consisted of embossing the blank record with a blunt stylus while others more closely approached the regular procedure for making commercial records in that the grooves were cut by removing with a sharp stylus threads of the material of which the disk was composed. This latter method, although not the least expensive, has come to be accepted as the most useful, providing the highest quality and the lowest surface or background noise.

The applications for instantaneous-playback recording, as it is sometimes called, are too varied to enumerate here. It is enough to say that the broadcast and motion-picture-studio users represent a generous percentage of the total. Hence this discussion will be confined to equipment and methods designed to fill especially the requirements of these important fields.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RECORDER

The performance of the immediate-playback recording equipment which has been developed by RCA is summarized as follows: Lateral type of modulation was adopted because of its low distortion characteristics. A frequency range of 50 to 8000 cycles is covered with reasonable uniformity by the recorder head. Recording is done on metal disks coated with a semiplastic material in which the groove is cut by means of a sharp sapphire stylus. Records of high quality and low noise level have been made with this equipment. A volume range is possible in which the noise measured in an unmodulated groove is 55 decibels below the output of a fully modulated groove in which the total (root-mean-square) distortion does not exceed 5 per cent of the fundamental. These measurements were made without regard for ear characteristics and using the full over-all frequency range specified. The records showed excellent wearing quality and when used in conjunction with a new type of pickup later described, were not noticeably impaired by repeated playings of one hundred times. This is a characteristic of the record material and reproducer. The equipment on which these records were made is shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates a typical broadcast-studio turntable for recording and reproducing.

The modulator or cutting head is essentially a mechanical band-pass transmission network suitably terminated and damped by a special compact mechanical resistance material. The mechanical impedance of the entire moving system is high enough to make the motion of the cutting stylus practically unaffected by the impedance of the plastic record composition. This permits an unloaded or microscopic measurement of the frequency response and general performance of the head, which is duplicated almost exactly when cutting a record. The response-frequency characteristic of the device measured in this manner and converted to lateral stylus velocity, which is proportional to pickup output voltage, is shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen that frequencies below 800 cycles are purposely controlled so as to hold the physical amplitudes constant, the stylus velocity diminishing as the frequency is reduced. This practice is followed generally in disk recording to avoid overmodulation or cutting through to adjacent

* Decimal classification: 621.385.97. Original manuscript received by the Institute, June 29, 1938. Revised manuscript combining this and a companion paper, "A new high-fidelity reproducer for lateral disk records," received August 22, 1938. Both papers were presented, I.R.E. Convention, New York, N. Y., June 17, 1938.
† RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, New Jersey.
grooves at low frequencies where the amplitudes would otherwise be large. The correction is made by suitable compensation in the reproducing circuit.

In Fig. 3 may be seen the internal construction of the recording cutter together with its equivalent electrical circuit. The elements are illustrated in their respective locations in the mechanical and electrical networks. Since for constant current in the recorder winding, the armature receives a constant force, the electrical circuit is shown working from a constant-voltage source. The output of the mechanical system is represented by the lateral stylus velocity and is equivalent to current through the second inductance of the electrical network. Inspection of this circuit reveals it to have a rising output characteristic with increasing frequency. This compensates for the diminishing current through the recorder winding caused by its inductance.

Fig. 3—Mechanical construction of recorder head with equivalent electrical circuit.

Most mechanical systems which translate electrical energy to mechanical motion and the reverse, introduce some distortion because of the departure of certain factors from an ideal condition. It is far more difficult, for example, to obtain linear mechanical resistances and reactances than electrical. However, the components involved in this method of instantaneous disk recording contribute surprisingly little distortion to the over-all record. This is partly due to the elimination by cancellation of most of the “tracking” distortion because of the lateral method of modulation. The merits of lateral recording have been discussed at length and several excellent mathematical treatments of the subject have been published.¹

Under normal operating conditions, the over-all root-mean-square total distortion of the combined recording and playback operations is less than 5 per cent. The total harmonic distortion to be expected at 400 cycles at varying degrees of modulation is indicated in Fig. 4. These observations were made at a record speed of 33.3 revolutions per minute and a diameter of 12 inches. It is apparent that a higher recording level can be used at 78 revolutions per minute for the same value of distortion as the increased speed reduces the wave-front slope. What distortion exists can, for the most part, be attributed to tracking failure, or a departure of the pickup stylus motion from an exact copy of the recorded wave. Earlier experiments have supported the theory that most distortion in sound-on-disk work is of this nature rather than due to nonlinearity of the recording and reproducing heads, assuming of course they are well designed. This assertion is further proved by actuator measurements wherein the tracking errors are not involved.

Immediate playback systems suffer from a defect which exists in all disk reproduction when there are large changes in record diameter. This is a transfer or high-frequency needle loss due to the finite size of the reproducing stylus, the weight of the pickup, and the softness of the record stock. All these factors contribute to reduce the output of the pickup at high frequencies and when the surface velocity of the record becomes low. The softer the record composition, the greater the loss. This is particularly true of soft composition blanks used for immediate-playback recording which because of their plastic quality appear to

---

have an elastic flow under pressure of the stylus. The average losses for a particular record stock encountered at various diameters at 33.3 revolutions per minute are shown in Fig. 5.

![Fig. 5—Translation losses in reproduction from plastic-coated disks.](image)

Much can be done to counteract these losses by utilizing variable compensation during recording and various mechanisms have been suggested to do this automatically, such as adjustable compensators driven by synchronous electric clock motors and the like. However, it has not seemed practicable to attempt full compensation for frequencies higher than 7000 or 6000 cycles because of the severe losses in the upper register as the groove velocity becomes low. Neither does it appear desirable at the present stage of the art to depart from standard groove dimensions. By this is meant that while reducing the stylus radius from the present standard of 0.0023 inch to 0.001 inch, for example, there would be somewhat less transfer loss, the extensive duplication of equipment does not seem justifiable. Recorder heads have been built covering the range to 10,000 cycles and suitable, except for the reasons mentioned, for immediate-playback use. Higher record speeds are, of course, a partial solution to the problem but not an economical one. The transfer losses are less serious on standard records pressed in harder compositions.

Much of the popularity of immediate-playback recording has come as a result of successful duplication of records made by this process. A few copies are ordinarily made by re-recording offering almost no impairment of quality while for a larger number, the original, if not lubricated, can be plated after bronzing or silvering, and master, mother, and stampers produced. Pressings can then be obtained in a variety of materials depending upon the particular requirements involved.

**The Lateral Reproducer**

For reproduction there is provided a new lateral transcription pickup of light weight and great flexibility, having a permanent diamond point. The frequency range of this unit is ample for all requirements.

In considering the design of a high-quality transcription reproducer for commercial applications certain specifications must be met without imposing limitations of any sort on associated equipment. The reproducer must be light, flexible, free from resonances, and rugged enough to stand ordinary handling. The response-frequency characteristic should be substantially uniform, flat from 50 to 9500 cycles, and this accomplished without loss of sensitivity so that existing amplifying systems can be used.

The solution of these problems resulted in development of the M1-4856 reproducer, a wholly new design of pickup head and supporting arm. Fig. 1 shows the unit mounted on a studio-type transcription turntable. This reproducer is intended primarily for use on nonabrasive high-fidelity transcription records but may be used on all lateral records having standard groove dimensions, including composition or lacquer-coated disks such as those used for immediate playback. It is equipped with a permanent diamond point, the radius of which conforms to the 0.0023-inch standard. This radius is held to limits, not exceeding ±0.0001 inch, to insure an even distribution of pressure over the curved bottom of a standard groove in order to reduce record wear and resulting noise.

The response-frequency characteristic of the reproducer as determined by employing a standard test pressing 12 inches in diameter running at 33.3 revolutions per minute is shown in Fig. 6. The test record used was made at constant lateral stylus velocity above 800 cycles and approximately constant amplitude from 50 to 800 cycles. The reproducing circuit contains the usual low-frequency compensation so that the output is essentially uniform throughout the range from 50 to 9500 cycles. The characteristic of this compensation network is such that the transmission is increased approximately 5 decibels per octave as the frequency is reduced from 800 to 50 cycles.

![Fig. 6—Response-frequency characteristic of reproducer from test pressing.](image)

In making high-fidelity records, including the majority of composition-coated disks for immediate playback, use is made of what is known as complementary compensation. Because of the energy distribution in most speech and music, it is possible to accentuate the higher frequencies when making a record and attenuate them in reproduction, thereby reducing the surface noise resulting from minute particles in the record stock and dust particles accumulated in the record processing.
Fig. 7 shows the recording and reproducing amplifier response-frequency characteristics and the ideal flat over-all response to which, of course, is added the characteristics of the reproducer. This method of reducing surface noise can be used successfully in most cases without adding appreciable distortion to the reproduction.

The relatively wide frequency range and high output of the new reproducer was obtained by departing from conventional pickup design. The internal construction is shown schematically in Fig. 8. An efficient magnetic circuit having a low-reluctance alternating-current path is built around the armature, which is of the clamped-reed type. While the two upper air gaps are inactive, being filled by nonmagnetic spacers, the stability of the armature is increased permitting the active air gaps to be smaller, so that no output is lost by this construction and much is gained by simplicity and ease of assembly.

The mechanical armature impedance, both stiffness and mass, is too high to be directly coupled to the record. Therefore a linkage having nearly a 6-to-1 leverage ratio or a 36-to-1 impedance ratio is employed. This tremendously reduces both the stiffness and effective mass as seen by the record. The diamond point is secured in the lower end of an extremely light aluminum-alloy pivot arm which is supported in knife-edge bearings, vertically spring-supported but rigid laterally. Thus the pivot arm is permitted to rise during groove "pinching" or when irregularities in the bottom of the groove are encountered, without lifting the entire pickup. But in the direction of the useful motion being transmitted to the armature, the linkage has a minimum of compliance and the upper resonance is high; namely, about 9000 cycles. This peak is reduced by means of a block of loaded rubber arranged as a selective damper tuned approximately to the peak frequency, at which it absorbs energy as a mechanical antiresonance circuit. Being supported only by the armature, it does its work without adding impedance at other frequencies or increasing the stiffness of the reproducer. Consequently the stylus-point impedance is low at all frequencies.

The response of the pickup when working into a resistive load would droop at high frequencies because of the inductance of its winding unless the winding reactance were kept relatively small. This is not consistent with high output. Instead of reducing the inductance for a given value of resistive load, a shunt capacitance is connected across the pickup which by reacting broadly with the inductance, increases the high-frequency response through a large portion of the upper range. The reproducer has a slightly rising characteristic at the upper end, enough to offset high-frequency needle or transfer losses encountered at a mean record diameter of twelve inches at 33.3 revolutions per minute. In this way, it is possible to provide a high-output pickup which, without any compensation other than that normally provided at low frequencies, will reproduce a 12-inch constant-velocity pressing with substantially uniform output to 9500 cycles. At smaller diameters there is some reduction in high-frequency output and a slightly rising response at larger diameters.

Tests indicate negligible wear of the diamond stylus on nonabrasive records. On shellac-composition records there is sufficient wear at 5000 10-inch faces to justify replacement of the point. This is considerably longer life than that obtained from so-called permanent points of iridium or sapphire, when used on abrasive records with the same pressure, two ounces.

An improvement in pickup tracking has been made by offsetting the head with respect to the arm. This angle, which is about 10 degrees, results in two positions of perfect tangency with the groove, one near the center of the record and the second near the outer edge. The error in tracking angle between these positions is less than 5 degrees.
Summary—A discussion is given of a novel antenna system in which a high degree of noise reduction is obtained over a wide frequency band. A feature is the elimination of noise even when the antenna cannot be located in a noise-free area. The apparatus involved is simple and low in cost.

When receiving signals on an ordinary antenna, a considerable portion of the noise encountered is man-made static and arrives on the receiver power cord. This noise current flows to ground through the ground lead but the impedance of the ground lead is practically always quite high and a voltage drop occurs along it. This noise voltage occurring from chassis to ground is, in effect, applied to the input of the receiver. Noise arriving in this manner is by far the most important kind when no attempt at noise reduction has been made.

When an efficient noise-reducing antenna is employed, this type of noise is greatly reduced. The amount of noise remaining is a function of the accuracy of balance of the transmission line and transformers, and of the amount of noise field at the antenna proper. In the average installation, the noise-reducing kit makes a big improvement but the remaining noise is sufficiently high to justify an attempt at further improvement. However, a large share of the remaining noise is pickup on the antenna proper. The relative percentage of noise from antenna pickup and from unbalance will, of course, vary from one installation to another. An adjustable balance of noise picked up on the antenna proper is required if further improvement is to be made.

There are a large number of possible circuits by means of which this adjustable balance may be obtained. These circuits will not be discussed in detail but an attempt will be made to show why the particular circuit to be described was chosen. In choosing the circuit, it is desirable to select one in which the balance adjustment has as little variation with frequency as possible. Also, as little dependence should be placed on balance as possible. In other words, noise reduction should remain good in spite of imperfect balance. Of the circuits tried, the circuit of Fig. 1 seemed to fulfill these requirements best. The arrangement shown in this figure is suitable for long-wave operation only. The modification required for the addition of high-frequency reception is shown later.

In this figure, the antenna consists of an inverted L about 80 feet long. A counterpoise is run parallel to and close beside the antenna for a distance of one half its length. The spacing is not critical but should be about six inches. A primary coil of high inductance is connected from antenna to counterpoise and is coupled to a resonant secondary. A small variable condenser is placed from antenna to chassis and is used to balance out the noise. The theory of operation is as follows:

Noise disturbances on the power line cause a voltage from chassis to ground. A small portion of this noise voltage is transferred to the antenna and counterpoise by capacitive coupling. If the voltages on the antenna and counterpoise are equal, then no current will flow in the primary and no voltage will be induced in the secondary.

This may be more readily understood by referring to Fig. 2 which is the same circuit redrawn to show that the circuit is essentially a bridge. Two of the arms of the bridge are the antenna capacitance and the counterpoise capacitance. A third arm is the distributed capacitance of the lower end of the primary winding to chassis. The fourth arm is the capacitance of the other end of the primary to chassis in parallel with the balancing condenser. The output load impedance of the bridge is the primary winding. Since the capacitance of the antenna is greater than that...
of the counterpoise, it is evident that the capacitance from chassis to antenna must be made greater than that from chassis to counterpoise if a balance is to be obtained. The balance adjustment is to be made at the time of installation by the service man.

It should be noted that it is not necessary to have the antenna in a noise-free area. If direct capacitance exists between the power line and the antenna, the only result is that a slight readjustment of the balancing condenser is required.

A factor to be avoided is capacitance from the primary to the high-potential end of the secondary. At first sight, even this appears to be harmless, since a readjustment of the balancing condenser regains good noise reduction. Unfortunately, the degree of readjustment required varies with frequency. Thus, the balance point varies somewhat with frequency when capacitance is present from the primary to the high-potential end of the secondary.

In appraising the circuit, it is important to realize that if no capacitance existed between the primary winding and the chassis, then good noise reduction would result even without the balancing condenser. It follows that if the primary capacitance to chassis is small, then fair noise reduction is obtained even with an imperfect balance. A critical balance is required for the best noise reduction, but fair results are obtained even with the balancing condenser omitted.

At low frequencies, the bridge consists essentially of four capacitances and hence the balance point does not vary greatly with frequency. At frequencies close to the fundamental of the antenna, the inductance of the antenna becomes important. As a result, the balance varies badly with frequency and at some points, a balance cannot be obtained at all. For this reason, it is not recommended that this principle be used for frequencies close to or above the fundamental resonance of the antenna.

In Fig. 3, a circuit is shown in which an adjustable balance is used for the broadcast band and a dipole with a transmission line is used for short waves. The dipole and transmission line together act as the broadcast antenna. The broadcast counterpoise is placed alongside the transmission line. The connec-
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At low frequencies, the bridge consists essentially of four capacitances and hence the balance point does not vary greatly with frequency. At frequencies close to the fundamental of the antenna, the inductance of the antenna becomes important. As a result, the balance varies badly with frequency and at some points, a balance cannot be obtained at all. For this reason, it is not recommended that this principle be used for frequencies close to or above the fundamental resonance of the antenna.

In Fig. 3, a circuit is shown in which an adjustable balance is used for the broadcast band and a dipole with a transmission line is used for short waves. The dipole and transmission line together act as the broadcast antenna. The broadcast counterpoise is placed alongside the transmission line. The connec-

This arrangement is used as an integral part of the receiver. The balancing condenser and primary windings are mounted on the receiver chassis and add to its cost only by the cost of the condenser, since similar primaries would be required in any case. The antenna kit itself is quite low in cost as it contains no transformers, the wires and insulators being all that are required.

When making an installation of this antenna, the transmission line is cut to length to suit the requirements of the installation. The counterpoise is also cut to an appropriate length so that the required setting of the balancing condenser is about the same in each location. The proper length of counterpoise is one half the length of the transmission line plus ten feet.

The primary system is so designed that satisfactory operation is obtained when used on an ordinary antenna. The connections are shown in Fig. 4. The path for short-wave currents from the antenna is through one half of \( L_1 \) and the balancing condenser to ground. \( L_1 \) and the balancing condenser have a negligible effect on low-frequency currents which flow to ground through \( L_2 \).
The same antenna is also designed for use with receivers not especially designed for it. This requires a transformer external to the receiver because most receivers have one side of the primary grounded. The circuit is shown in Fig. 5. The operation of the primary circuit is about the same as when it is built into the receiver. The only difference is in the resonance point. When the primaries are built into the receiver, the broadcast primary circuit is resonant just outside the low-frequency end of the band, in the conventional way. When an external transformer is used, the broadcast primary and secondary circuits are separately resonant in the band, but are so tightly coupled as to push the peaks to the extremes of the band. A resistor is shunted across the primary to flatten the response. The response curve taken into a 2000-ohm load is given in Fig. 6.

The high-frequency section of the transformer was designed to match a 100-ohm line to a 200-ohm load. The high-frequency portion of Fig. 6 shows its performance under these conditions.

To evaluate the noise-reduction performance of this antenna system, measurements were made using a setup shown in Fig. 7. A signal from a signal generator is applied to the power cord of the receiver and the sensitivity of the receiver to this signal is measured both with a normal antenna and with the noise-reducing antenna. The ratio of these two sensitivities is a measure of the effectiveness of the noise-reducing antenna. In Fig. 8, a curve is given of attenuation versus frequency. Each point on this curve is the average of four measurements, the method of applying the voltage being either between the line and ground (Method No. 1) or across the line (Method No. 2) and each method being applied at points A and B. Ratios of the same order were obtained for each condition.

The previous circuits have shown only two receiving bands, a low-frequency or broadcast band, and a high-frequency or short-wave band as used on the simpler receiver. A circuit for a three-band receiver having a medium-frequency band intermediate to these afore-mentioned bands is as shown in Fig. 9. This circuit again avoids primary switching which is advantageous, in that it enables the capacitances of primary to ground and to secondary to be kept at a minimum. If an antenna is used, of dimensions suitable for the long-wave band, it is resonant in the medium band, and a balance cannot be obtained on the medium band except at the lower frequencies although there is an improvement in noise reduction over the conventional receiver with the primary
grounded to the chassis. Fig. 10 illustrates a commercial application of this circuit to a 3-band receiver.

It is of some interest to note that still further improvement in noise reduction can be obtained by using a variable resistor in parallel with the balancing condenser or in series with it. When this is done, a critical adjustment of both resistor and condenser may be found which results in infinite attenuation of the noise from any given source. Noise from a different source sometimes requires a slightly different adjustment. A change in frequency usually means that the balance must be readjusted if any advantage is to be obtained from the resistor. For this reason, the use of the resistor is not considered practicable for general use. It might prove quite valuable, however, in isolated cases where the required noise attenuation could not be obtained by any simpler means.

It is of interest to note the results which can be obtained by using these circuits on receivers having buzzer B supply operated from a low-voltage direct-current source. Such a buzzer B supply generates radio-frequency interference. This interference gets into the input circuit chiefly by means of currents in the supply leads which cause a noise voltage from the chassis to the ground. This noise may be balanced out in a similar manner to ordinary power-line noise, in spite of the fact that the noise originates in the receiver itself.

It is recognized that considerable work has been done by previous experimenters. A partial list of prior art, most of which is available only in patents, is given below for reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inventor</th>
<th>Patent No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fessenden</td>
<td>742,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor</td>
<td>1,468,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrad</td>
<td>1,513,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weinberger</td>
<td>1,738,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>1,872,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loftin</td>
<td>1,995,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>2,054,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beverage</td>
<td>Re-19,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeMonge</td>
<td>British 445,187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wireless Age*, pp. 839-842; July, (1914).
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Oscillograph Design Considerations*

G. ROBERT MEZGER†, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—As the cathode-ray oscillograph is becoming more widely used in laboratories, the specific requirements for its application to particular problems become important.

This paper discusses the relation of these requirements to the design of a complete cathode-ray oscillograph. The deflection-amplifier design is discussed with respect to the electrical and mechanical design of the equipment.

Linear sweep-circuit design, the application of grid modulation to transient studies, frequency determinations, and return-trace elimination are discussed.

With regard to the power supply, voltage considerations, ripple elimination, brilliance, amplifier and control-circuit requirements, are considered especially as to their effect upon transformer and filter design.

Physical requirements of the layout of equipment for a commercial unit are examined according to the design considerations covered in the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

DURING the past few years the cathode-ray oscillograph has developed from an interesting device which possibly could be used for some applications to an indispensable tool in all fields of engineering from research to production. As it becomes more widely used, its advantages and its limitations with respect to the particular problem under investigation are better recognized. While the great flexibility of the high-vacuum cathode-ray tube permits it to be adaptable to many problems, a complete oscillograph, incorporating a linear sweep circuit, and the deflection and modulation amplifiers must be designed with regard to the work for which it is intended.

Depending upon the brilliance desired and the type of cathode-ray tube employed signal voltages ranging from approximately 50 to over 1500 volts will be required for proper deflection. Since most signal voltages are of relatively low amplitude, amplifiers must be employed to obtain adequate deflection amplitude. The introduction of amplifiers brings up the question of both the frequency range and the amplitude of the signal voltages to be studied. Amplifiers are not yet available which cover all frequencies from zero cycles per second to whatever frequency may be desired.

The cathode-ray oscillograph has been so universally used for plotting voltages as a linear function of time that other methods are often forgotten. For many investigations it will be found advantageous to plot the signal as a function of some other voltage which occurs at some particularly interesting portion of the unknown signal wave. In many cases a sinusoid of the same period as the unknown may be employed advantageously to perform this function, since when used for deflection of the cathode-ray tube it will move the electron beam faster at the center of the screen than it does at each end. In other cases some voltage may be available from the equipment under investigation which may be even more advantageous to use for horizontal deflection than either a linear saw-tooth or a sinusoidal voltage.

The type of signal to be studied will have a great bearing upon the fundamental design of the oscillograph. It is preferable, in all cases, in the interests of economy to operate the cathode-ray tube at the lowest accelerating potential possible. The brilliance of any given portion of the pattern on the screen of the cathode-ray tube will be a function of the accelerating potential and the speed with which the spot travels across that particular portion of the pattern. As the speed of the spot increases, the time that it remains on a given screen area decreases, the screen excitation decreases, and therefore the brilliance of the pattern will decrease. When a signal such as a pure sine wave is being studied, the rate of change of voltage over a complete cycle is relatively constant, and even at a low accelerating potential there will be no portion of the pattern where the trace is invisible. If a signal such as a spark discharge is under investigation, however, it will be necessary to use a high accelerating potential in order to study the fine structure of the high-frequency components found in signals of this type.

For most applications a cathode-ray tube employing a willemite screen is used, which has the advantage that it does not burn easily and has sufficient brilliance that all ordinary observations may be made in daylight. When very low-frequency signals are to be studied, however, or when it is desired to study transient signals, the persistence of vision of the human eye is not sufficient to retain the pattern long enough to study the image properly, so a cathode-ray tube having a long-persistence screen is used. The pattern will remain on the screen of the tube after the spot has traveled across the screen, for a time determined by the acceleration voltage applied to the cathode-ray tube and by the speed of the spot.

When the curve is recorded upon a film, moving at a constant rate and providing the time axis, the
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persistence of the pattern on the screen would be objectionable, and it is desirable to use a tube with a screen having a very short-persistence characteristic.

II. AMPLIFIER DESIGN

Since the oscillograph is a measuring instrument, the power drawn from the circuit under test should be at a minimum. At the same time, the input circuits of the unit must have provision for attenuation of the signal to a value which may be handled by the amplifier input circuits without distortion. These requirements demand a high-impedance voltage divider. The simplest method of obtaining this would be to employ a high-resistance potentiometer in the grid circuit of the input amplifier. The use of a potentiometer, however, has serious disadvantages as shown in Fig. 1. $C_1$ represents the stray circuit capacitance between the input and the grid. $C_2$ represents the total of stray circuit capacitance and tube input capacitance. When the slider is moved to the high side of the potentiometer, $C_1$ becomes infinity and has no effect upon the circuit. The high-frequency response of the circuit will be affected only by $C_2$ and there will be a constantly decreasing gain as the frequency is raised. For any other setting of the potentiometer, the capacitances $C_1$ and $C_2$ will influence the voltage division, so that at only one setting of the potentiometer arm will there be a division of voltage irrespective of frequency.

To control these stray capacitances a fixed divider may be employed using fixed resistances and capacitances to give predetermined attenuation ratios. A number of these fixed dividers may then be selected by a suitable switching arrangement to obtain a number of attenuation ratios. One step of such a divider is shown in Fig. 2. $C_1$ is made just large enough to permit it to maintain control over the stray circuit capacitances and yet keep the total shunt capacitance of the input at a minimum. $C_2$ is proportioned for proper capacitive division of the signal in the same ratio as determined by $R_1$ and $R_2$.

The amplification factor of the tube will be a function of the potential applied to this grid. Further simplification is provided in this method in that since the control carries no signal its physical location will have no effect upon the frequency-response characteristics of the amplifier.

Many cathode-ray-oscillograph-amplifier designs require flat frequency-response extending down to only a few cycles per second, necessitating the use of unusually large time constants in the resistance-capacitance coupling circuits between the various stages. When the gain of a stage is varied in the manner described above, the plate current of the tube which is controlled is also changed. However, it takes a considerable time for the coupling condenser to assume its new charge because of the long time constant of the coupling circuit. As a result, when this change is amplified by the following stages it may be so great as to shift the beam off the screen, and a number of seconds may elapse before the beam returns to its original zero position.

There are two methods available to correct this difficulty and in practice both of them must be employed. One method is shown schematically in Fig. 4. The plate-grid coupling circuit $C_2-R_3$ has had its time constant reduced so that the time required for the coupling condenser to reach a new steady-state...
value after a change in plate current of the first stage is comparatively small. The consequent loss of low-frequency response of the amplifier resulting from this decrease in time constant of the coupling circuit is equalized by the network $C_1-R_2$. Here the plate resistor has been divided into $R_1$ and $R_2$ with the lower section $R_2$ by-passed to ground with $C_1$. This method of plate-circuit compensation for low frequencies has found quite general use in video-frequency amplifiers for television use where much the same problem is encountered.

The above methods of controlling the gain of the amplifier to operate between the steps of the resistance-capacitance input attenuator will always cause a certain temporary shifting of the position of the spot as the amplifier gain is changed. This will have no effect upon the operation of the instrument, but it will prove annoying when fine adjustments of the gain are to be made frequently. In order to avoid this trouble, the signal component only of the amplifier plate voltage may be operated upon. This may be accomplished as shown in Fig. 5. Here, condenser $C$ decouples the direct-current component of the plate signal from the gain control, and this control operates to vary the amount of signal transferred to the following stages. Frequency discrimination, as discussed above, will take place in this type of control but may be reduced, however, to a very small value by using a potentiometer of small total resistance. The potentiometer will then maintain resistance control of potential division in spite of the stray circuit capacitances. Resistor $R_3$ is provided to limit the range of the control to a three-to-one ratio and prevent the operator from overloading the input circuit of the first stage. The time constant of circuit $C, R_1, R_2$ will necessarily be comparatively short, and plate-circuit compensation, as shown in Fig. 4, must be provided to correct the low-frequency response of the amplifier.

The amplifiers for a cathode-ray oscillograph are required to supply relatively little power to the deflection plates of the cathode-ray tube, but their voltage output must be rather large to obtain full-scale deflection at high accelerating potentials. For a cathode-ray tube operating at an accelerating potential of 3000 volts, the amplifiers will be required to deliver a peak-to-trough voltage swing of approximately 800 volts, and if the oscillograph is to operate with a single-stroke sweep circuit, which will be described later, they must be capable of twice this value. To obtain these voltage swings, the amplifiers must operate at high plate-supply voltages. If only low-frequency response is required, the plate-load resistance may be kept high and small receiving-type amplifier tubes may be used, provided they have sufficient voltage insulation. When the amplifier range is extended to frequencies above approximately 15 kilocycles, however, the plate-load resistance must be reduced to minimize the shunting effect of stray circuit capacitances. In this case, the amplifiers must be capable of dissipating large amounts of power as well as providing large voltage swings for full-scale deflection of the cathode-ray tube.

To obtain the large voltage swings necessary for deflection of the cathode-ray tube, it is desirable to use push-pull deflection amplifiers. This type of amplifier has a number of advantages over the single-ended amplifier. Some cathode-ray tubes have one plate of each pair of deflecting plates connected to the final anode. If this type is operated at high anode voltages, the large voltage swings necessary to give full-scale deflection cause the free deflection plate to influence the operation of the electron gun. As this plate reaches the peak of the cycle where its potential difference with respect to the final anode becomes of the order of a few hundred volts, serious defocusing of the beam will occur. The acceleration due to this free plate is also responsible for the "keystone" distortion found in cathode-ray tubes operated in this manner. It may be possible to adjust the electrode voltages so that the beam is in focus at the center of the screen, but the edges of the pattern will always remain out of focus. With push-pull deflection of the beam the plates are excited out of phase and only half of the voltage swing will be required on any one plate as compared with asymmetric deflection. A further saving is effected by the use of push-pull deflection in that the necessary power-supply voltage for the amplifiers to obtain full-scale deflection is
halved. Since a large part of the amplifier power for cathode-ray tube deflection is dissipated in tube plate circuits and in bleeders, the power consumption of the unit is considerably reduced by lowering the power-supply voltage to half the value required for asymmetric deflection.

Many oscillograph applications require the use of a linear time base for the horizontal axis. It is preferable, in most cases, to obtain the saw-tooth voltage for this deflection from a source having a low-voltage output since it is difficult to generate a large voltage with this wave shape, having a wide frequency range without the use of complicated correcting circuits and very high-voltage power supplies. The amplitude of horizontal deflection may be readily controlled with the amplifier gain control without any effect upon the frequency of the sweep circuit. It has been found empirically, however, that the frequency range of an amplifier which will satisfactorily handle saw-tooth signals should extend to at least ten times the highest and one tenth of the lowest sweep frequency it is to handle. Because of the slow rate of rise of voltage during the forward portion of the sweep, the rate of change corresponds to a sinusoid of much greater period than the fundamental period of the saw-tooth. The sweep amplifier must, therefore, be capable of passing a sine wave of at least one tenth the frequency of the saw-tooth signal. The return-trace portion of the sweep must necessarily be very fast in order to avoid confusion of the pattern. This part of the saw-tooth, therefore, involves very high-frequency components. To keep the return trace of the spot fast, the amplifier must offer very little attenuation to signals of at least ten times the frequency of the saw-tooth.

III. SWEEP-CIRCUIT DESIGN

At the present time, the gas-discharge type of sweep circuit, using a gas-filled triode as a relaxation oscillator is used almost exclusively as a generator of saw-tooth voltages for linear sweep circuits. This type oscillator has the advantage that it is very easily synchronized, and it may be operated over a wide frequency range with a minimum number of controls.

The fundamental circuit of a saw-tooth oscillator is shown in Fig. 6. The bias of the discharge tube is determined by a tap on the bleeder resistor. This bias determines the breakdown potential of the plate circuit and, therefore, the output voltage. Condenser C is charged through resistor R, and its voltage at any time follows the ordinary logarithmic curve of a condenser charging through a resistor, as shown in Fig. 6. The condenser is allowed to charge, however, only to the potential ε₁. At this point the voltage across the condenser is equal to the breakdown potential of the discharge tube and the tube short-circuits the condenser and reduces its voltage to approximately zero, at which time another cycle of operation begins. The portion of the logarithmic curve which is thus used varies essentially linearly with time and a saw-tooth voltage is developed. Since only a small portion of the complete charging curve of the condenser is used, the amplitude of the output of the oscillator is relatively small, and it must be amplified to provide sufficient voltage for deflection of the cathode-ray tube. The current-handling capacity of such tubes as the Type 885 which are available for this service is relatively small, and the resistance R must, therefore, be of the order of a few megohms to prevent overloading of the discharge tube. In addition R must be large when the oscillator is to operate at very low frequencies.

These two limitations require a relatively high-impedance plate circuit for the saw-tooth oscillator. When this plate circuit is connected to the input of an ordinary oscillograph amplifier, the loading introduced by the input circuit will produce serious distortion of the saw-tooth voltage and cause it to vary nonlinearly with time. Any amplifier input circuit having an impedance high enough to prevent the introduction of nonlinearity of the saw-tooth wave would cause frequency discrimination in the attenuator. This would produce frequency distortion of the signals and cause a long horizontal tail to appear on the trace of the cathode-ray tube at the end of the sweep.

One method of eliminating the distortion due to this impedance mismatch is to employ an impedance-matching amplifier as shown in Fig. 7. This amplifier tube has its grid directly connected to the plate of the oscillator tube, and it presents as a load only its
own grid impedance. Since the impedance-matching amplifier feeds into the regular deflection amplifier of the oscillograph it need only have a gain of about unity. This low gain may be obtained by lowering the plate-circuit impedance of the tube to a point where any loading produced by the deflection-amplifier input circuit will have negligible effect upon the linearity of the saw-tooth signal. This type of direct coupling to the plate of the discharge tube also reduces the stray circuit capacitances so that the upper frequency limit of the time-base oscillations, which is limited by these capacitances, may be raised.

For many studies of transients it is desirable to make a photographic record of the wave. To prevent the film from becoming overexposed along the zero line while awaiting the transient, the arrangement shown in Fig. 8 may be employed. Here a diode has been connected from the plate of the discharge tube to ground. The cathode potential of the diode may be adjusted by means of a potentiometer to any value between ground and a positive maximum greater than the plate potential of the discharge tube. As long as the diode cathode is maintained positive with respect to its plate there is no loading effect upon the discharge-tube plate circuit. If, however, the diode cathode be adjusted to the point where the diode just starts to draw plate current, the plate circuit of the discharge tube will never reach the breakdown potential required to operate. The breakdown potential may, however, be controlled by the voltage on the grid of the discharge tube. If a pulse be applied to the grid of this tube to reduce its breakdown potential to a point where it may discharge, one single sweep will take place. If no more pulses are received by the discharge-tube grid, the diode will again regain control and the oscillation will stop. For the study of transient signals, the pulse to initiate the single sweep may be taken from the initial portion of the transient or it may be obtained from some other source which will initiate the sweep just previous to the start of the transient.

When this single sweep is used the beam is positioned to one side of the screen of the cathode-ray tube. It is, therefore, necessary for single-sweep operation that the amplifiers have capacity for twice full-scale deflection of the cathode-ray tube in order that full-scale deflection be obtained when the spot is positioned to one side. The inclusion of a single-sweep circuit in a cathode-ray oscillograph must amount to a fundamental change, since this requirement of twice full-scale deflection capacity for the amplifiers affects the entire amplifier and power-supply design.

IV. Grid Amplifier

Practically all transient studies which are made with the oscillograph must be provided with some type of time axis for measurement of the duration of the signal. It has been quite common practice when using the cathode-ray oscillograph first to make a photograph of the timing axis and then record the transient. This method is subject to variations in the equipment which will always leave the possibility of doubt in regard to an exact reproduction of the horizontal time axis in the two cases.

By the use of a grid-modulation amplifier in the cathode-ray oscillograph, a timing signal may be applied to the grid of the cathode-ray tube simultaneously with the application of the transient. This timing signal may be adjusted to make small light or dark dots on the pattern whose horizontal projections will furnish a standard time axis for the transient. By plotting the unknown signal and the timing signal simultaneously, the effects of any variations of the sweep circuit will be eliminated.

The grid-modulation amplifier in the cathode-ray oscillograph may also be used for elimination of the return trace of the spot. As shown in Fig. 9, a small condenser C may be used to couple the grid circuit of this amplifier to the plate circuit of the discharge tube. This condenser may be so proportioned that it will pass only the return trace, or high-frequency component, of the signal at the plate of the discharge tube. This signal is then amplified and fed to the grid of the cathode-ray tube where it cuts off the beam while the spot is traveling through the return-trace portion of the sweep. The phasing of this elimination signal must be proper for blanking rather than intensifying the return trace.

V. Cathode-Ray-Tube Control

Depending upon the type of signals which are to be studied with the cathode-ray oscillograph, present design trends have indicated the use of either 1000 or 3000 volts accelerating potential for the cathode-
ray tube. For examination of recurrent signals of frequencies high enough to permit the persistence of vision of the human eye to take effect, a potential of 1000 volts is usually used. For studies of low-frequency signals and transients where a screen having a long-persistence characteristic is to be used it is necessary to employ 3000 volts accelerating potential.

The deflection plates of the cathode-ray tube are the measuring circuit of the instrument. Safety requirements make it necessary that they remain at ground potential, or as near ground potential as the signals will permit. In order to prevent defocusing of the beam, the deflection plates must maintain a potential averaging around the final anode potential. For this reason the positive side of the power supply for the cathode-ray tube is grounded. The grid circuit of the cathode-ray tube must then be at full power-supply potential "below" ground and any signals coupled to the grid circuit must be fed through a condenser of sufficient voltage rating to withstand the sum of the power-supply and signal voltages.

Filter requirements for the cathode-ray-tube power supply must necessarily represent a compromise between cost and performance. Since the positive of the power supply is grounded, any ripple voltage will appear on the grid of the tube and cause modulation of the beam. The beam current drawn by cathode-ray tubes is of the order of only a few hundred microamperes, and a resistance-capacitance type of filter will prove much more satisfactory and cheaper than one employing inductance. Fig. 10 shows a representative type of filter and bleeder design for a cathode-ray oscillograph. Condensers \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) and resistance \( R_1 \) comprise the usual resistance-capacitance filter. Condenser \( C_4 \) has been connected directly to the grid of the cathode-ray tube. This connection permits utilization of the unused portion of \( R_2 \) for additional filtering of the power-supply ripple. Condenser \( C_3 \) is essential to maintain the ripple modulation of the grid at a minimum. Condensers \( C_4 \) and \( C_5 \) have been provided to decouple the first anode and the cathode of the cathode-ray tube and eliminate modulation of the beam at these points.

It is often desirable, when photographing patterns from the screen of the cathode-ray tube, to open the shutter of the camera and prepare for taking the photograph without exposing the film. For such work a beam switch such as shown in Fig. 11 may be provided. Potentiometer \( R_1 \) represents the usual focus-control potentiometer in the high-voltage bleeder. Switch \( S \), which is the beam switch, is arranged to connect the first anode to either the focus potentiometer or to the cathode through the resistor \( R_5 \). When the first anode is connected to \( R_5 \), its potential is reduced to a point where the beam is cut off. This method of controlling the beam is advantageous for photographic work since the oscillograph may be preadjusted and the beam turned on or off without disturbing the settings of either the focus or the intensity controls.

It is desirable in all cathode-ray oscillograph equipment to provide means for location of the zero axis of the spot along both the horizontal and vertical axes. When studying asymmetric signals it is convenient to position them to the center of the screen since their amplitude may be then raised to fill the entire screen. It is also necessary in all cases to provide for relocating the spot in the center of the screen whenever the equipment is moved since the earth's magnetic field may shift the spot. Whenever a single-stroke sweep circuit is used, position-control circuits must be provided to move the spot to the edge of the screen of the cathode-ray tube. It is advantageous to employ symmetric positioning of the beam as shown in Fig. 12 in order to prevent defocusing of
the beam at the edges of the screen. Symmetric positioning produces the same advantages of uniformity of focus, which are obtained from symmetric deflection amplifiers, and both are essential to produce uniform focus over the entire screen area of the cathode-ray tube.

VI. AMPLIFIER POWER SUPPLY

In order to prevent circuit interaction at low frequencies and to maintain uniform frequency response at high frequencies, the bleeder circuits and the amplifier plate circuits must be of low resistance. For the high currents drawn by these circuits and the necessity for good regulation require the use of a low-impedance power supply. The high internal resistance of high-vacuum rectifiers causes so much interaction that it is necessary, in most cases, to resort to the use of mercury-vapor rectifiers. For the same reason, the power transformer must have low internal resistance. Ripple voltage in the output of the amplifier power supply must be kept at a minimum, since there is very little filtering action obtained from the low-resistance plate leads of the amplifiers and electrostatic deflection of the beam from the power-supply ripple must be eliminated.

Power-transformer requirements for cathode-ray oscillograph applications differ, in many respects, from those for other communication applications. The cathode-ray tube is affected not only by the voltages applied to the deflection plates, but also by any stray electrostatic or electromagnetic fields which may be present. When the power transformer and the filter choke coils are mounted in the same cabinet with the cathode-ray tube, they must be designed with unusually low stray magnetic fields. To keep these fields at a minimum, 60-cycle transformers may be wound on a 25-cycle stack of high permeability steel. The high currents drawn by oscillograph amplifiers greatly increase this problem of elimination of stray transformer fields. Power-transformer insulation should be capable of withstanding the sum of the output voltages of the cathode-ray-tube power supply and the amplifier power supply, since one is operated with a positive ground and the other with a negative ground. It is desirable to incorporate electrostatic shields in the power transformer which completely surround the primary and the heater winding for the cathode-ray tube. Electrostatic shields surrounding the primary neutralize the capacitance of the high side of the winding to ground and keep the case of the equipment at ground potential. The grounded electrostatic shield surrounding the heater winding for the cathode-ray-tube heater, eliminates capacitive coupling of the winding to other high-voltage windings. This capacitive coupling, if it were not eliminated, would cause distortion of the pattern by cathode modulation of the beam at the power-supply frequency.

VII. PHYSICAL LAYOUT OF THE OSCILLOGRAPH

The various components of the cathode-ray oscillograph must be physically arranged to obtain the greatest convenience of operation. All operating controls should be located on the front panel, and they should be logically grouped so that all related controls are near each other. A convenient method is to place all vertical controls on one side of the panel and all horizontal controls on the opposite side. Controls for the cathode-ray tube may be located along the top of the panel, and sweep- and grid-circuit controls may be located logically in the center. Input terminals for the horizontal and vertical amplifiers, the sweep circuit, and the grid circuit should be located on the front panel.

Some applications of the oscillograph require that the cathode-ray tube be deflected directly with the input signal without the use of amplifiers. Provision, therefore, should be made at the back of the unit for direct connection to the deflection plates. A binding-post strip located at the base of the cathode-ray tube may be used. Connections to this strip should be as short and direct as possible in order that high-frequency signals connected at this point will not be seriously attenuated.

The amplifiers and power supply are usually arranged on the chassis with one deflection amplifier running from front to back along each side. The power supply must be located at the extreme rear of the unit in order that the magnetic field of the power transformer and choke coils will cause no deflection of the beam. The power transformer should be located completely behind the cathode-ray tube, and it should be oriented so that its field has minimum effect upon beam deflection. Experience has indicated that the use of metal shielding sufficient to eliminate the magnetic field of the power transformer would increase the weight of the unit to a point where it would become no longer portable.

As in all electrical problems, the design of a cathode-ray oscillograph represents a culmination of compromises to accomplish a particular objective. For many uses, many of the features discussed above may be eliminated and for other applications some of them will have to be covered in greater detail, since its usefulness and efficiency in any particular application is dependent entirely upon the manner in which it is used.
Summary—A simple oscillator circuit is described in which, by means of impedance transformation, the tube impedances are made small relative to those of the tuned circuit. As a result all frequency variations inherent in the tube are reduced by a factor of ten, or more. The method is applicable to oscillators throughout the range from audio to ultra-high frequencies.

In the more recent literature regarding constant-frequency oscillators Llewellyn has shown that it is possible to add reactance, external to an oscillator tube, which will stabilize the oscillation frequency. In the electron-coupled oscillator Dow obtained stability by isolating the load from the frequency-determining circuit and by balancing voltage-frequency coefficients. Groszkowski described a stable dynatron oscillator in which the tube automatically was maintained in a fixed condition of operation.

The stabilization method outlined in this paper was developed during studies on a heterodyne-type frequency meter. In such an instrument a prime requisite is a variable-frequency oscillator possessing a high order of stability. However, the stabilization method is simple and immediately applicable to oscillators in many other fields such as, for instance, conversion oscillators in superheterodyne receivers and oscillators for transmitter frequency control.

A useful concept in regard to stability of oscillators is that of relative magnitudes of impedance. An oscillator in general consists of a tube exciting a tuned circuit. The frequency of oscillation depends upon the net impedance of the tube and circuit in combination. The impedance of the tuned circuit itself very nearly can be fixed, since it depends chiefly on physical dimensions. Then any method which will minimize the impedance of the tube relative to that of the circuit will result in greater stability. This will be true for variations from tube to tube, for variations in a given tube due to changes in temperature, operating voltages, physical dimensions, and aging, and for variations in load applied through the tube.

The concept can be applied directly to a crystal-controlled oscillator in which the crystal functions at series resonance. The tube capacitance lies in series with, and is several hundred times larger than, the equivalent resonant capacitance of the crystal. Any fractional change of capacitance in the tube appears, in the combination, reduced by the ratio of crystal-to-tube capacitance and can vary the oscillation frequency only slightly. In the well-known hi-C oscillator the tube capacitance is effectively in parallel with a much larger lumped capacitance, so that fractional changes in the tube are a relatively small part of the whole.

In Fig. 1 is shown a method whereby the tube impedance may be reduced relative to the circuit impedance. At (a) there is drawn a Hartley-type oscillator, where one side of the circuit is grounded for convenience and the tube is connected across the entire circuit as is usual. At (b) the tube is tapped down into the coil and includes only a portion of the circuit. Consider for instance \( \delta \), the temperature coefficient of frequency due to the tube interelement capacitances. If we let

\[ C = \text{effective tube capacitance across } n_2 \text{ turns}, \]
\[ \alpha = \text{change in tube capacitance per unit capacitance per unit temperature}, \]
\[ C_0 = \text{circuit capacitance}, \]
\[ n_2/n_1 = \text{ratio of tube turns to total turns}, \]

and have perfect transformer action in the coil, then

\[ \delta = \frac{(n_2/n_1)^2 \alpha C}{2 \left[ C_0 + \left( \frac{n_2}{n_1} \right)^2 C \right]} \quad \text{(1)} \]

Or, closely, since \((n_2/n_1)^2 \ll C < C_0,\)

\[ \delta = \frac{(n_2/n_1)^2 \alpha C}{2C_0} \quad \text{(2)} \]

Decimal classification: R355.9. Original manuscript received by the Institute, June 14, 1938.
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For the circuit of Fig. 1(a) the factor \((n_2/n_1)^2\) is equal to unity. In the circuit of Fig. 1(b), entirely practical arrangements permit the quantity \((n_2/n_1)^2\) to become as small as 0.05. The reduction applies not only to temperature effects but generally to the influence of the tube on the oscillation frequency.

![Fig. 2](image)

Fig. 2—Frequency variation in an oscillator immediately after being energized, with ratio of tube-to-total turns as a parameter.

An arrangement in which the impedance of the tube is thus reduced, relative to that of the circuit, might be termed a ratio-coupled oscillator.

A simple experimental method of determining the effect of tube temperature on oscillation frequency is to measure the drift during the warming-up period. If the components are laid out breadboard fashion very little heat is communicated to the coil, condensers, and resistors during the time it takes for the tube to reach temperature equilibrium. This time is of the order of 15 to 20 minutes, and over that period the ambient room temperature can be held substantially constant. In Fig. 2 are plotted curves showing frequency variation immediately after energizing an oscillator tube. The tube was a 6J7 laid out in the basic circuit of Fig. 1(b), operating on a frequency of 2450 kilocycles. The ratio of tube-to-total turns was varied as a parameter, and for each condition the cathode tap was maintained at the center of the included turns. An effort was made to begin readings 30 seconds after applying operating voltages in order to have a common origin for the curves.

In Fig. 3 are plotted the points of total drift, during tube warm-up, against the square of the turns ratio. The points should fall on the dotted straight line passing through the origin if the reduction in drift were proportional to the square of the turns ratio. The divergence may be due to the method of taking the time origin, or to imperfect transformer action in the single-layer solenoid coil. Also plotted in Fig. 3 are points showing the frequency shift due to a 10 per cent change in line voltage, as a function of the turns ratio. The entire power supply for the oscillator was derived from the line, so that the 10 per cent change applied alike to filament, plate, and screen-grid voltages. No particular effort was made to adjust circuit values in order to obtain voltage compensation effects. Readings were obtained by noting the frequency, changing the line voltage, and again noting the frequency after approximate constancy was reached in two to three minutes. Each point is the average of several cycles of such change. The agreement between these frequency-shift points and the square-law line is better than for the temperature-drift data. However, for the purpose at hand the important point is that the influence of the tube on the oscillation frequency can be reduced 10 to 15 times.

As the tube is tapped down into the coil a point is reached where it tends to take off into parasitic oscillation at a frequency determined by the interelement capacitances and the included turns. Suppression methods common to transmitter practice are effective in eliminating such parasitics. Usually a noninductive resistor having low distributed capacitance will be found sufficient if connected close to the oscillator grid or anode. The optimum value ranges from 50 to 25,000 ohms depending on the operating frequency and circuit conditions. The ratio-coupled oscillator has been found uniformly satisfactory in improving stability throughout the range from audio frequencies to ultra-high frequencies. The usable ratio varies from 0.2 to 0.5,
the former applying to high-Q tuned circuits and the latter to loaded oscillator circuits.

A typical distribution of temperature-frequency coefficients in an older frequency meter using a 24A tube in a common circuit is as follows: tube, +80 parts; coil, +24 parts; condenser, +4 parts, yielding an over-all coefficient of +108 parts per million per degree centigrade. With a 6J7 ratio-coupled oscillator the distribution is: tube, +7 parts; coil, +24 parts; condenser, +4 parts, or a net of 35 parts per million per degree centigrade. In the latter case the chief sources of error lie outside the tube and are more amenable to correction by the equipment designer. If automatic temperature compensation be used, the action inherently is more precise since it does not involve the cancellation of large quantities. The ratio-coupled oscillator as a foundation appears to make possible self-contained heterodyne-type frequency meters with commercially usable accuracies to better than 0.01 per cent.

Peak Field Strength of Atmospherics Due to Local Thunderstorms at 150 Megacycles

J. P. SCHAFTER, MEMBER, I.R.E., AND W. M. GOODALL, MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—Atmospherics in the 150-megacycle frequency range were investigated with a broad-band receiver and cathode-ray-tube scanning technique. The results are of general interest in connection with the problems of atmospheric noise interference on various types of ultra-short-wave radio-communication channels. Some of the conclusions are:

(1) The peak intensity of disturbances varies 20 decibels between different storms at the same distance. (2) The inverse distance relation is a good approximation for the calculation of the variation of peak disturbance with distance, for any distance and height of receiving antenna likely to be used in a commercial system. (3) The use of high instead of low receiving antennas increases the signal-to-disturbance ratio almost directly with height for storms within 10 miles. (4) The durations of some of the narrower peaks in any particular lightning discharge are at least as short as a few microseconds. (5) The maximum peak field strength of disturbances for a storm 1 mile distant is 85 decibels and for a storm 10 miles distant is 65 decibels above 1 microvolt per meter at a frequency of 150 megacycles with a bandwidth of 1.5 megacycles.

The technique of observations provided a visual indication of the noise interference which might be expected with television signals. It appears that with signal field strengths, such as might reasonably be expected, atmospherics due to thunderstorms will be noticeable for ultra-short-wave-television-transmission at times when storms are in progress near the point of reception.

INTRODUCTION

Radio transmission at ultra-high frequencies has become increasingly important during the last few years. As far as we know, measurements and observations of atmospheric field strengths in this frequency range have hitherto been only of a qualitative rather than of a quantitative nature. The more-or-less prevalent attitude of workers in this field seems to have been that natural static at frequencies in the ultra-short-wave range can be ignored in interference problems.

Whether or not external noise sources are interfering in nature will depend to a large extent upon the point of view of the observer and the strictness of the requirements of the particular system being considered. It is rather obvious that if any form of natural static would cause objectionable interference it would be that due to local thunderstorms. Based on this hypothesis, a quantitative study of atmospheric field strengths was made during the year 1936 at the Deal, New Jersey, radio laboratory.

While most of the work was performed at 150 megacycles, a few observations were also made at 70 and 850 megacycles. These results seem to be consistent with the 150-megacycle results if due allowance is made for changes in receiver bandwidth and operating frequency.

The results on 150 megacycles and a bandwidth of 1.5 megacycles indicate that lightning flashes 15 miles distant from the receiver may cause peak field strengths of the order of 1 millivolt per meter, and a storm 5 miles distant may give intensities of 3 millivolts. Whether or not such disturbance is of practical importance depends upon the signal-to-noise requirements of the system in use.

The object, in these studies, was to obtain information not only concerning the amplitude of the disturbance voltages but also to obtain some idea as to their character and duration. The visual method of observation which was chosen involved the use of a cathode-ray tube substantially as a peak-voltage-measuring device. The scanning technique employed was similar to that commonly used in television. The peak field strengths of the disturbances were determined from measurements and calibrations of the apparatus employed.

From the information thus obtained it may be possible to estimate the relative interfering effect of atmospherics on various types of ultra-short-wave communication services. There is no analysis of this in this paper.

APPARATUS

A schematic block diagram of the apparatus is given in Fig. 1. The cathode-ray tube has a 9-inch face. It is electrostatically focused and gives a spot

Fig. 1—Schematic block diagram of apparatus used for atmospheric noise studies at 150 megacycles.

which would be small enough to resolve a 200- or 240-line picture. It probably does not give enough light for a good television system, and the grid-voltage—beam-current characteristic, Fig. 2, is not as linear as would be desirable but this was not im-
important from the point of view of these measurements.

For these studies the receiving equipment used consisted of an ultra-high-frequency receiver followed by a diode detector and wide-band low-frequency amplifier. The over-all system from the antenna to the modulator grid of the cathode-ray tube could be adjusted to give a flat band width (within a fraction of a decibel) from about 30 cycles to over 1.5 megacycles with a maximum gain of 100 decibels. A photograph with the receiver on the right and cathode-ray equipment on the left is shown in Fig. 3. On top of the receiver may be seen the antenna panel, which contains a number of jacks, and the antenna or input attenuator which is of the variable capacitance type. By means of special plugs and patch cords, it is possible to connect the receiver, attenuator, 150-megacycle input test oscillator, and three separate antennas together in a variety of ways.

Three vertical antennas, all of them nondirectional in the horizontal plane, were used. Two were simple half-wave doublets, one about 12 feet and the other about 75 feet above the ground. On the basis of this difference there should be a 16-decibel height gain for the high over the low antenna for signals from a distant transmitter. The third antenna was a 6-tier vertically directive system, also at a height of 75 feet. This vertical directivity gave about 6-decibel power gain over a single half-wave vertical and was such that the antenna had a null at about 20 degrees from the ground. All of these antennas were used with a balanced open wire line between the antennas and the building. Unbalanced coaxial 80-ohm cables were used to connect from the outside of the building to the antenna panel. At the antennas and at the building short lengths of balanced line of the proper impedance were used to match impedances. The transmission lines were grounded at the building by means of quarter-wave grounding loops for lightning protection, and to eliminate noise arising from static charges on the antennas.

![Photograph of apparatus. Receiver with antenna switching panel on right and cathode-ray-tube equipment on left.](image)

Vertical antennas were chosen in preference to horizontal antennas for use in these experiments in order to avoid any directional effect in the horizontal plane so that storms equally distant in any direction from the receiver would give equal disturbing effects. The difference, if any, in the disturbing effect due to the different polarizations of horizontal and vertical antennas is probably small as lightning strokes are extremely variable in their direction of travel and though for any given stroke one or the other type of antenna might give a greater response, the average for any appreciable number of strokes would probably not be very different.

A number of different tests were made to make sure that the apparatus was functioning properly. These included polar-diagram tests on the antennas, field-strength calibration of antennas, gain measurements of the high-frequency receiver and the wide-band low-frequency amplifier as well as over-all gain and band-width measurements. Where possible, two independent methods of measurement were used in
order to check the results. No detailed results of these apparatus tests are presented in this paper but it is believed that the tests were extensive enough to insure reasonable accuracy in the field-strength observations.

**Measuring Technique**

In an experiment of this kind where a number of variables are present it is difficult to decide just what kind of data should be obtained. This difficulty is accentuated by the shortness of time available for observation since at this location the number of thunderstorms per year averages only about thirty. Fig. 4 shows the actual number which occurred during 1936. As a result of the experience gained in preliminary tests during the summer of 1935 it was felt that every storm should be observed with one set of standard conditions and that other special tests should be made on one or more storms to try to find answers to some of the numerous problems involved.

The standard conditions which were chosen for observation on all storms corresponded to reception of atmospheric disturbances without the presence of a radio-frequency signal and for this condition the scanning field on the cathode-ray tube was adjusted to a near-black condition by the proper direct-current bias on the modulating grid. The peak static disturbances would then cause white spots to occur on a black background. (This operating condition is marked "gauge point" in Fig. 2.) The scanning lines usually used gave a 135-line field with a repetition rate of 30 per second.

The method of observation, for any given storm condition, consisted in adjusting the attenuators in the receiving system so that the visible disturbance on the observation screen was brought to a pre-determined standard condition which we have termed the "gauge point." For this condition the visible disturbance did not occur more than about three times per minute and consisted of small spots which were not present on a total of more than 3 or 4 lines at any one time. The duration of these individual spots varied between 1 and 25 microseconds and they were of sufficient intensity to be readily visible to the observer at about one foot distance. These peaks have been found by measurement with a peak voltmeter on the modulator grid, to have an amplitude about 12 decibels less than the modulator voltage necessary to give full brightness.2

Although the small spots visible on the screen for this condition were only of small duration the actual over-all duration of any particular lightning discharge is of the order of 0.01 second. The amplitude of the voltage impressed on the antenna varies throughout the discharge and consists of many peaks of varying duration. What is measured at the gauge point is the amplitude of the highest peaks and the minimum duration of these peaks as limited by the over-all pass band of the system which was 1.5 megacycles. If a 3- or 4-megacycle system were used the sharpest peaks would possibly be narrower and higher. This gauge point may be too strict as far as tolerable interference is concerned if we were considering the effect on actual television pictures.

At the time when the gauge point was determined or as close to it in time as was possible, the distances
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**Fig. 4**—Curve showing number of thunderstorms each month at Deal, New Jersey, during the year 1936.

![Fig. 5](image-url)  
**Fig. 5**—Chart showing peak field strength of atmospheric noise due to thunderstorms as a function of storm distance at 150 megacycles. Measurements were made during 17 storms in 1936 using a receiver having a pass band of 1.5 megacycles. The receiving antenna was a half-wave vertical dipole, 12 feet above ground.

2 If a truly linear cathode-ray tube were used instead of one having a curved characteristic (see Fig. 2) it is probable that it would respond to atmospherics about 10 decibels weaker than those visible with this tube at the gauge point.
between the lightning discharges and the receiver were determined from the time required for the sound of the thunder to reach the receiver after the flash was visible. Under favorable conditions it was possible to determine this distance up to about 12 miles. The data recorded were the attenuation in the receiver, the storm distance, and the time the measurement was made. From calibrations of the antennas, using a standard field generator, and from gain measurements of the high-frequency and low-frequency equipment it is possible to determine the peak field strength of the static disturbance as a function of distance of the lightning discharge. These results for the three different antennas are plotted on Figs. 5, 6, and 7 and represent the data obtained during the summer of 1936.

The two dipole antennas, one at a height of 12 feet and the other at a height of 75 feet, have very little directivity in either the horizontal or vertical direction. There is a null directly upward but for all practical cases for storms further than one or two miles away this has no effect and the peak field strength recorded is a true measure of the field for signals coming in at any angle.3

For near-by storms where the disturbance arrives at a considerable angle with the horizontal, the directivity of the 6-tier antenna in the vertical plane may lead to a response considerably less than that for an equally strong wave arriving horizontally. The data points plotted for this antenna on Fig. 7 are in terms of field strength of an equivalent wave arriving horizontally. For distant storms where the interference arrives from the horizontal direction the field strength measured with the two 75-foot antennas should be the same, while for close storms where the interference arrives at an angle the equivalent field strength for the directive antenna should be less than that for the dipole. The results of the experiments are consistent with this expectation.

**Discussion of Results**

(a) Static Field Strength

It is seen from a study of Figs. 5, 6, and 7 that there is a large variation in the peak intensity of storms for any given distance, amounting to about 20 decibels. These variations are probably caused by changes in polarization due to the fact that lightning strokes occur in any plane between the vertical and horizontal (i.e., cloud to ground or cloud to cloud) as well as by actual variations in current flow of the

---

3 Local tests using a standard field signal generator showed that the pickup on the transmission lines was over 30 decibels below the signal picked up by the antennas themselves.
various discharges and perhaps to a variation in the number of discharges per minute.

If we consider the mass plot of the data it is somewhat difficult to determine the actual slope of the line which gives the variation of intensity with distance but for each case some slope between inverse distance and inverse square of distance would give a fair approximation to the correct value. From consideration of the various factors involved and from the alternate assumptions that lightning strokes may occur anywhere between 1000 feet and ground or between 5000 feet and ground, certain calculations have been made. We find that for peaks the inverse distance law should hold for distances up to 14 miles for 1000-foot strokes and 70 miles for 5000-foot strokes, for a 75-foot antenna height; and 2.4 or 12 miles, respectively, for a 12-foot antenna height. Beyond these distances the inverse square law should be approximately correct. Such lines have been drawn on the three curve sheets with a spread of 20 decibels and it is seen that these lines include all but a very few of the data points. It will also be noticed that the inverse distance lines for all three antenna conditions have been drawn to pass through the same co-ordinates, which means that on the average for all storms there is no difference between the field strength of static as indicated by these three antennas.

It was also found when a direct comparison was made between the three antennas for a particular time and storm that in general the response in the receiver was about equal, for distances between 2 and 10 miles. This means that the equivalent horizontal field was the same for the 2-dipole antennas but was about 6 decibels lower for the directive antenna. For the longer distances this condition was sometimes true but more frequently the response from the directive antenna was about 6 decibels stronger than the response from the dipole antenna at the same height, and the latter was 6 decibels stronger than that from the dipole at 12 feet. This means that at distances over 10 miles the equivalent horizontal field was the same for the two 75-foot antennas and

was 6 decibels stronger than for the 12-foot antenna. Results such as these are to be expected when the direction and height of lightning discharges as well as the antenna directional patterns are considered.

For all practical purposes, for close storms where the disturbances will be important, a decided advantage in signal-to-noise ratio will be obtained in using high receiving antennas and vertically directive antenna gain as this will increase the effective received signal more than the strength of the disturbance. As far as horizontal directional gain in receiving antennas is concerned there will be no advantage in signal-to-noise ratio when the storm is in line with the major lobe of the antenna but there will be some advantage when a storm is in any other direction.

(b) Signal-to-Noise Ratio—Effects on Television Viewing Screen

As mentioned earlier (section entitled “Measuring Technique”) we have found that the signal-to-noise ratio for the gauge point using the receiving equipment at Deal and a viewing distance of one foot is 12 decibels. This gauge point, however, may not correspond to the point where an increase in the static disturbance would necessarily be classed as objectionable when a picture is present on the television screen. The reason for this is that in the latter case the interest is centered on the picture and not upon the static as was the case during the tests we are discussing.

We have also determined the manner in which the amount of disturbance increases for smaller values of the signal-to-noise ratio when observing on a flat television field. These results are given on Fig. 8, where the lower curve shows how the number of visible disturbance crashes increases when the over-all gain is increased from its value at the gauge point. It will be seen that the average number of crashes visible at the gauge points is three per minute whereas for 12 decibels greater gain, the point where these original three crashes give full brightness, there are a total of 43 crashes per minute visible.

Not only is the total number of crashes increased when the gain is increased but the total frame area spoiled for each crash also increases. By estimation from our observations when determining the values for the lower curve and from an analysis of the wave form of lightning discharges given by Norinder and others, the upper curve of Fig. 8 has been constructed. This curve represents the increase in percent frame area spoiled as the gain is increased and at any point indicates that three crashes (the number

1 It should also be mentioned that points for storm distances greater than 12 to 15 miles may be in error as there was no direct method of distance measurements for these points. For close storms, distances were estimated by time measurements between lightning flashes and thunder. Beyond 10 or 12 miles this method could not be used but if lightning (night) could be seen the storm was judged to be less than 20 miles distant. In some cases neither lightning nor thunder was present in which case the storm distance was estimated from a "tapalog" recorder which was in operation during all these tests and which recorded the average static intensity at a frequency of 32 kilocycles. It is not believed that this latter method is very accurate as the correlation between actual storm distances determined during local storms and the tapalog readings was not found to be very good. This is believed to be partly due to the slow time constant of the recorder (about 10 seconds) and also to the fact that long-distance static frequently has field strengths comparable to that of the near-by storms at these low frequencies.

at the gauge point) of the total number have frame areas spoiled equal to but not much greater than the amount indicated. For example, at the gauge point three crashes per minute give a frame area spoilage of about 1/10 per cent and from the lower curve three is also the total number, while for 12 decibels greater gain three crashes per minute give a frame area spoilage of about 17 per cent and from the lower curve there are also 40 more crashes at this point which give frame area spoilage of different values between 17 per cent and zero.

This variable frame area spoilage is perhaps illustrated better by another set of curves which has been prepared from these same data and is given on Fig. 9. These curves give the number of crashes per minute, for various constant receiver-gain conditions, in which the frame area spoiled is equal to or greater than the percentage indicated. For example, the

curve for a 10-decibel gain says that the total number of crashes visible which give a spoilage of 1/10 per cent or greater is 35 per minute, 25 per minute gives 1 per cent or greater, 10 per minute 5 per cent, with a maximum possible spoilage of 26 per cent.

The interpretation of these curves when applied to television reception is not attempted here. In actual use the interference would add to or subtract from some signal carrier, then be rectified, so that on the television screen it would show part brighter and part darker than the desired picture. This fact, together with the linearity characteristics of the tube, and the absolute brightness of the field all affect the interpretation of the curves of Figs. 8 and 9.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The results of the experimental study described above lead to the conclusion that atmospherics due to thunderstorms will certainly cause interference to ultra-short-wave television transmission for near-by storms with signal field strengths such as might reasonably be expected. However, the amount of time during any year when such disturbances will be objectionable will be small. The decision as to whether the percentage of lost time due to thunderstorms rules out the use of any particular system can be made only when the requirements for the system under consideration are known.
An Ultra-High-Frequency Measuring Assembly

SAMUEL SABAROFF†, NONMEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—A system for measuring the ultra-high frequencies is described. The general requirements of such a system are similar to those usually necessary for measurements at the lower frequencies; i.e., (1) a standard frequency source, (2) a method for generating standard harmonics and their subdivisions, and (3) a means for locating a signal with respect to these harmonics. The accuracy of the laboratory arrangement described was about one in fifty thousand at a frequency of 100 megacycles. An elaboration of this equipment should allow the accuracy of a secondary standard to be attained.

A by-product of this investigation was a simple method for calibrating a Lecher frame, which is described in Appendix B.

Precision frequency-measuring assemblies for use in the range of 30 megacycles and lower have in the past been fully described.1 It is possible by some simple equipment additions, to extend the range of these assemblies to perhaps 60 megacycles. The accuracy of measurement when using a primary standard assembly may be as high as one in five million and as high as one in five hundred thousand when using a secondary assembly.

For frequencies higher than 60 megacycles it is customary to use a Lecher frame with which an accuracy of one in twenty-five hundred may be attained.2 Harmonics of a stable variable-frequency oscillator can also be used with an accuracy of perhaps one in ten thousand in the resulting frequency measurements.

It is evident from the foregoing that frequency-measuring methods are still in a rudimentary state insofar as frequencies above 60 megacycles are concerned. There are several reasons for this, the most important being the lack of stable oscillators for fundamental operation at these high frequencies. Many transmitters at the higher frequencies use crystal control and frequency multiplication, making it a simple matter to measure the crystal frequency and then multiply it by the harmonic number in order to find the frequency of operation. Some transmitters use a form of long-line control with a stability still under that necessitating precision measuring equipment.

Another factor is that a large majority of the transmitters operating at the high frequencies are transmitting or will transmit television or facsimile which may require a band width such that a variation of the carrier frequency of several kilocycles will have a relatively little effect on the received signal. A precision means for measuring frequency is therefore not necessary.

It is not unlikely however that as further developments are made and new uses found for the ultra-high frequencies, a precision frequency-measuring system will be necessary.

This paper is concerned with an investigation of the possibilities of making precision frequency measurements at the ultra-high frequencies. A preliminary study showed that the general requirements are identical with those of a low-frequency standard assembly; i.e., (1) a stable source of standard frequency and a means of generating the harmonics thereof, (2) a means of subdividing the intervals between these standard harmonics by means of a series of signals controlled by the standard, (3) and a method for locating the signal measured with reference to these standard controlled signals.

An oscillator, which has been described,3 was developed for operation on the selected standard frequency of seven megacycles.

A convenient subdivision of the standard harmonic series was taken to be one megacycle. In order to be useful it was decided that this one-megacycle signal should be controlled by the standard oscillator, that is, the one-megacycle signal should be made the exact seventh submultiple of the standard seven-megacycle oscillator. The use of a multivibrator was considered for submultiplication. A search of the available literature did not reveal much definite design data on multivibrators used in the vicinity of one megacycle.

In several experimental arrangements following the same general lines as for the construction of a low-frequency multivibrator, the small interelectrode and circuit shunting capacitances which are neglected in most discussions of multivibrators were found to have a marked effect on the fundamental frequency of operation, determining to a large extent the upper frequency limit for any particular arrangement. These and other difficulties made it evident.

that a review of the theory of the multivibrator, taking into consideration matters that would be important at the higher frequencies was desirable. This is given in Appendix A, in which the frequency of oscillation and the conditions for oscillation are determined.

Thus far we have discussed a means of generating a standard frequency and described (in Appendix A) a method for obtaining an exact submultiple of this frequency. In order to be useful it is necessary for the harmonics of the standard oscillator to cover the range in which measurements of frequency are to take place, and at will to subdivide these harmonic intervals into exact submultiples of the standard frequency. It was determined that the RCA acorn-type 954 tube was satisfactory for the purpose. A fairly intense seven-megacycle signal impressed on the grid of this tube gave a strong series of harmonics extending well above 250 megacycles. Subdividing the seven-megacycle harmonics by means of the one-megacycle submultiple could be satisfactorily accomplished by impressing the one-megacycle signal on the suppressor grid of the tube used as a harmonic generator.

The procedure indicated up till now for finding the frequency of a signal would be first to locate it within adjacent seven-megacycle harmonics and then after the one-megacycle series was inserted to locate it within the adjacent one-megacycle harmonics. Means for indicating the frequency separation between the signal being measured and an adjacent harmonic will now be described.

A rough preliminary reading of the frequency of the signal being measured is obtained by simple linear interpolation between the one-megacycle points of a calibrated dial of a simple oscillating receiver. This oscillating receiver is then tuned to the farthest adjacent one-megacycle harmonic and locked to this frequency. This is accomplished by suitable variation of the harmonic intensity and the receiver voltages. The output of the oscillating receiver or, as we shall henceforth term it, conversion detector, will be a signal having a frequency equal to the difference between the signal being measured and the harmonic by which it is controlled. The difference frequency, lying between 500 and 1000 kilocycles, is then fed into a rebuilt broadcast receiver which was accurately aligned so that it tracked to within a few kilocycles over the 500-1000-kilocycle range. Incorporated with this receiver is an accurately calibrated variable oscillator covering the same frequency range. This oscillator is made to heterodyne with the difference frequency and when tuned to zero beat gives an accurate measurement of it. An audio-frequency amplifier is connected to the conversion detector by means of an appropriate network so that a constant check on the frequency control can be had. Departure from control is evidenced by the appearance of the customary audio-frequency beat.

A block diagram of the frequency-measuring assembly is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 is shown a photograph of the laboratory arrangement.

In conclusion it must be pointed out that the setup described is merely an experimental one. The accuracy that could be expected from an elaboration of an arrangement such as this is that of a secondary standard. It will be necessary to elaborate on it considerably before the measurement of frequency can be made as simple and routine as equipment operating on the lower frequencies. With this laboratory arrangement an accuracy of about one in fifty thousand was obtained at a frequency of 180 megacycles. The instability of an oscillator operating at the ultra-high frequencies has been eliminated by means of the frequency lock between the conversion detector and a selected standard harmonic. By beating the second harmonic of the detector with an oscillator operating in the vicinity of 360 megacycles it was possible to make frequency measurements of this oscillator consistently more accurate than could be obtained by any other means.

It is possible to make this arrangement an adjunct to a primary standard assembly thus allowing considerably higher accuracy to be attained.

A by-product of this investigation was the development of a simple method for calibrating a Lecher frame as described in Appendix B.
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APPENDIX A

Various papers have indicated methods and formulas for calculating the approximate frequencies at which multivibrators will oscillate.\(^4\)\(^5\)\(^6\)\(^7\) At the higher frequencies, of the order of a megacycle or more, these formulas give impractical and erroneous results. The most obvious reason for this is the assumption of negligible circuit shunting and interelectrode capacitances used in their derivation.

A multivibrator consists of two stages identical in appearance to Fig. (3) with the input and output of each cascaded. We can therefore write for the second stage, using double subscript notation in order to differentiate between the two stages

\[
-e_1 = \frac{S_0 R_0'' r_{p0}}{R_0'' + j\frac{\omega L_0 C_0}{\omega} - 1} e_2. \tag{3}
\]

Eliminate \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) between (1) and (3), expand and equate imaginaries:

\[
\frac{\omega}{L_0 C_0} = \frac{R_0'' C_{00} + R_0' C_0}{L_0 C_0 R_0' C_{00} + L_0 C_0 R_0'' C_0} \quad \tag{4}
\]

Equation (4) is the expression for the frequency of oscillation of the multivibrator assuming a sinusoidal wave form.

If between (1) and (3) we equate reals and insert (4) we will find that the condition for oscillation is

\[
S_p S_0 = \frac{\frac{1}{R_0'' R_0'' \omega L_0 C_0}}{(R_0'' C_{00} + R_0' C_0)^2 \left( L_0 C_0 R_0' C_{00} + L_0 C_0 R_0'' C_0 \right)^2} - \frac{(L_0 C_0 - L_0 C_0)^2}{(R_0'' C_{00} + R_0' C_0) (L_0 C_0 R_0' C_{00} + L_0 C_0 R_0'' C_0)} \tag{5}
\]

Equations (4) and (5) give the frequency and describe the necessary conditions for oscillation in a multivibrator in which all the circuit parameters and the tube parameters are different.

In practice it is not necessary that all these values be different. It is convenient to make the two stages differ only in the value of the coupling capacitances. An approximate expression for the frequency in which first, a simplifying assumption of negligible interelectrode and circuit shunting capacitances is made and second, a correction factor is inserted for the case in
where these quantities are not negligible, can be obtained from (4); i.e.,

$$\omega^2 = \frac{1}{R_1 R_2 C'(1 + \frac{C''}{4C'})}$$

(6)

where,

$$\frac{2}{C'} = \frac{1}{C_0} + \frac{1}{C_{oo}}$$

$$C'' = C_1 + C_2.$$

It can be shown that to a first approximation, the grid-to-plate capacitances so far not considered, can be incorporated in (6) by adding this quantity to $C''$.

The circuit diagram of the multivibrator constructed from the above considerations is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4—Circuit of the multivibrator.

Fig. 4. The tubes selected were RCA Type-955 tubes (3 micromicrofarads for the sum of the interelectrode capacitances). The ultra-short-wave style of construction was followed in that all leads and extraneous capacitances were minimized. $C''$ was estimated as approximately 15 micromicrofarads.

The dependable operating range of this multivibrator is 800 to 1800 kilocycles and can be used to submultiply a frequency at least ten times. It is possible to secure stable operation on both odd and even submultiples by adjusting the values of $C'$ and the input signal intensity.

The measured and calculated fundamental frequency curves are shown in Fig. 5. It is felt that the material here presented is useful in the accurate design of multivibrators for use at the higher frequencies.

**APPENDIX B**

It can be shown that the sending-end impedance of a shorted transmission line can be expressed closely by

$$z_a = jz_0 \tan \left(2\pi \frac{s}{\lambda}\right)$$

(7)

where,

$s =$ length

$\lambda =$ wavelength

$z_0 =$ characteristic impedance.

It is seen that $z_a$ is a reactance and changes sign as the length of the transmission line or Lecher frame is varied through quarter wavelengths. If the receiver is tuned to produce an audible beat with a harmonic of the standard oscillator and the open end of the Lecher frame is brought in the vicinity of

Fig. 5—Frequency of the multivibrator plotted against a variation in the equivalent coupling capacitance $C'$.

the tuning coil or tuning capacitance of the receiver the audible beat will vary in pitch as the length of the Lecher frame is varied since this varies the tuning of the receiver. As the length of the frame passes through even quarter wavelengths there will be a gradual rise and fall of the audible beat note but as
the frame passes through odd quarter wavelengths there will be an apparent discontinuity in the beat note. It will gradually rise and then as the odd quarter-wave point is passed it will suddenly fall and then gradually rise again. This offers a fairly accurate means for determining the odd quarter-wavelength points.

The reason for the different way in which the odd and even quarter-wavelength points affect the receiver beat note can be explained by the fact that as the frame passes through an even quarter wavelength the sending-end impedance passes through zero in order to change sign while when the frame passes through an odd quarter wavelength the sending end impedance passes through infinity to change sign.

With the receiving end open the effect of the even and odd quarter-wavelength points, as outlined above, are interchanged.

A typical calibration curve of a Lecher frame is shown in Fig. 6. This frame was made of a pair of one-eighth-inch copper rods spaced three centimeters and one meter in length. A pair of copper tubes also one meter in length made a sliding fit over the copper rods and thus afforded a means of varying the frame length. The open end of the frame was placed about one foot from the tuning capacitances of the detector.
Control of the Effective Internal Impedance of Amplifiers by Means of Feedback

H. F. MAYER†, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary—The effective internal impedance of an amplifier may be either increased or reduced by the proper choice of one or a combination of several of the following types of feedback: 1. positive current, 2. negative current, 3. positive voltage, or 4. negative voltage. Impedance-reducing feedback has been applied to audio-frequency power amplifiers to flatten the response and improve the loud-speaker damping. Impedance-increasing feedback has been applied to intermediate-frequency amplifiers to increase selectivity without loss of stability.

ALTHOUGH a large number of papers have been published in the last few years on the subject of feedback in amplifiers, there remain some aspects of the subject which have been relatively little discussed, particularly in this country. The references on feedback are so numerous that no attempt will be made to list them all; however, since the work described below was completed, a number of papers have appeared which treat the subject from somewhat the same angle, and these will be listed later.

Feedback may be classified as positive or negative, and it may also be classified as current feedback or voltage feedback. The terms positive and negative have the commonly accepted meanings that if the voltage fed back is in phase with the input voltage, the feedback is positive; if the feedback voltage is 180 degrees out of phase with the input voltage, the feedback is negative. In practice, the variation of phase with frequency is such that the relative phase of feedback and input is exactly 0 or 180 degrees at only one or two frequencies; however, in general it is tacitly understood that the phase somewhere near the center of the useful frequency range is the one referred to, even though it may differ by 180 degrees at another frequency outside the useful range.

The terms "current" and "voltage" feedback have not been so much used, but the names are almost self-explanatory. By voltage feedback is meant feedback of a voltage proportional to the load voltage; by current feedback is meant feedback of a voltage proportional to the load current.

The effects of these various kinds of feedback are most easily discovered by writing the equations for an amplifier containing both current and voltage feedback, each of which may be either positive or negative. Such an amplifier might theoretically be constructed as shown in Fig. 1. The tube has an amplification factor $\mu$ and a plate resistance $R_p$. In the plate circuit is a load $Z_0$. In series with $Z_0$ is a resistance of one ohm. Connected across the load $Z_0$ is a perfect transformer having a ratio $\beta$:1, and connected across the one-ohm resistance is a perfect transformer having a ratio $\alpha$:1. The secondary windings of the two transformers and the secondary winding of the input transformer are connected in series between the control grid and ground. Thus, the grid voltage consists of the sum of three voltages: the input voltage, a voltage $\beta$ times the output voltage, and a voltage $\alpha$ times the output current. This may be expressed by

$$e_o = e_s + \alpha i_p + \beta i_p Z_0,$$

where

- $e_o =$ grid voltage (volts)
- $e_s =$ signal voltage (volts)
- $\alpha =$ current-feedback ratio (ohms)
- $\beta =$ voltage-feedback ratio (dimensionless)
- $i_p =$ plate current (amperes)
- $Z_0 =$ load impedance (ohms).

$\alpha$ and $\beta$ may be either plus or minus. We shall call them plus if they produce positive feedback.

We may also write the usual amplifier equation

$$i_p (R_p + Z_0) = \mu e_o.$$

The one-ohm resistance is neglected as being small in comparison to $(R_p + Z_0)$. Combination of (1) and (2) gives

$$i_p = \frac{\mu e_o}{R_p + Z_0 - \mu \alpha - \mu \beta Z_0}.$$
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This equation shows the effect of either kind of feedback upon the output. For example, if \( \alpha \) is equal to \( \beta Z_0 \) but of opposite sign, the output is the same as if there were no feedback present.

Let us consider now what is the effective plate resistance of the tube under feedback conditions. This may be found by letting the signal input to the input transformer be zero, and substituting a generator for the load resistance. Then the ratio of the voltage of the generator to the current which is produced in the plate circuit will be the plate resistance as seen by the load. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit from which may be written

\[
\mu e_x + e_0 = i_p R_p
\]

the generator to the current which is produced in the plate circuit will be the plate resistance as seen by the load. Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit from which may be written

\[
\mu e_x + e_0 = i_p R_p
\]

In writing the next equation it must be kept in mind that the grid voltage is defined as the sum of the signal input voltage (zero in this case), the product of the plate current by the current-feed-back ratio \( \alpha \), and the product of the plate voltage by the voltage-feed-back ratio, \( \beta \). If there were a resistive load of \( R \) ohms in the plate circuit, the voltage feedback would be \( +\beta i_p R \). However, the load resistance is zero, and the voltage \( e_0 \) which has been impressed has been assigned a polarity which is opposite to the voltage which would exist across a resistive load. Therefore the voltage feedback is \( -\beta e_0 \).

Then,

\[
e_g = \alpha i_p - \beta e_0.
\]

The effective plate resistance is

\[
R_p' = \frac{e_0}{i_p} = \frac{R_p - \mu \alpha}{1 - \mu \beta}.
\] (5)

By letting \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \) be equal to zero in (5), we may examine the effect of using either voltage or current feedback alone: If \( \alpha = 0 \), and \( \beta \) is negative, we have negative voltage feedback, which decreases the effective plate resistance in the ratio \( 1:(1-\mu \beta) \). If \( \beta = 0 \), and \( \alpha \) is negative, we have negative current feedback, which increases the effective plate resistance in the ratio \( (R_p - \mu \alpha):R_p \). The curves in Fig. 3 illustrate the effects of these two types of feedback in a power amplifier driving a loud speaker. Voice-coil voltage is plotted against frequency, with constant-voltage signal input. The value of \( \alpha \) used in the current-feed-back case was equal to the value of \( \beta Z_0 \) used in the voltage-feed-back case, at a frequency of 1000 cycles.

Equation (5) suggests some other possibilities immediately. Suppose we let \( \mu \alpha = R_p \); then the effective plate resistance is zero. If at the same time \( \mu \beta = -\mu \beta Z_0 \), the output of the amplifier is the same as it would be with no feedback. This should make a good audio-frequency power amplifier, from the standpoint of frequency characteristic and loud-speaker damping. That it does what it should is shown by the curves in Fig. 4, and the oscillograms in Fig. 5. The oscillograms were taken on a cathode-ray oscillograph by connecting the vertical deflection of the plate current by the current-feed-back ratio \( \alpha \), and the product of the plate voltage by the voltage-feed-back ratio, \( \beta \). If there were a resistive load of \( R \) ohms in the plate circuit, the voltage feedback would be \( +\beta i_p R \). However, the load resistance is zero, and the voltage \( e_0 \) which has been impressed with no feedback, with negative voltage feedback, and with negative current feedback.
plates to the voice coil, to indicate generated voltage, and using a linear sweep on the horizontal deflection plates. The speaker cone was struck mechanically at the start of each sweep, the striker and the sweep being synchronized by the 60-cycle line voltage. Actual bridge measurements of the impedance of the tube as seen by the load checked closely the predicted values.

as shown in Fig. 1, it requires a very good transformer to give good results over the whole audio-frequency range. In the circuit shown, the necessary phase reversal is obtained by feeding back to the input of the previous stage.

Referring to (5), it may be seen that if $\mu_0$ is positive and numerically greater than $R_p$, and $(1-\mu_0)$ is positive, the effective plate resistance is negative.

![Fig. 4—Amplifier output to speaker load, plotted against frequency, with no feedback and with dual feedback.](image)

Fig. 4 shows a practical circuit for obtaining the proper polarities of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The voltage feedback is negative and is obtained simply from a voltage divider across the load. The current feedback is positive, and while it can be obtained in the proper polarity by means of a phase-reversing transformer as shown in Fig. 1, it requires a very good transformer to give good results over the whole audio-frequency range. In the circuit shown, the necessary phase reversal is obtained by feeding back to the input of the previous stage.

Referring to (5), it may be seen that if $\mu_0$ is positive and numerically greater than $R_p$, and $(1-\mu_0)$ is positive, the effective plate resistance is negative.

![Fig. 5—Oscillograms showing speaker damping by feedback.](image)

Fig. 5 illustrates such a case. Curve A shows the voice-coil voltage versus frequency of a loudspeaker driven by a pentode with no feedback. Curve B is with negative voltage feedback only and shows decreased plate resistance, as indicated by the flattening of the curve. Curve C is with positive current...
feedback only, of such an amount that at 1000 cycles
\( \alpha = \beta Z_n, \) \( \mu \alpha \) is greater than \( R_p, \) and negative, and \( R_p'' \)
is therefore negative, as is borne out by the inversion

\[ \text{Fig. 6—Practical circuit for obtaining positive current feedback and negative voltage feedback in an audio-frequency amplifier.} \]

of the curve. Now when both feedbacks are applied at once, as in curve \( D, \) the effective plate resistance becomes numerically smaller, but remains negative. Curves \( A \) and \( D \) have the same ordinate scale and changes the gain. This fact prevents the combination of positive current feedback and negative voltage feedback, to give very low plate resistance, from being as useful as it might otherwise be, since the harmonic reduction ordinarily is more important than the loss of gain encountered with only negative feedback.

Again considering (5), it may be observed that if \( \mu \beta = 1, \) \( R_p \) is infinite. This suggests that the damping effect of the plate resistance of a tube upon a tuned circuit load might be removed by feedback. The simplest way to obtain this with a tuned plate load is in the manner shown in Fig. 8; a feed-back coil of the proper number of turns, in series with the cathode, is coupled to the plate-circuit coil. This circuit may be recognized as a common one for oscillators and regenerative detectors, and the increase
give equal outputs at 1000 cycles. Curve \( B \) with negative feedback has been multiplied by a factor to bring it up to the same level as \( A \) at 1000 cycles, and curve \( C \) has been divided by a factor to bring it down to \( A \) at 1000 cycles.

A study of (5) leads to the following generalizations:

1. Negative voltage feedback or positive current feedback decreases plate resistance.
2. Negative current feedback or positive voltage feedback increases plate resistance.

Obviously, almost by definition, positive feedback increases gain and negative feedback decreases it. It is well known that negative feedback decreases harmonic distortion in the same ratio as it decreases gain. The same reasoning which demonstrates this point will show that positive feedback increases distortion, and that any combination of feedback changes the distortion by the same amount as it

\[ \text{Fig. 7—Effects of various combinations of feedback upon the frequency characteristic of an audio-frequency amplifier driving a speaker.} \]

in selectivity afforded by a properly adjusted stage of regenerative amplification is well known. In practice, the effective plate resistance is increased not only to infinity, but even beyond; that is, it is made

\[ \text{Fig. 8—Positive voltage feedback applied to an intermediate-frequency amplifier.} \]

negative. The effect of the negative plate resistance is to neutralize some of the positive resistance in the load. If \( R_p' \) is made numerically equal to the load resistance, but negative, then the net resistance is zero, and oscillation occurs. As \( R_p' \) is made to ap-
However, from the standpoint of stability, the use of simple regeneration as a means of increasing selectivity is unsatisfactory. As an example, consider a tube with a plate resistance $R_p$ and a load resistance also $R_p$. With positive voltage feedback, oscillation will occur at $\mu \beta = +2$. Let us stop short of oscillation so that $R_p' = -1.2R_p$, in which case $\mu \beta = 1.833$. At this point an increase in $\mu$ of 10 per cent is sufficient to permit oscillation. Now let us consider the same tube and same load, and introduce first a negative current feedback of $\mu \alpha = -2R_p$, as before. Now $\mu \beta$ must be 3.5, and we find that a 10 per cent increase in $\mu$ will make $R_p'$ only $-1.12$, and that a 33 per cent increase in $\mu$ is necessary to cause oscillation. The stability has been improved at the cost of some of the amplification, since degenerative current feedback has been added to counteract some of the regenerative voltage feedback. Negative current feedback is easily obtained by omitting the by-pass condenser from the usual self-bias resistor. The amount of current feedback obtainable may be increased by the circuit shown in Fig. 9, where only a part of the cathode resistor supplies bias, but all of it supplies feed-back voltage.

If the impedance of the grid-cathode capacitance is not large compared to the grid-circuit impedance, the phase and magnitude of the feed-back voltages will be somewhat different from the expected values, and this fact prevents the circuit from operating correctly at high frequencies. Even at intermediate frequencies, this effect is appreciable, but with moderate amounts of feedback, the errors are not noticeable. This unfortunate presence of tube capacitances prevents a beautiful phenomenon from being widely applicable. If both the negative current feedback and the positive voltage feedback are made very large, and $\mu \alpha$ is kept numerically equal to $\mu \beta R_0$ (where $R_0$ is the resonant impedance of $Z_0$), the effective plate resistance approaches $(-R_0)$ as a limit; in other words, it not only approaches the value at which the net circuit resistance is zero, and the selectivity infinite, but it becomes independent of both $\mu$ and $R_p$. An application which would take advantage of this remarkable circumstance would have to be at a very low frequency in order to avoid the effects of the unwanted capacitances.

As for practical results, the application of this circuit to an intermediate-frequency amplifier stage having an adjacent-channel attenuation of about 15 brought it up to 55. There was practically no change in the resonance curve when the line voltage was varied over a range of nearly 2:1, and the gain changed no more than it did when no feedback was present.

Applying some figures to the case discussed above, where the effective plate resistance was to be made $-1.2$ times the actual plate resistance, let us consider a tube with a $\mu$ of 1500 and a plate resistance of one megohm. The voltage-feed-back coil necessary to give the desired amount of feedback will be found to have approximately one per cent as many turns as the plate coil. To make $\mu \alpha = -2R_p$, $\alpha = 1.333$ ohms.

**Conclusion**

It has been shown that the effective plate resistance of an amplifier tube may be decreased by the use of either positive-current feedback or negative voltage feedback or both. This is applicable to audio-frequency amplifiers. The effective plate resistance may be increased by the use of positive voltage feedback or negative current feedback or both. This is applicable to intermediate-frequency amplifiers or audio-frequency amplifiers where a sharp, narrow band-pass is desired.
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The only published record of experimental work along this line is by F. Vecchiacchi, who published a paper entitled "Negative resistance and high selectivity obtained stably by means of positive and negative feedback," in *Alta Frequenza*, vol. 6, pp. 351-364; June, (1937). He describes only one experiment; namely, one similar to the high-frequency application discussed above, except that he uses the tube only to increase the effective $Q$ of a tuned circuit, and not as an amplifier. Furthermore, his experiment was performed at a frequency of only 5000 cycles. This made the harmful effect of the interelectrode capacitances so small that he was able to obtain a stable increase in $Q$ of 100 times.

H. Bartels, *Elek. Nach. Tech.*, vol. 9, pp. 319-329; September, (1934) gives a very complete theoretical presentation of current and voltage feedback used in combination, to obtain a desired effective plate resistance. However, he seems to have attempted no practical application of his ideas.

E. L. Ginztom "Balanced feed-back amplifiers," *Proc. I.R.E.*, vol. 26, pp. 1367-1379; November, (1938), describes the simultaneous use of positive and negative feedback in an audio-frequency amplifier for the purpose of improving the frequency characteristic. A circuit somewhat similar to the audio-frequency circuit discussed in the first part of this paper was described.
Some Dynamic Measurements of Electronic Motion in Multigrid Valves

M. J. O. STRUTT†, Nonmember, I.R.E., AND A. VAN DER ZIEL†, Nonmember, I.R.E.

Summary—Recently developed means for measuring tube admittances on short waves are described in a general way in the introduction. Admittances, which are chiefly dealt with, are the input admittance between the input grid and the cathode and the complex transconductance between the input grid and the anode. In section II a pentode, consisting of a cathode, grid 1, grid 2, grid 3, and an anode is considered. Grid 1 is negative, grid 2 positive, grid 3 either negative or positive, and the anode positive. The probability of an electron, arriving before grid 3, to pass through grid 3 is called α and the probability that an electron, which is returned before grid 3, arrives a second time before grid 3 is called β. Input grid admittance is calculated in terms of α and β, two expressions being obtained, one being the additional input capacitance due to electrons returning before grid 3 and the other being the additional input capacitance due to the same cause. Measurements of these quantities for pentodes, pentagrids, and octodes are described in section III, whereas α and β are calculated from these measurements in section IV, several checks being obtained. In section V formulas for the influence of returning electrons on complex transconductance are derived and applied to measurements in section VI.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic motions in multigrid valves, e.g., tetrodes, pentodes, hexodes, heptodes, and octodes, while in use as amplifiers or frequency changers, are rather complicated. A complete knowledge of these motions would lay the foundation for further improvements of their construction. New means for obtaining this knowledge have been found in admittance measurements on ultra-short waves. Recently these measurements have been made considerably more accurate and easier by the use of elaborately screened apparatus. We are here chiefly concerned with admittance measurements between a negative grid and the cathode with admittance (transconductance) from a negative grid to a positive electrode.

The admittance between a negative grid and the anode is measured as follows: A tuned circuit with a variable condenser of known calibration curve is loosely coupled to a transmitter. The induced electromotive force is constant and independent of the tuning position of the variable condenser. It can be shown that the alternating voltage, measured across the circuit by means of a diode voltmeter, using an acorn diode, is proportional to the absolute value of the circuit impedance at each position of the tuning condenser. By measuring this alternating voltage as a function of the condenser tuning position, a resonance curve is obtained. From this resonance curve, the condenser scale being calibrated, the admittance value of the circuit for the frequency under consideration may be derived. By measuring this admittance without and with the tube admittance parallel to it, the tube admittance is obtained. This procedure has been applied successfully to the input and to the output admittance of valves up to frequencies of about 300 megacycles.

A different method was applied for measuring the transconductance (slope) from one valve electrode to another. This transconductance is complex at the short waves under consideration. It has been compensated by a known complex admittance, the circuit being an extension and elaboration for short waves of the well-known compensation method for the measurement of tube transconductance at low frequencies. Measurements up to 40 megacycles have been successfully taken in this way.

In order to derive the electronic motion in multigrid valves from admittance measurements of this type a number of formulas have to be established and we accordingly proceed with their derivation.

II. THE INFLUENCE OF RETURNING ELECTRONS IN MULTIGRID VALVES ON INPUT

Admittance

The simplest valve, in which returning electrons may have a pronounced influence on input admittance is a tetrode. We take the static tensions for the input grid to be fixed and negative, for the screen to be fixed and positive, and for the anode to be negative or positive with respect to the cathode. Secondary
emission is neglected temporarily. Then, if the anode is made negative, the electrons that have passed the screen a first time will be returned in the screen-anode space and, passing the screen a second time, will arrive again in the vicinity of the input grid. By their presence in the space between the input grid and the screen the electrons will influence charges on the input grid and thus cause an alteration of the admittance between the input grid and the cathode. This alteration will be calculated.

In order to obtain formulas, which may be easily applied to hexodes, heptodes, and octodes, a pentode valve will be considered instead of the tetrode mentioned above. For a pentode, secondary emission of the anode is neglected temporarily. The grids will be numbered starting with the input grid and thus cause an alteration of grid 1 and the suppressor grid 3.

We consider an electron, which arrives before grid 3, after passing through grid 2. The probability, that this electron passes through grid 3 is called \( a \). Hence the probability that it is returned in the direction of grid 2 is \( 1-a \). An electron, which has thus been returned may land on grid 2, which is positive. It may also pass grid 2 and arrive in the vicinity of grid 1 or of the cathode. Here it may dive into the space-charge cloud surrounding the cathode and is then indistinguishable from freshly emitted electrons. If it survives these possibilities, it is attracted in the direction of grid 2 and if it passes again through grid 2, it lands a second time before grid 3. The probability of an electron, returning before grid 3 in the direction of grid 2, to arrive a second time before grid 3 is called \( \beta \) (of course \( \beta \leq 1 \)). If we know \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) for a set of voltages on the tube electrodes, the electronic motion for these voltages may be accurately described. We proceed to derive a relation of these fundamental quantities \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) with the admittance between grid 1 and the cathode.

In our calculations we make use of the well-known complex notation. Let the alternating voltage between grid 1 and the cathode be represented by \( E \exp(j\omega t) \), where \( E \) is the voltage amplitude, \( \omega \) equal to \( 2\pi \) times the frequency in cycles, \( t \) is the time in seconds, and \( j=+\sqrt{-1} \). The alternating electronic current, composed of electrons, which have traveled the way from grid 1 to grid 2 only once, on arriving before grid 2, is equal to \( S_1 E \exp(j\omega t-j\phi_1) \), where \( S_1 \) is the absolute value of the transconductance from grid 1 to the positive tube electrodes. The phase angle \( \phi_1 \) was shown theoretically and experimentally to be equal to \( \phi_1 = \omega \cdot t / 2 \), where \( t_{b1} \) is the electron transit-time from the cathode to grid 1, \( t_1 \) is twice the electron transit-time from grid 1 to grid 2, and \( \phi_t \) is the phase angle due to the tube leads. This alternating electronic current passes partly through grid 2, travels from grid 2 to grid 3, is partly returned to grid 2, again passes partly through grid 2 and arrives in the vicinity of grid 1. The alternating electronic current thus arriving in the vicinity of grid 1 is given by \( S_2 E \exp(j\omega t-j\phi_2) \), where \( \phi_2 \) is the electron transit-time from grid 2 to grid 3. This process is repeated and the resulting alternating electronic current, arriving in the neighborhood of grid 1 from the side of grid 2 becomes

\[
S_1 E \beta (1-a) \exp (\phi_0-j\phi_1-j\omega t_1) + S_1 E \beta^2 (1-a)^2 \exp (\phi_0-j\omega 2t_1-j\omega 2t_2) + \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots
\]

In these equations \( \phi_0 \) stands for \( j\omega t-j\phi_1-j\omega 0.36tk\).

The summation may be checked by using any compendium on infinite series. We may choose the angular frequency \( \omega \) such that \( \omega (t_1+t_2) \ll 1 \) and hence \( \cos \omega (t_1+t_2) = 1 \) and \( \sin \omega (t_1+t_2) = \omega (t_1+t_2) \). Inserting these values and neglecting \( 0.36tk \), against \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) (1) yields

\[
I = S_k E \beta (1-a) \exp (j\omega t-j\phi_1-j\omega 0.36tk) - j(1-a) \exp (j\omega 0.36tk) \sin \omega (t_1+t_2) \frac{1-2\beta (1-a) \cos \omega (t_1+t_2)+\beta^2 (1-a)^2}{1-2\beta (1-a) \cos \omega (t_1+t_2)+\beta^2 (1-a)^2}.
\]

By this electronic current an alternating current is induced upon grid 1. This was shown to be

\[
\frac{3}{2} j\omega t I.
\]

Dividing (3) by the voltage \( E \exp(j\omega t) \) yields the admittance \( Y_1 \) between grid 1 and the cathode,

\[
Y_1 = \frac{3}{2} S_k E \beta (1-a) j\omega t_1 \{ 1- j(1-a) \cos \omega (t_1+t_2) \} \frac{1-2\beta (1-a) \cos \omega (t_1+t_2)+\beta^2 (1-a)^2}{1-2\beta (1-a) \cos \omega (t_1+t_2)+\beta^2 (1-a)^2}.
\]

---


In this step, \( \phi_i \) has been neglected, as compared with \( \omega(t_1 + t_2) \), which, by previous measurements, has been shown to be justified. The admittance \( Y_1 \) may be separated in a real and an imaginary part

\[
Y_1 = \frac{1}{R} + j\omega C. \tag{5}
\]

Equating (5) to (4), we find

\[
C = \frac{2}{3} S_k \frac{\beta(1 - \alpha)}{1 - \beta(1 - \alpha)} t_1 \tag{6}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{R} = \frac{2}{3} \omega^2 t_1 (t_1 + t_2) \frac{S_k \beta(1 - \alpha)}{[1 - \beta(1 - \alpha)]^3}. \tag{7}
\]

At this point, several assumptions, introduced tacitly or otherwise in the derivation of (6) and (7), will be listed. The action of space charge between grid 1 and grid 2 has been neglected, as the induction of an alternating current to grid 1 by the returning electronic current was calculated by simple summation of the actions, due to the single electrons. The mean path of an electron, returning from grid 3 through grid 2 is assumed to lead to the immediate neighborhood of grid 1. Also the returning point between grid 2 and grid 3 is assumed to lie close to grid 3 as a mean value for all returning electrons, which have passed through grid 3 are assumed not to return. The transconductance, which has to be inserted into (2) will probably be somewhat smaller than \( S_k \). While some of these assumptions carry an arbitrary element, their justification must be sought in the successful application of the resulting equations (6) and (7) to several measurements, which is shown in section IV.

III. Measurements of Input Admittance of Pentodes, Heptodes, and Octodes

A high-frequency pentode type AF3 (Philips) was used with 250 volts on the anode, 100 volts on the screen, and \(-3 \) volts on grid 1. Input admittance was measured as a function of the tension on grid 3 (see Fig. 1) at a wavelength of 22.7 meters. A large variation of this input admittance, due to returning electrons, is observed.

Whereas this mode of operation is uncommon for a pentode tube, an analogous operation is quite regular with hexode and heptode tubes, used as mixers or as amplifiers. An example of such a tube is the 6L7. A European tube of similar construction, with different grid dimensions, is the EH2 (Philips). In this tube the third grid (from the cathode) is usually negatively biased. The input admittance of this tube is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 at a wavelength of 14.4
meters. Here again, a large variation of input admittance with bias voltage on grid 3 is observed.

A cross section of the electrode construction of an octode valve, type AK2, is shown in Fig. 4 to scale. The currents to different electrodes as a function of the bias voltage on grid 4 (see Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen from this Fig. 5 that the electrons returning before grid 4 mostly go to the rods 2. If the rods are connected to the cathode, they land on grid 3. The current, which passes through grid 4 is little influenced by the voltage of the rods 2. The variation of the capacitance measured between grid 1 and the cathode as a function of the bias on grid 4 is shown in Fig. 6. The variation of the resistance measured between grid 1 and cathode is seen from Fig. 7 at a wavelength of 16.1 meters. Whereas the capacitive variations are independent of the wavelength down to less than 4 meters, the resistance variations are materially influenced by the wavelength as may be seen from (6) and (7). The curves of Figs. 6 and 7 show irregularities at points, corresponding to a bias of about -2 volts on grid 4. If we neglect these irregularities in Figs. 6 and 7, all the measurements of Figs. 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 show similar trends. The values of the capacitance and the conductivity are constant for greatly negative bias values and become constant again if the bias is made sufficiently positive.

IV. Calculations of Electronic Motion from the Measurements of Section III

In the case of the pentode AF3, \( \alpha \) is the probability for an electron arriving before grid 3, after passing through grid 2, to land on the anode, and \( 1 - \alpha \) is the probability to return in the direction of grid 2. Of these returning electrons the fraction \( \beta \) arrives a second time before grid 3. We assume that \( \beta \) does not depend on the bias of grid 3. This is a first approximation, which will be later shown in the case of the EH2, to be rather near the truth. If all electrons are returned before grid 3 (large negative bias) we have \( \alpha = 0 \) and if all electrons are passed by grid 3 (positive bias), \( \alpha = 1 \). In this latter case (6) and (7) yield zero, as no electrons are returned. We take \( \alpha = 0 \) in these equations and find

\[
C = \frac{2}{3} S k \left( \frac{1}{1 - \beta} \right) t_1 \quad (6a)
\]

\[
\frac{1}{R} = \frac{2}{3} \omega^2 t_1 (t_1 + t_2) S k \beta \left( 1 - \beta \right)^{-2}. \quad (7a)
\]

We first deal with the pentode AF3. The transit-times \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) may be calculated from the grid distances. The distance from grid 1 to grid 2 is 0.10 centimeter and the distance from grid 2 to grid 3 is 0.25 centimeter. The mean electron velocity on the...
grid 1 to grid 2 path as well as on the grid 2 to grid 3 path is $0.5 \cdot 5.93 \cdot 10^7 (V_2)^{1/2}$ cm sec$^{-1}$, where $V_2$ is the potential of grid 2. Hence $t_1 = 0.67 \cdot 10^{-9}$ second and $t_4 = 1.69 \cdot 10^{-9}$ second. The transconductance $S_k$ is $2.0 \cdot 10^{-2}$ ampere per volt with this tube and $\omega = 0.83 \cdot 10^8$ (22.7 meters wavelength). Hence,

$$\frac{3}{2} \omega^2 S_k t_1 (t_1 + t_2) = 1.46 \cdot 10^{-5} \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{3}{2} S_k t_1 = 0.90 \cdot 10^{-12}.$$

The values of $C$ and $1/R$ may be taken from Fig 1. At $V_1 = -50$ volts in this figure practically no electrons are passed by grid 3 ($\alpha = 0$), whereas at $V_2 = 0$ volts practically all electrons are passed ($\alpha = 1$). The difference between these two extreme points yields $1/R = 0.26 \cdot 10^{-4}$ mho and $C = 0.80 \cdot 10^{-12}$ farad. Equation (7a) leads to a value $\beta = 0.48$ and (6a) leads to $\beta = 0.47$. This very close coincidence of the two calculated values for $\beta$ from two independent measurements gives us faith in the methods laid down above.

From the grid dimensions we may calculate $\beta$ if we assume (a) the electron paths to be all perpendicular to the surface containing the center lines of the wires of grid 2 and (b) that no returning electrons are absorbed by the cathode. In this case $\beta$ is equal to the square of the open space between two adjacent grid wires over the distance between the center lines of two adjacent wires. This yields a value of $(190/250)^2 = 0.58$. The measured value of $\beta$ must always be lower than this, as the two conditions (a) and (b) are not satisfied in practical cases.

We now come to the tube EH2. Considering Figs. 2 and 3 the measured values of $C$ and $1/R$, which have to be inserted into (6a) and (7a) are $C = 0.90 \cdot 10^{-12}$ farad and $1/R = 0.24 \cdot 10^{-4}$ mho. The distance from grid 1 to grid 2 is 0.065 centimeter and the distance from grid 2 to grid 3 is also 0.065 centimeter. Hence $t_1 = 0.52 \cdot 10^{-9}$ and $t_4 = 0.52 \cdot 10^{-9}$ second (at $V_2 = 70$ volts). The value $S_k$ was measured and found to be $1.8 \cdot 10^{-5}$ ampere per volt. Inserting this into (6a) and (7a) both equations yield very nearly $\beta = 0.50$. Again, the values of $\beta$ calculated from two independent measurements coincide very closely. If we calculate $\beta$ in a similar way, as was done above in the case of the tube AF3, from the spacing between the wires of grid 2, we find 0.78. The measured value is well under this upper boundary for $\beta$.

We have also calculated $\beta$ and $\alpha$ for the tube EH2 as a function of $V_4$ (Fig. 8). It is seen that $\beta$ varies little if $\alpha$ varies from zero to 0.75.

In the case of the octode (Figs. 4 to 7) things are a little more complicated as we shall show, that $\beta$ is not constant and independent of $\alpha$. In Fig. 5, the total current $I$, passing through grid 4 and the currents to grid 3 and grid 2 are shown. The value of $I$ in the case that $\alpha = 1$, will be called $I_0$. We assume that $I_0$ gives the value of the current composed of electrons which arrive for the first time before grid 4, coming from the direction of grid 3, for all voltages of grid 4. Thus $I_0$ is independent of $\alpha$ and $\beta$. We have

$$I = I_0 \left[ \alpha + \alpha \beta (1 - \alpha) + \alpha \beta^2 (1 - \alpha)^2 + \alpha \beta^3 (1 - \alpha)^3 + \cdots \right] = I_0 \frac{\alpha}{1 - \beta (1 - \alpha)}. \quad (8)$$

As $I$ and $I_0$ are known for every value of the voltage $V_4$ on grid 4 (see Fig. 5), this gives us one equation for the determination of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ for a given value of $V_4$. Two more equations are (6a) and (7a), applied to the measured values of Figs. 6 and 7. We may calculate $\alpha$ and $\beta$ from these three equations and will have one check on each pair of values. These equations yield results, which again coincide very closely, as in the cases dealt with above.

The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 8. The dotted curves of Fig. 8 refer to the heptode EH2. Here, currents similar to those shown in Fig. 5 for the tube AK2, were measured and (8) was applied to these measurements. Whereas $\beta$ is almost constant for all values of the voltage on grid 3 with the EH2 if $\alpha$ varies from zero to 0.75, a considerable variation of $\beta$ occurs for the AK2 for a similar variation of $\alpha$.

V. THE INFLUENCE OF RETURNING ELECTRONS ON THE MODULUS AND ON THE PHASE ANGLE OF TRANSCONDUCTANCE

We consider a valve of the type EH2 (resembling the 6L7) and we measure the transconductance from
grid 1 to the anode (Fig. 9) as a function of the voltage of grid 3 on short waves. A considerable influence of this tension of grid 3 on the modulus as well as on the phase angle of transconductance is shown. Numerical expressions for this influence will now be derived. Applying these expressions to measurements of the type shown in Fig. 9, further information on electronic motion in these valves will be obtained.

In section IV the current passing through grid 3 (of a valve type EH2) was called $I$ and the value of $I$ in the case that all electrons are passed by this grid ($\alpha = 1$) was called $I_0$. If $V_1$ is the voltage on grid 1, we have $S = \delta I / \delta V_1$ and $S_0 = \delta I_0 / \delta V_1$ for the corresponding transconductance values, measured statically, i.e., with direct- or with low-frequency current. The values of $S$ and $S_0$, measured on short waves, will be called $S_d$ and $S_{d0}$ (dynamic transconductances). These dynamic values will be complex, each having a modulus and a phase angle. An illustration is given in Fig. 10. In this Fig. 10 the phase angle of $\alpha S_{d0}$ with respect to $S_0$ is called $\phi_0$. The electrons, which return before grid 3 and arrive a second time before this grid contribute an additional phase angle $\omega = \omega_3 \omega 2$, where $\omega_3$ is the total transit-time on their way from grid 3 through grid 2, grid 1, grid 2 back again to grid 3. The components $\alpha S_{d0}$, $\alpha(1-\alpha)\beta S_{d0}$, $\alpha(1-\alpha)\beta^2 S_{d0}$, ... have to be added vectorially to yield the final transconductance $S_d$. We separate $S_d$ into two components, one in the direction of $\alpha S_{d0}$ (see Fig. 10) and a second component perpendicular to this direction. The former component is (see Fig. 10)

$$S_{d0} = \alpha + \alpha(1-\alpha)\beta \cos \phi_1 + \alpha(1-\alpha)^2 \beta^2 \cos 2\phi_1 + \cdots$$

and the latter component is

$$S_{d0} = (1-\alpha)\beta \sin \phi_1$$

The modulus of $S_d$ is called $|S_d|$. It is found to be

$$|S_d| = \left| S_{d0} \right| \left| \alpha \right| \left| 1 - 2(1-\alpha)\beta \cos \phi_1 + (1-\alpha)^2 \beta^2 \right|^{1/2}$$

The phase angle between $S_d$ and $S_0$ is $\psi$ and $\psi = \phi_0 + \phi_3$, where

$$\tan \psi = \frac{(1-\alpha)\beta \sin \phi_1}{1 - (1-\alpha)\beta \cos \phi_1}.$$

As we can easily measure $|S_d|$ and also $S$, the static value of $S_d$, it is useful to derive the expression

$$|S_d| = \left( \frac{1 - 2(1-\alpha)\beta + (1-\alpha)^2 \beta^2}{1 - 2(1-\alpha)\beta \cos \phi_1 + (1-\alpha)^2 \beta^2} \right)^{1/2}.$$

The expression (10) for the phase angle $\psi$ is illustrated by Fig. 11 and (11) is illustrated by Fig. 12.
VI. APPLICATIONS TO DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS OF TRANSCONDUCTANCE

From the reasoning of section V it is expected, that $|S_d|$ and $S$ are proportional to the direct current. This is shown in Fig. 13. If the wavelength is chosen in such a manner, that $\phi_1 = \omega t < 1$, we may take $\sin \phi_1 = \phi_1$ and $\cos \phi_1 = 1$, whereas $lg \psi_0 = \psi_0$. Equation (10) yields in this case, making use of (8),

$$\psi_0 = \frac{1-I/I_0}{1-\beta I/I_0} \frac{\beta \phi_1}{1-\beta(1-I/I_0)}.$$  (12)

Now the current $I$ is the current to the anode ($I_a$) and to grid 4 ($I_x$): $I = I_a + I_x$. The relation between $\psi_0$ and $I$ is linear (equation (12)). So will be the relation between $\psi_0$ and $I_a$. In order to obtain $I/I_0$ we have to know $I_0$, which is the value of $I$ in the case that $\alpha = 1$. Now $I/I_0$ will be very nearly equal to $I_a/I_{o\beta}$, where $I_{o\beta}$ is the value of $I_a$ for $\alpha = 1$. In Fig. 14 the anode current is measured against the voltage on grid 3. From Fig. 14 we see that $I_{o\beta} = 3.0$ milliamperes for the tube EH2 and 2.0 milliamperes for the AH1. In Fig. 15 the measured phase angle $\psi$ (see Fig. 9) is shown against the corresponding direct current. As is expected from (12) we obtain a linear relationship. This means that $\beta$ is practically independent of $\alpha$. If $I_a = I_{o\alpha}$ we have in (12) $I = I_0$ and hence $\psi_0 = 0$. This occurs at $I_a = 3$ milliamperes for the tube EH2 and at $I_a = 2$ milliamperes for the tube AH1. For the limiting case $I_a = 0$, we see from (12) that $\psi_a$ is then equal to $\beta \phi_1 (1-\beta)^{-1}$. From Fig. 15 we see that $\beta \phi_1 (1-\beta)^{-1}$ is 28 degrees for the tube AH1 and 13.5 degrees for the tube EH2. The quantity $\phi = \omega t$ may be calculated from the grid dimensions and the electrode voltages, if we assume that the mean path of a returning electron will be from grid 3 to grid 2 to grid 1 to grid 2 to grid 3. Some returning electrons will have shorter paths and some longer ones. We find $\phi_1 = 30$ degrees (8.5 meters wavelength) for the AH1 and 14 degrees for the EH2. Hence $\beta (1-\beta)$ is about unity in both cases and $\beta$ will be very nearly 0.50. This value for the EH2 coincides closely with that derived in section IV from independent measurements.

A further check on these calculated values for $\beta$ may be obtained from the data of Figs. 12 and 9.

Taking the tube EH2, we find at a voltage $-9$ volts on grid 3, that $I_{a\beta} = 1.2$ milliamperes and the corresponding value for the AH1 is also 1.2 milliamperes.
(see Fig. 14). Hence $I_a/I_{a0} = I/I_0 = 0.40$ for the EH2 and 0.60 for the AH1 at this voltage on grid 3. Taking $\beta = 0.50$, (8) yields a value of $1 - \alpha = 0.57$ for the AH1 and 0.75 for the EH2, in good accordance with Fig. 8. Using these values and the curves of Fig. 12, we find $|S_\alpha|/S = 0.93$ for the AH1 and 0.97 for the EH2. The measured values of $|S_\alpha|/S$ were slightly less than unity for both tubes (see Fig. 13), which is sufficient coincidence.

We have also measured the modulus and phase angle of transconductance of an octode valve AK2 on short waves as a function of the voltage on grid 4 (see Fig. 4). These measurements show that the above theory cannot be applied to the AK2.\textsuperscript{10} We hope to deal with these features at a future date.
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Data on the critical frequencies and virtual heights of the ionosphere layers during January are given in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 gives the monthly average values of the maximum frequencies.
which could be used for radio communication by way of the regular layers. Fig. 3 gives the distribution of the hourly values of F- and F2-layer critical frequencies (and approximately of the maximum usable frequencies) about the average for the month. There were no ionosphere storms during January and only one sudden ionosphere disturbance, listed in Table I, was observed. No ionosphere storm days are plotted in Fig. 1, and none were plotted for November and December, 1938. This is because the ionosphere storms during these months were either mild or entirely absent.

This report inaugurates a new service, the forecasting of radio transmission data for the month following the one in which this report is published. Fig. 4 gives the expected monthly average values of the maximum usable frequencies for radio communication by way of the regular layers, for April, 1939. These estimates had to be made three months in advance. They are based on the observed trends of the critical frequencies in the eleven-year solar cycle and information on diurnal and seasonal variations accumulated over a period of several years. It is believed that the estimates will be accurate within fifteen per cent, for undisturbed days.

During January no strong sporadic-E reflections were observed at frequencies above six megacycles.
Institute News and Radio Notes

Board of Directors

The February 1 meeting of the Board of Directors was attended by R. A. Heising, president; Melville Eastham, treasurer, H. H. Beverage, Ralph Bown, Alfred N. Goldsmith, Virgil M. Graham, Alan Hazeltine, L. C. F. Horle, C. M. Jansky, Jr., A. F. Murray, Haraden Pratt, B. J. Thompson, H. M. Turner, A. F. Van Dyck, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

P. T. Farnsworth and W. W. Lindsay, Jr., were transferred to Fellow grade. I. F. Byrnes was transferred to Member grade, and E. J. Content was admitted to that grade.

Fifty-five Associates, four Juniors, and twenty-eight Students were elected to membership.

Dr. Weeks, who was invited to serve as a director for 1939, stated it would be impossible for him to give the time necessary to this appointment. I. J. Kaar was designated to serve as a director for 1939.

The Accountant’s report was reviewed.

The Secretary’s report was considered and an abridgment of it appears elsewhere in this issue.

Mr. Pratt reported on the recent conference held under the auspices of the American Medical Association on the problems of interference caused to communications by the operation of radio-frequency diathermy apparatus. This conference attempted to explore the subject and will probably be followed by further discussions which it is hoped will lead to a solution of this important problem. Users of the equipment, its manufacturers, and radio groups who have suffered interference from its operation were represented.

A report was read on the adoption by the National Broadcasting Company, the Columbia Broadcasting System, and the Bell Telephone Laboratories of a new volume-level indicator and a new standard zero volume level for broadcasting. The new instrument has dynamic characteristics which differ widely from existing instruments and is more highly damped so that violent oscillations of the pointer are avoided. The zero level is based on this new instrument and results under steady-state conditions when one milliwatt is impressed across a 600-ohm circuit. A new designation “vu” numerically equivalent to the number of decibels above the new zero volume level will be adopted.

A report on the Electronics Conference held in New York City on January 13 and 14 disclosed attendance varying between fifty-five and eighty-three at each of the three sessions. Authority was granted for holding another such conference.

Mr. Pratt was designated the Institute’s candidate to serve on the Board of Directors of the American Standards Association in response to an invitation from that organization.

A progress report on early arrangements being made for the convention to be held in San Francisco in June was read. A contribution to the Engineering Societies Library of $200 was voted.

The President was authorized to appoint a committee to investigate methods of reducing the time lag between the date of receipt of a manuscript and its publication in the PROCEEDINGS.

I.R.E.—U.R.S.I. Meeting

The annual joint meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the American Section of the International Scientific Radio Union will be held in Washington, D. C., on April 28 and 29, 1939. This will be a two-day meeting. Meetings of other important scientific societies will be held in Washington during the same week. Papers on the more fundamental and scientific aspects of radio will be presented. The program of titles will be published in the April PROCEEDINGS and printed abstracts will be available before the meeting. Correspondence should be addressed to S. S. Kirby, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.

Electronics Conference

F. R. Lack, chairman; F. B. Llewellyn, B. J. Thompson, and H. P. Westman attended a meeting of the Electronics Conference Committee on the evening of January 25. The Conference held on January 13 and 14 was discussed and recommendations for the holding of future meetings of this type were prepared.

Sections

Cleveland

A general description of the WTAM transmitter was given by Edwin Leonard, chief engineer. In outlining the preliminary work and difficulties encountered in the development of a new antenna system, he described the temporary antenna, an auxiliary system for emergency use, and the permanent installation. The radiator consists of a triangular tower 470 feet high.

Committees

Annual Review

Two meetings of the Annual Review Committee were required to edit the reports of the six technical committees.

Proceedings of the I.R.E

March, 1939
high and 10 feet off the ground. Its top is
1160 feet above sea level and is the highest
in the state.
W. S. Duttera of the National Broadcast-
ing Company, then described the an-
tenna input equipment, transmission line,
and methods used for the protection of the
antenna and its associated apparatus.
A detailed description of the transmitter
from the rectifiers to the final amplifiers
was then presented by Mr. Russell
W. T. AM.
These descriptions were followed by a
tour of the plant under the guidance of
various members of the staff.
November 30, 1938—L. N. Chatter-
ton, chairman, presiding.

To permit complete discussion of the
operation of the section, a meeting devoted
strictly to business was held. Nominations
for officers to be elected at the next meet-
ing were prepared. The desirability and
possibility of obtaining a permanent meet-
ing place were discussed as was the mate-
rial available for future meetings. The
usefulness of promoting interest in the sec-
tion's activities among those in kindred
industries and how this might be accom-
plished received considerable attention. It
was agreed that some type of identification
tag or badge would be prepared and
issued to members to be worn during each
meeting.

January 12, 1939—George Grostic,
vice chairman, presiding.

Connecticut Valley

"Frequency-Modulation Transmitters
and Propagation Characteristics" was the
subject of the evening which was given by
I. R. Weir of the General
Electric Company (Schenectady). In
it he presented design features of a
new type of carrier-stabilized frequency-modu-
lation transmitter which has been used in
tests between Schenectady and Albany.
Detailing comparative data on the perform-
ance of this transmitter and an ampli-
tude-modulated transmitter of the same
unmodulated carrier output rating was
presented. It was pointed out that an in-
terfering frequency-modulated carrier
needs be only slightly more than 6 decibels
below the desired frequency-modulated
carrier at the receiver second detector
to be eliminated from the audio-frequency
output, even if the undesired carrier is in
the immediately adjacent channel.

Curves were presented comparing am-
plitude and frequency modulation for a
complete transmitting and receiving sys-
tem on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio.
For the Schenectady-Albany region and
for the same ratio of signal-plus-noise to
noise in the audio-frequency output, a
receiver input as low as ten microvolts fre-
quency-modulated was approximately equi-
valent to 300 microvolts of amplitude-
modulated signal.

The lower initial and operating costs of
a frequency-modulated transmitter for a
given coverage were illustrated. The paper
was concluded with a discussion of propa-
gation data and showed that with ideal
geographical transmitter spacings, it would
be more economical to serve a given terri-
tory with a frequency-modulated system
than one employing amplitude modula-
tion.

A paper by G. W. Fyler and J. A.
Worcester of the General Electric Com-
pany (Bridgeport), on "The New Armstron
Frequency-Modulation Receiver," was
presented by Mr. Fyler. He discussed the
type of receiver now being produced by
the General Electric Company. This re-
ceiver had in its second detector a circuit
derived from the well-known automatic-
frequency-control diode circuit used in
earlier receivers. The intermediate-fre-
quency amplifier has a very linear
frequency-shift versus audio-frequency-
amplitude response for a frequency varia-
tion of 100 kilocycles on both sides of the
mean carrier frequency.

Descriptions were then given of the
radio-frequency amplifier, the converter
which employs a separate oscillator, inter-
mediate-frequency amplifier, limiting stage,
frequency-discriminating audio-frequency
stage, audio-frequency amplifier, and
power supply. Phase variation is used in
the audio-frequency system to obtain
push-pull output. To improve the acoustic
output of the receiver, a special-edge cur-
vinular cone was developed for the loud
speakers used. Over-all characteristics
from the studio to the receiver acoustical
output were shown and the paper was con-
cluded with a discussion of factors affect-
ing the design of practical high-fidelity
receivers.

E. H. Armstrong, who developed the
system of transmission being discussed,
described the transmitters and studio
equipment to be used in the demonstra-
tion which was given during the meeting. Test
material was transmitted from Alpine,
N. J., on a frequency of 42.8 megacycles
with an output of 20 kilowatts. Recorded
material was supplemented by a five-
talent program relayed by Alpine, N. J.,
from Yonkers, N. Y. Six of the new
receivers were used for reception.

Messrs. DeMars, Doolittle, and Noble
described and presented pictures of fre-
quency-modulation transmitters and anten-
na installations now being constructed
on several mountain tops in New England.

January 19, 1939—E. R. Sanders,
chairman, and W. R. G. Baker, secretary,
presiding.

Emporium

D. H. Black of Standard Telephones
and Cables (England), presented a paper
on "Ultra-High-Frequency Oscillators." The
subject was introduced by Dr. Black
with a brief review of various types of
oscillators. He limited his paper to nega-
tive-grid oscillators and pointed out that
among the interdependent limitations are
available cathode emission, plate dissipa-
tion, grid emission, lead inductance, inter-
electrode capacitance, etc.

The mechanical design of several types
of high-frequency vacuum-tube oscillators
was then illustrated. A circuit with which
frequencies as high as 1600 megacycles had
been obtained was described. It was
pointed out that some of the phenomena
exhibited by this circuit could best be ex-
plained by variation of capacitance with
frequency. A formula which showed that
capacitance was inversely related to wave-
length was given.

The paper was discussed by Messrs.
Acheson, Baldwin, Carter, and Miller.

January 31, 1939—R. K. McClintock,
chairman, presiding.

Montreal

C. F. Baldwin of the General Electric
Company (Schenectady), presented a
paper on "Quartz-Crystal Theory, Prac-
tice, and Manufacturing." It was pointed
out that the best raw material comes from
Brazil and occurs in crystals about six
inches to a foot in length, costing about
$10.00 per pound. The wastage in cutting
is about ninety-five per cent. The develop-
ment of the various cuts and their char-
acteristics were described. Various types of
mountings and their characteristics were
covered.

December 14, 1938—S. Sillitoe,
chairman, presiding.

"Aircraft Communication and Naviga-
tion" was the subject of a paper by S. S.
Stevens, technical advisor on communica-
tions to Trans-Canada Air Lines. He pre-
pared first a historical sketch of the de-
velopment of aircraft radio from the days
of the war when weight and low-powered
equipment prevented very successful oper-
ation to the present when it is indispensa-
able to the air lines.

The four- and five-tower beacon and
weather transmitters were described and
the advantages of simultaneous reception
of weather reports and beacon signals from
the latter-type installation were pointed
out. The Trans-Canada system makes use
of beacons installed at approximately 100-
mile intervals from Montreal and Toronto
to Vancouver, which are operated by the
Department of Transport of the Dominion
Government. Routine traffic and weather
reports between main ground stations are
handled by multichannel transmitters,
the frequencies of which are selected by
dialing. Several marker beacons are con-
templated to provide reference points for
pilots where these are found desirable.

The meeting was closed with the show-
ing of a film supplied through the courtesy
of the United Air Lines and entitled
"Coast to Coast by Air."

January 11, 1939—S. Sillitoe, chair-
man, presiding.
Pittsburgh
A round-table discussion on "Recent Developments in Broadcast Transmission and Reception" was led by J. E. Baudino, chief engineer of KDKA. The discussion touched on a large number of items among which were response characteristics of the eight-ball and ribbon or velocity-type microphone. A description of the Western Electric remote-pickup resonant-type collector with its dynamic microphone was given and the equipment exhibited. The National Broadcasting Company Hollywood studios were described. Loud speakers with loading in the base range, high-efficiency amplifiers, directional antennas, transmission lines, and pressure-type gas-filled condensers were also discussed. The meeting was closed with a review of the trends in 1939 broadcast receivers given by J. S. O'Shea of Midwest Radio.

January 17, 1939—W. P. Place, chairman, presiding.

Portland
This meeting was devoted to a tour of inspection of the toll facilities of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company which was under the guidance of R. W. Deardorff transmission and protection engineer for that company.

January 18, 1939—H. C. Singleton, chairman, presiding.

Seattle
"Properties and Application of Tapered Radio-Frequency Transmission Lines" was the subject of a paper by T. M. Libby, engineer for the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. He reviewed briefly some of the properties of the uniform transmission line, demonstrating mathematically that it could be used as an impedance transformer at a given frequency. A short history of the tapered transmission line led to a discussion of the exponential line which formed the basis for the remainder of the paper. This line employs conductors so spaced that the distributed capacitance and inductance vary exponentially with distance along the line. It was shown to be a high-pass impedance-transforming filter. Performance curves of a specific line showed that it maintained, within six per cent, an impedance ratio of 600 ohms to 300 ohms over a range from 4 to 30 megacycles. Some uses for such lines were in coupling a rhombic antenna to a 600-ohm transmission line and in coupling a coaxial cable to an open-wire line.

January 13, 1939—R. O. Bach, chairman, presiding.

Membership
The following indicated admissions and transfers of memberships have been approved by the Admissions Committee. Objections to any of these should reach the Institute office by not later than March 31, 1939.

Transfer to Member
Decino, A., 229 Lawrence Ave., Eiberon Park, N. J.

Admission to Associate (A), Junior (J), and Student (S)
Alfonso, J. S., (S) 31 Hill St., Orono, Maine.
Barta, V. P., (S) 2916 S.E. 36th Ave., Portland, Ore.
Binns, A. W., (A) 7 Shelley Rd., Coventry, Stoke, England.
Bolen, R. E., (A) 1602 Carey La., Silver Spring, Md.
Cochran, L. B., (A) 305 Engineering Hall, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
d'Ayala Valva, G., (A) Corso Mentana 31-10, Genova, Italy.
Dominick, J., (S) 837 W. 36th Pl., Los Angeles, Calif.
Eastman, P. J., (A) 24 Parkway S., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Frazier, R. E., (S) 414 N. Salisbury, West Lafayette, Ind.
Gamo, T., (A) JOAK Hatagoya Broadcasting Station, Hatagoya-machi, Saitama-ken, Japan.
Gates, H. P., Jr., (S) 2315 Dwight Way, Berkeley, Calif.
Ginzton, E. L., (S) 1260 Second Ave., San Francisco, Calif.

Goodell, E. M., (S) 332 Virginia Ave., San Mateo, Calif.
Green, A. P., (S) 1143 N. Edgemont St., Los Angeles, Calif.
 Grimley, E. C., (A) 765 Lexington Ave., Westmount, Montreal, Que., Canada.
Harris, N. M., (S) 4815 N.E. Eighth Ave., Portland, Ore.
Hayes, J. E., (A) Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Keefer Bldg., Montreal, Que., Canada.
Heim, H. J., (A) 206 Dehart St., West Lafayette, Ind.
Hermon, F. E., (A) 2901 N. Kilbourn Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Holden, G. A., (A) 228 St. Helen's Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Hook, J. W., (A) 728 Gadyas Ave., Long Beach, Calif.
Hutton, E. W., (S) 480 Spruce St., Morgantown, W. Va.
Inokuchi, S., (A) JOJK Nonoiuchi-cho, Kanazawa-Shigai, Japan.
Joryse, A., (A) 448 E. 178 St., New York, N. Y.
Kelsey, A. L., (A) 7144 N. Edwin, Los Angeles, Calif.
Laube, O. T., (A) 366 N. Parkway, East Orange, N. J.
Lempert, J. E., (S) Taylor Hall, Section D, Bethlehem, Pa.
Macdonald, G. E., (A) c/o Radio Station CFAC, Calgary, Alta., Canada.
Malvarez, L. M., (A) 47 y 1, Dep. Electrotecnica, La Plata, Argentina.
McKinley, D. W. R., (A) 91 MacLaren Ave., Ottawa, Ont., Canada.
Miller, R. H. Jr., (S) 1328-106th Ave., Oakland, Calif.
Morse, C. H., (A) 506 First Ave., W., Seattle, Wash.
Nebel, R. E., (A) 1104 Lincoln Pl., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ogawa, G., (S) 1603 Opal St., Pullman, Wash.
Omalanz, W., (J) 2636 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill.
Time

The question of G.C.T. (Greenwich Civil Time) versus G.M.T. (Greenwich Mean Time) has been raised by persons who have had correspondence between engineers engaged in radio research and scientists engaged in astronomical work. Since these two fields of research are becoming more and more interrelated, the necessity for a definite terminology, which shall be uniform, becomes more apparent.

The following definitions are copied from Navigation and Nautical Astronomy by Captain Benjamin Dutton, United States Navy, Fifth Edition, dated 1934.

THE MEAN SUN. The mean sun is an imaginary sun which moves to the eastward in the equinoctial at a uniform rate equal to the average rate of the true sun in the ecliptic.

MEAN TIME. Time measured by the apparent motion of the mean sun is called mean time.

CIVIL DAY. A civil day is the interval between two successive transits of the mean sun across the lower branch of the meridian.

CIVIL TIME. Mean time with the origin of the day at lower transit of the mean sun is called civil time. Civil time at any place equals the hour angle of the mean sun plus twelve hours, dropping twenty-four hours if the sum exceeds that amount.

The following is also copied from the same book, Section 109, page 142:

"... Formerly navigators considered the day as beginning at the instant the sun crossed the upper branch of the meridian, i.e., at noon. Mean time, with the beginning of the day at that instant, is called astronomical time. Navigators now use the instant of transit of the sun across the lower branch of the meridian (midnight) as the beginning of day. Time so reckoned, i.e., by the apparent motion of the mean sun with the instant of lower transit as the origin of the day, is called civil mean time, or more commonly, civil time.

It is also to be noted that all tables in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac are headed "Greenwich Civil Time." At the bottom of these tables there is the note: "0h Greenwich Civil Time is twelve hours before Greenwich Mean Noon of the same date."

The following is quoted from Astronomy by Robert H. Baker: "CIVIL TIME is the specific reckoning of mean solar time from midnight through twenty-four hours continuously. It is the hour angle of the mean sun plus twelve hours. Until the beginning of 1925, astronomical mean time was reckoned from noon, and was twelve hours later than civil time. Now the two are the same...." It is interesting to note, however, that this author also specifies "local civil time," and not local mean time, in sample calculations.

Briefly, "mean time" has no reference point from which the day starts. "Civil time" is mean time referred to a definite reference point. It, therefore, is specific.

In view of the foregoing, it would seem that the wise course for radio men to pursue would be to employ the terminology "Greenwich Civil Time," as adopted by, and used in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. There would then be no confusion.
Books

Radio Facsimile
Published by RCA Institutes Technical Press, 75 Varick Street, New York, New York. 353 pages.

Image transmission has made rapid strides during the last decade. Depending on such factors as the speed of transmission, degree of detail, and faithfulness of tone reproduction, it must, for careful study, be considered in separate categories. Thus, we have television, facsimile, telephotography, etc.; also there are the two alternative transmission media, wire and radio transmission. As the preface explains, it is believed that radio facsimile seems entitled to more attention in the literature than it has hitherto received. Hence this Volume I of "Radio Facsimile," published by the RCA Institutes Technical Press, which assembles between one set of covers the combined recorded of the RCA technical experts, under the editorship of Alfred N. Goldsmith, A. F. Van Dyck, C. W. Horn, R. M. Morris, and Lee Galvin. Not only is this a compilation of the more recent papers on the subject, but it includes reprints of former articles, including the pioneering efforts of R. H. Ranger, in order to round out a complete story of the RCA efforts in this direction. Those whose articles have been recorded include R. H. Ranger, V. K. Zworykin, Alfred N. Goldsmith, J. L. Callahan, Henry Shore, M. Artzt, J. N. Whitaker, R. E. Mathes, J. E. Smith, H. H. Beverage, W. H. Bliss, C. J. Young, F. C. Collings, I. F. Byrnes, and D. E. Foster.

This compilation includes only those papers coming under the strict category of radio facsimile, and whose authors are or have been RCA men. To this extent it is not a complete record of the art. However, the individual papers naturally contain many related references to the work of others, in the field of wire transmission; also, J. L. Callahan is the author of a very complete bibliography of literature and patents on the subject.

Radio facsimile has definite possibilities. Just what its future may be as a broadcast news disseminator in competition with or to supplement newspapers and voice or perhaps television broadcasting perhaps remains to be demonstrated. In any case, the communication engineer cannot afford to overlook this publication, which is evidently intended to be expanded from time to time by further volumes as the art develops.

H. A. Affel
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
New York, N.Y.

Published by American Radio Relay League, West Hartford, Connecticut. 560 pages including 104-page catalog section of amateur radio equipment. Approximately 81 illustrations, the choice of charts and tables. Price paper-bound, $1.00 in continental U.S.A.; $1.25 elsewhere; buckram-bound, $2.50.

The book contains an introductory section on fundamentals and theory followed by sections on vacuum tubes, receiver design and construction, transmitter design and construction, various types of signaling, ultra-high-frequency technique, antennas, instruments and measurements, and power supply. There are also sections pertaining to station operations and message handling.

The information is up to date and well presented. In general, the choice of material and presentation are of such nature as to make them particularly suitable to the requirements of the radio amateur and home experimenter.

This edition of the Handbook is dedicated to the late Ross A. Hall, for ten years editor of the volume and who contributed so much to the advancement of radio. Publication was carried to conclusion by the remaining collaborating members of the ARRL Headquarters staff, but the book still bears the unmistakable impress of Hall's editorial guidance.

H. O. Peterson
R.C.A. Communications, Inc. Riverhead, L. I., N. Y.


After two years of commercial television in England it would seem that the time was ripe for a book covering the location of and the remedy for television receiver faults. After reading Mr. Reyner's book on this subject I wonder if this is true.

Whoever writes such a book is beset with the following problems: Should I write for the serviceman or the engineer? Should I discuss faults in properly designed receivers, or should I warn of faults due to improper design? With thirty-odd makes of receivers on the market, each differing widely, how can I give concrete, all-inclusive remedies? Shall I describe the functioning of the units or assume the reader knows the technical operation of a television receiver? These are difficult questions.

Our author's approach is by first mentioning the apparatus required for testing. He then lists very briefly some of the locations of trouble. The chapters that follow are: Faults in Cathode-Ray Tubes, Faults in Time Base Units, Synchronizing Units, Receiver Faults, Interference and Laboratory Technique.

The book is clearly written and illustrated. Unfortunately the subject is dealt with in a manner not elementary enough for one unfamiliar with television technique, and yet too elementary for the television engineer. It is doubtful if this book will be of much value to television workers in America.

A. F. Murray
Philco Radio and Television Corporation Philadelphia, Penna.

Experimental Radio by R. R. Ramsey. (Fourth Edition)

The present edition is a revision, after ten years, of a laboratory course manual intended primarily for college sophomores. The changes involve particularly the substitution of alternating-current supplies for batteries. The increase in size of the manual is also noticeable. The circuit diagrams and graphs are not all that might be desired. The former, in many cases, show a circle for a lamp as a resistance rather than the conventional zigzag line and, in some places, rather rough hand-drawn circuits. The graphs are sometimes drawn on too small a scale for easy use. The apparatus seems to be largely home-built and the author gives instructions by which students can make their own apparatus. Any budding radio amateur using the book will be disappointed to find that the only mention of a crystal has to do with the contact-detecting kind, that there is almost no work that is obviously with ultra-short waves, and that multielectrode tubes are almost neglected.

Unfortunately, the book is loose in the use of English and the punctuation is often misleading. One gathers the impression that as it outgrew the loose multi-paragraph sheet state, the copy went into the print shop without the usual editing. The reference to "Darrell Green's thesis" in the text without a footnote as to where that document may be found confirms the general impression that the book is intended primarily for local consumption. Oddly enough, following "Darrell Green" the inclusion of "Seibt's Experiment" without a reference to the literature made the reviewer wonder at first whether Seibt was a local student, for he had to search all the way back to the Fleming text to find in English any reference to this active figure in the early days of radio.

In the preface the author states it as
one of his objects to correct the false perception which "a large per cent of physicists still cling to," regarding the relation between beats and the side-band tones in modulation. But it seems to the reviewer, a physicist, that the confusion which does still exist to some extent would be increased rather than decreased by the author's references. The above is perhaps unduly harsh criticism of the details of a set of notes on laboratory experiments. The list of one hundred and thirty experiments is an excellent one. The arrangement of notes and the instructions to the experimenter are well handled and appropriate. The page references to standard technical literature which are given in connection with most of the experiments are a very valuable feature.

K. S. Van Dyke
Wesleyan University
Middletown, Conn.

The Radio Manual,
by George E. Sterling.
(Third Edition)


The third edition of The Radio Manual is a comprehensive text and a reference designed for those preparing to enter the radio profession, engineers, inspectors, and operators as well as those engaged in such activity and in addition to those interested in instrument flying where the use of radio aids to air navigation are utilized and necessary. The book is profusely illustrated with circuit diagrams and apparatus.

The author has secured the collaboration of several experts in the preparation of this edition, notably Robert S. Kruse, E.E., who in the past assisted in an editorial capacity, and Wm. R. Foley, E.E.

The first three chapters are devoted to the fundamentals of electricity, magnetism, storage batteries, and motor generators.

Chapters 4 and 5 include an excellent treatment of the electron tube as used in modern communication systems. Chapter 4, written by Mr. Kruse, contains not only elementary information for the beginner in radio, but takes that beginner in successive steps through the characteristics of the electron tube and its varied applications in receivers and transmitters. In addition, it describes and analyzes the various fundamental circuits employed in radio receivers and transmitters. Chapter 5, written by Mr. Foley is a treatise on the various classes of both audio- and radio-frequency amplifiers, computation of the efficiency of such amplifiers, driving and output circuits, methods of neutralization and procedure, and cause and prevention of parasitic oscillations. To assist the student with a weak mathematical background, practical examples of the solution of problems are included throughout the chapter.

Chapters 6 and 7 include the elementary principles of modulation systems, modulation analysis, principles of operation and characteristics of microphones, mixing circuits, impedance-matching networks, program amplifiers, methods of making frequency runs, and a description of the characteristics of instantaneous recording systems.

Chapters 8 to 16 inclusive, describe in detail the latest types of radio equipment employed in broadcast, ship, aircraft, aeronautical, and police stations. The author recognizes the advantage of quoting directly from the instruction books with respect to the operation, service, and repair of the equipment since it permits a beginner to become familiar with the particular language of the art and thereby permits him to read himself into current practice. Chapter 14 describes the characteristics of radio ranges, instrumental landing systems, and in addition includes an elementary course in the use of radio aids to air navigation, amplified by several problems in orientation and homing.

Chapter 15 furnishes complete information concerning the description, operation, correction of faults, and maintenance of auto-alarm receivers and associated apparatus employed on United States cargo vessels to satisfy the requirements of law having for its purpose the promotion of safety of life and property at sea. International radio law requires that the auto-alarm signal shall be transmitted prior to the SOS signal and serves to actuate the selective ringing circuit associated with an auto-alarm receiver thereby summoning the operator of a ship within communication range to the radio room in time to intercept the details of the distress message.

The last three chapters of the book include important extracts from the Communications Act of 1934 as amended, the General Radio Regulations of the Telegraph Communication Corporation of Cairo, and rules and regulations of the Federal Communications Commission. The inclusion of this material enforces the value of the book for those preparing for examination for radio operator's license as well as engineers and operators engaged in the operation of radio stations of all classes.

The principal errors in the book are the omission of a figure associated with the text on page 124 and in figure 147 on page 242 showing the neutralizing condenser connected to the wrong side of the radio-frequency choke.

T. A. M. CRAVEN
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C.

History of Radio to 1926,
by Gleason L. Archer


The first half of this book consists of a compilation of historical data which have in general been available in previously published books. The first twelve chapters cover the range from signaling in the days of Troy through the invention of the telegraph, the telephone, and radio to the laying of transoceanic cables; and the organization of the radio communication enterprises which are active in the world today.

Beginning with Chapter 13, which is entitled "Pioneer Days in Radio Broadcasting," the book consists, to a substantial degree, of a compilation of facts which are otherwise available only in scattered locations. The author states that it has been his endeavor to rescue from oblivion historical material which existed only in contemporary records of a perishable nature.

To those who are interested in the early days of broadcasting and especially to those who were active in that field during the years 1900 to 1926, the second half of the book will have peculiar interest. Quotations are made from the files of early broadcast organizations; references are made to editorials which appeared in the magazine, Radio Broadcast, a pioneer in this field. Statements by leaders of the broadcast industry are cited giving predictions as to the economic basis on which broadcasting would find its support.

Stories are told about some of the earlier broadcast personalities such as the Happiness Boys, Roxy and his Gang, and the Atwater Kent radio artists. "Alabama, twenty-four votes for Underwood" recalls the early service of broadcasting in the political field.

In some respects, notably in connection with patents, it seems doubtful whether the author has collected all of the pertinent facts, and this has led to some doubtful conclusions. In spite of this, however, the book makes interesting reading. The author states that he is already at work collecting historical data on radio for the twelve-year period since 1926.

L. E. Whittemore
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
New York, N. Y.
Report of the Secretary—1938

This report is published so the membership may be informed of the more important factors affecting the operation of the Institute.

General

The membership decreased slightly during 1938 and the amount of editorial material appearing in the PROCEEDINGS was reduced by a few per cent. A small operating loss was incurred. General business conditions and those specifically met by the radio industry in the United States during the last quarter of 1937 and the major part of 1938 are ample reasons for the reduction in membership and income. The latter was solely responsible for the decrease in PROCEEDINGS pages.

Membership

The paid membership at the end of the year was 5403 as compared with 5459 in 1937, a decrease of one per cent. The membership outside of the United States continues at about twenty-four per cent of the total. Fig. 1 shows the variation of membership throughout the life of the Institute.

Ten Fellows and forty-six Members were transferred or admitted directly to those grades and the distribution of membership by grades is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Per Cent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fellow</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>4250</td>
<td>78.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were 697 new members admitted to the Institute in 1938 compared with 751 in 1937.

Proceedings

Volume 26 of the PROCEEDINGS contains 1568 pages of editorial material, about five per cent fewer than the 1654 pages published in 1937. Data on the size of the PROCEEDINGS are given in Fig. 2.

A new format for the PROCEEDINGS was approved and Volume 26 was the last published in the small size.

There were 123 papers reviewed by the Papers Committee and 152 by the Board of Editors. Of these, 104 were accepted for publication, 21 were returned for revision, and 19 were rejected. In addition, 16 book reviews were prepared and published.

Sections

Sections activities are indicated in Table II. A new section was established in Portland, Oregon.

Meetings

There were 183 section meetings, 8 New York meetings, and 4 conventions held.

On April 29 and 30, a meeting was held jointly with the American Section of the International Scientific Radio Union (U.S.R.I.) in Washington, D. C. Twenty-nine papers were presented and about 150 were present.

The Thirteenth Annual Convention was held in New York City on June 16, 17, and 18. There were forty-nine papers presented. The attendance of 1766 men and 100 women was about fifty per cent greater than at any previous Institute meeting.

On the Pacific Coast, a meeting was held in Portland, Oregon, at which nineteen papers were presented. The registration for the two days, August 10 and 11, was 121 men and 23 women. This meeting was co-ordinated with the convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

In Rochester, New York, the Annual meeting on November 14, 15, and 16 attracted an attendance of 477. There were fifteen papers presented.
Committees

Our committees held 53 meetings. In addition, a number of committees are able to operate without meetings as their work may be accomplished by correspondence. This is particularly true of the Papers Committee and Board of Editors. The meetings of the latter body were entirely devoted to the development of the new PROCEEDINGS' format.

Standards

Four standards reports, Electroacoustics, Electronics, Radio Receivers, and Transmitters and Antennas were published and replace the 1933 report.

Standards

Committees held 53 meetings. In addition, a number of committees are able to operate without meetings as their work may be accomplished by correspondence. This is particularly true of the Papers Committee and Board of Editors. The meetings of the latter body were entirely devoted to the development of the new PROCEEDINGS' format.

Standards

Four standards reports, Electroacoustics, Electronics, Radio Receivers, and Transmitters and Antennas were published and replace the 1933 report.

Constitution

A revision of the Institute Constitution was prepared and distributed to the membership for ballot. The results of the ballot will not be known until early in 1939.

Deaths

The deaths of twelve members whose names are listed below were reported during the year.

- Boehme, H.O.
- Bond, E. F.
- Cabot, Sewell
- Casey, K. K.V.
- Coleman, G. A.
- Hill, C. A. R.
- Natapoff, Gustave
- Stoekle, E. R.
- Thompson, J. H.
- Toepplitz, Walter
- Warner, J. C.
- Wilkinson, A. E.

Acknowledgment

The activities of many Institute members are essential to its continued operation. The Board of Directors is responsible for the guiding policies and continuous supervision of its affairs and its many committees spend untold hours in putting these policies into practice and gathering data on which future operations will be based. The many dozens of members serving on the Board of Directors and our committees, deserve the sincere thanks of those who are unable to take an active part in the management and operation of the Institute.

Respectfully submitted,

HAROLD P. WESTMAN
Secretary
### Comparative Balance Sheet

**December 31, 1938 and 1937**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASSETS</th>
<th>DECEMBER 31, 1938</th>
<th>DECEMBER 31, 1937</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CURRENT ASSETS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>$21,108.69</td>
<td>$26,720.61</td>
<td>($5,611.92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable—Current</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dues</td>
<td>336.00</td>
<td>392.57</td>
<td>56.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>358.00</td>
<td>349.69</td>
<td>8.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reprints</td>
<td>64.36</td>
<td>38.37</td>
<td>25.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>7,285.79</td>
<td>9,238.93</td>
<td>($1,953.14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accrued Interest on Investments</td>
<td>285.28</td>
<td>345.00</td>
<td>($59.72)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>$29,438.12</td>
<td>$37,085.17</td>
<td>($7,647.05)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments—At Cost</td>
<td>46,922.12</td>
<td>37,200.37</td>
<td>9,721.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Market Value December 31, 1938—$23,928.75)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FURNITURE AND FIXTURES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Reserve For Depreciation</td>
<td>2,131.76</td>
<td>2,278.53</td>
<td>($146.77)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PREPAID EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpired Insurance</td>
<td>45.52</td>
<td>57.76</td>
<td>($12.24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationery Inventory—Estimated</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention Expense</td>
<td>103.54</td>
<td>378.40</td>
<td>($274.86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ASSETS</strong></td>
<td>$78,841.06</td>
<td>$77,200.23</td>
<td>$1,640.83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIABILITIES AND SURPLUS</th>
<th>DECEMBER 31, 1938</th>
<th>DECEMBER 31, 1937</th>
<th>INCREASE</th>
<th>DECREASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCOUNTS PAYABLE</strong></td>
<td>$ 2,699.48</td>
<td>$ 189.98</td>
<td>$2,509.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUSPENSE</strong></td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADVANCE PAYMENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dues</td>
<td>1,438.44</td>
<td>1,837.30</td>
<td>($398.86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions</td>
<td>4,035.86</td>
<td>4,119.35</td>
<td>($83.49)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL LIABILITIES</strong></td>
<td>$ 8,194.00</td>
<td>$ 6,167.50</td>
<td>$2,026.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| FUNDS | | | | |
| Morris Liebmann Memorial Fund Principal and Unexpended Income | $10,077.87 | $10,077.87 | | | |
| Associated Radio Manufacturers Fund | 1,997.80 | 1,997.80 | | | |
| **TOTAL FUNDS** | $12,075.67 | $12,075.67 | | | |

| SURPLUS | | | | |
| Balance—January 1 | $58,957.06 | $54,546.77 | $4,410.29 | | |
| Add—Operating Profit or Loss for the Years | 385.67 | 4,410.29 | ($4,795.62) | | |
| **SURPLUS—DECEMBER 31** | $58,571.39 | $58,957.06 | ($385.67) | | |
| **TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SURPLUS** | $78,841.06 | $77,200.23 | $1,640.83 | | |

Patterson and Ridgeway
Certified Public Accountants
74 Trinity Place
New York, New York
Contributors

G. F. Lampkin (A'26) was born on April 2, 1905, at Wolcott, Indiana. From 1923 to 1927 he was a co-operative student engineer with the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company and the Union Gas and Electric Company. He has been an amateur radio operator from 1924 to date. In 1927 Mr. Lampkin received his E.E. degree from the University of Cincinnati.

H. F. Mayer (A'36) was born on January 18, 1912, at Indianapolis, Indiana. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering in 1932 and the M.S. degree in 1933 from Purdue University. In 1933 Mr. Mayer was with P. R. Mallory and Company. From 1933 to 1934 he was a student engineer with the General Electric Company, and from 1934 to 1936 he was in their Vacuum Tube Engineering Department.

H. J. Hasbrouck (A'27, M'29) was born on May 2, 1901. He attended Detroit Junior College. From 1922 to 1929 he was in charge of the radio-frequency laboratory of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. In 1931 he was assistant chief engineer of Radio Frequency Laboratories, and from 1931 to 1932 he was assistant chief engineer of Grigsby Grunow Company. Since 1932 he has served as an engineer in the Advance Development Section of the RCA Manufacturing Company, Victor Division.

W. M. Goodall (A'29, M'37) was born on September 7, 1907, at Washington, D. C. He received the B.S. degree from California Institute of Technology in 1928, and since that time has been a member of the technical staff of Bell Telephone Laboratories.

V. D. Landon and later was a Baldwin Fellow in electrical engineering, receiving his M.S. degree in 1928. In 1932 he established the Lampkin Laboratories in Bradenton, Florida.

G. R. Mezger

Vernon D. Landon (A'27, M'29) was born on May 2, 1901. He attended Detroit Junior College. From 1922 to 1929 he was in charge of the radio-frequency laboratory of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. In 1931 he was assistant chief engineer of Radio Frequency Laboratories, and from 1931 to 1932 he was assistant chief engineer of Grigsby Grunow Company. Since 1932 he has served as an engineer in the Advance Development Section of the RCA Manufacturing Company, Victor Division.

H. J. Hasbrouck, Jr., was born in New Rochelle, New York, on September 12, 1903, and was graduated from the Port Chester High School in 1921. He has been associated with the Municipal Broadcasting Station of Port Chester; Farrand Manufacturing Company; United States Tool Company; Seaboard Electric Manufacturing Company; United Research Corporation; Brunswick, Balke Callender Company; and Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc. Since 1935 he has been in the Photophone Advance Development department of the RCA Manufacturing Company.
G. Robert Mezger (A'37) was born in New York City on November 11, 1914. He received the E.E. degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1936. Since then he has been engaged in development work on cathode-ray oscillographs, associated apparatus, and television equipment with the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories.

J. D. Reid was born on March 18, 1907, at Morristown, New Jersey. From 1920 to 1923 he was an amateur radio operator, and from 1924 to 1926 attended the Wharton and Moore Schools at the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Reid was a field engineer with Arcturus Radio Company from 1926 to 1927, and a special student at the University of Pennsylvania from 1928 to 1929. He was head of the radio engineering department of Norden Hauck, Inc., from 1930 to 1931, and since that date has been in the Special Apparatus, Receiver Design, and Advanced Development Sections of the RCA Manufacturing Company.

Samuel Sabaroff was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on November 10, 1908. In 1931 he received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Drexel Institute and in 1937 of the M.S. degree from the University of Pennsylvania. From 1931 to 1932 he was in the reject-control and factory laboratory of the Philco Radio Institute and has been a transmitter engineer with the WCAU Broadcasting Company.

J. Peter Schafer (A'24, M'30) was born on October 29, 1897, at Brooklyn, New York. He received the B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Cooper Union in 1921 and the E.E. degree in 1925. He has been a member of the technical staff of the research department of the Western Electric Company and Bell Telephone Laboratories from 1915 to date being in the New York City laboratories from 1915 to 1922, the Rocky Point transatlantic radiotelephone station from 1922 to 1928, and the Deal radio laboratories from 1928 to date.

M. J. O. Strutt was born in 1903 at Java, Dutch East Indies. He studied at the University of Munich; the Institute of Technology at Munich; and the Institute of Technology at Delft. He was graduated from Munich in 1924 and Delft in 1926. From 1926 to 1927 he was an assistant in the Physics department, and in 1927 he received the degree of Doctor of Technical Science from Delft. Since 1927 he has been a member of the research staff of Philips' Incandescent Lamp Works, Ltd.

A. van der Ziel was born at Zandeweer, Holland, on December 12, 1910. In 1934 he received the D.Sc. degree from the University of Groningen. Since 1934 he has been a member of the research staff of Natuurkundig Laboratorium der N. V. Philips' Gloeilampenfabrieken at Eindhoven, Holland. Mr. van der Ziel is a member of the American Physical Society.

For biographical sketches of T. R. Gilliland, S. S. Kirby, and Newbern Smith see the PROCEEDINGS for January, 1939.
HEAVY DUTY TUBES

Similar to the new W.E. 342-A and 343-A

Have been operating satisfactorily in Broadcast transmitters where the original lighter filament types had proven both unsatisfactory in performance and in life duration.

Heavy rugged filaments of greatly increased emission capabilities is the outstanding feature of both of these Amperex Heavy Duty Types.

Effective shielding is provided for both the anode seal and grid support seals.

The grids are of the special Amperex design, where the cross wires are swedged into evenly and accurately spaced notches in the supporting rods. This exactness of spacing and absence of oxidation and brittleness in the Amperex mechanically constructed grids, results in uniform characteristics and trouble-proof operation.

220-C . . . $290  
232-C . . . $480
Commercial Engineering Developments

These reports on engineering developments in the commercial field have been prepared solely on the basis of information received from the firms referred to in each item.

Sponsors of new developments are invited to submit descriptions on which future reports may be based. To be of greatest usefulness, these should summarize, with as much detail as is practical, the novel engineering features of the design. Address: Editor, Proceedings of the I.R.E., 330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York.

High-Frequency Thermocouple Instruments

In measuring currents at high frequencies by means of thermocouples, a number of complications arise which affect the accuracy of the measurement. The most obvious of these, and one which had been given most discussion, is the error due to skin effect of the thermocouple heater. This is natural because the errors are relatively large and are amenable to at least a degree of calculation.

In addition, however, other effects arise which serve to impair the accuracy of the final measurement. Among these are the effect of external fields which are likely to be very pronounced in the case of high-frequency measurements where the measuring instrument is often located in close proximity to a generating source.

A third effect to which it has been necessary to give increased consideration is that of the measuring apparatus on the remainder of the circuit. When the frequencies in the neighborhood of 100 megacycles are considered, the inductance of other branches of the radio-frequency art. In applying this arrangement to a high-frequency thermocouple, the current is led through an internal conductor suitably insulated by a bushing having low dielectric loss. One end of the small ribbon heater is brazed to the end of the central conductor, while the other end is affixed to a disk which forms the connecting member to the exterior tube wall. The leads from the thermo-junction are brought through a small opening in the end of the cylinder. It will readily be appreciated that such a construction introduces a minimum of impedance in the circuit and difficulties due to parasitic flow of current through the instrument armature are eliminated to a large degree. To reduce further undesirable effects due to stray currents, the instrument employed is of the 2½-inch size, rather than the more conventional 3-inch size. A thermoammmeter rated at 8 amperes, employing such a construction, is shown in the photograph.


Aluminum Coaxial Transmission Line

A gas-filled coaxial transmission line using aluminum tubing instead of copper has been developed by Isolantite* in collaboration with engineers of the National Broadcasting Company and the Aluminum Company of America. A line of this type was recently installed to feed a new 470-foot vertical radiator at WTAM, the National Broadcasting Company's 50-kilowatt transmitter at Cleveland, Ohio.

The aluminum line was made possible by a coupling developed by the Raybould Coupling Company, which eliminates all need for soldering or welding and greatly simplifies the installation of the line. The coupling permits the forming of gas-tight joints of excellent electrical conductivity and high mechanical strength by a simple process of tightening nuts on the coupling.

In this coupling the pressure necessary to maintain a tight seal is applied axially, the bolts being parallel to the tubing, and is converted into radial pressure on the tubes. When the bolts are tightened, tapered surfaces exert upon metal banded rubber members pressures sufficient to cause the rubber to act as a fluid. This fluid pressure is transmitted to the metal bands which engage the ends of the tube sections. The metal bands are split to accommodate tube tolerances. Because the rubber acts as a fluid, practically all the pressure is transmitted to the metal bands, and is evenly distributed to give the fullest degree of engagement. The rubber also serves as the engaging medium.

The bands so enclose the rubber that there is no escape and no deterioration of the rubber. This method of connection gives a joint of higher tensile strength than is possible where rubber alone is used as the engaging medium.

For coupling sections of the inner tubes together a coupling of different design but employing the same principles is employed. The tubes butt together over the coupling so that there is no exposed portion to reduce the air space between the inner tube and the shield. Metal banded rubber rings compressed between cones expand to grip and pull the ends of the tubes together when they are rotated in opposite directions. Strap wrenches are necessary in order to apply torque sufficient to tighten the joint without marring the tubing.

The aluminum transmission line is expected to be comparable with a copper line in corrosion resistance and life. The tubing used is approximately as thin as the copper required for the same service, since the high-frequency current travels on the surface of the tubing. The resulting product weighs only one-third as much as a corresponding copper line.
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Since first introduced by IRC about five years ago, hundreds of millions of Insulated Metallized Resistors in countless applications, under all sorts of conditions, have established new standards of stability, dependability and uniformity. The above performance curves represent their essential characteristics as proved consistently by actual field experience.

International Resistance Company
431 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
A NEW ELECTRONIC
VOLTMETER-OHMMETER
WITHOUT PARALLEL

A radically new multi-range electronic d-c voltmeter-ohmmeter employing an ultra-sensitive, statically and dynamically balanced push-pull circuit. Accuracy independent of line voltage and tube variations; operates from 100-130 volt, 25-60 cycle line supply.

WIDE RANGE
0.05 volt to 5000 volts in 9 overlapping ranges
0.1 ohm to 1,000,000,000 ohms in 7 decade ranges.

ADVANCED DESIGN
No readjustment of zero when changing ranges.
Highly stable push-pull circuit (pat. pending). Balanced statically and dynamically.

PRECISION CONSTRUCTION
Quality components throughout. Built for years of troublefree service.

PRICE $5750

THE VOLTMETER
- measures from 0.05 to 5000 volts
- input resistance constant at 16 megohms on all ranges
- "contact potential" error eliminated
- no readjustment of zero when changing ranges
- measures d-c operating and control voltages under dynamic conditions with r-f and a-f present—input capacitance 1 mmf
- checks oscillator operation up to and including ultra-high frequencies
- no stray pick-up
- will indicate plus or minus voltages without switching leads
- instrument maintained at ground potential at all times
- resistors adjusted to 1%
- overall accuracy within 2% of full scale

THE OHMMETER
- measures from 0.1 ohm to 1,000,000,000 ohms
- low voltage across resistance being checked—from 0.005 volt across 0.1 ohm to a maximum of 3 volts across 1000 megohms
- convenience of operation—one scale—one zero adjustment—does not require readjustment when range is changed
- 7 overlapping ranges for maximum accuracy and ease of reading
- resistors adjusted to 1%
- lead resistance error at low values eliminated
- stable zero
- overall accuracy 3% at mid scale

CONSTRUCTIONAL FEATURES
- isolantite insulation—hermetically sealed power transformers—hermetically sealed condenser (no electrolytics used)—low operating voltages—high safety factor—cabled wiring—functional layout—slewing panel of chrominum plated brass—cadium plated chassis—protected throughout against adverse humidity conditions.

Send for complete specifications and literature.

Degenerative Amplifier Applications

The inverse-feedback amplifier principle described by Scott* has been applied commercially in three instruments recently developed by the General Radio Company. An analyzer, an audio-frequency oscillator, and a null detector for bridge measurements all make use of the accompanying schematic circuit. In it is shown an amplifier with a highly-selective resistance—capacitance network in its inverse-feedback circuit. The network balances to a null at a predetermined frequency at which the full gain of the amplifier is obtained; at all other frequencies the amplifier is highly degenerative.

The analyzer is intended for noise analysis work in conjunction with a sound-level meter and for electric-wave analysis over a voltage range of 100 to 1. The circuit is that of the general circuit with the addition of a meter across the output terminals.

The addition of direct regenerative coupling between the input and output in the general circuit makes the system self-oscillating. The oscillator, using this principle, is shown in the accompanying diagram.
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For You Engineers:

New 750-A and 751-A speakers give high quality reproduction at regular monitoring levels. Directive beam distributes "lion's share" of sound within angles of 30° to 45°—ideal for monitor booths. Reproduces with intimate clarity that brings new significance to the term "presence." Crystal clear "definition" enables better evaluation of program balance. New diaphragm formation, new type permanent magnet, compact size and other new design features.

94 Type Amplifiers are of the high impedance bridging type which can be connected across program bus or line circuits, without reaction on those circuits and deliver loudspeaker output levels. Stabilized feedback—self contained power supply operating from AC—gain approximately 45 db—flat frequency response.

Bell Telephone Laboratories designed these units to give you the ideal combination of amplifier and loudspeaker for broadcasting work. And that's just what they do!

Impedances—power handling capacities—transmission characteristics are all properly matched to assure realization of maximum performance capabilities.

This combination will help your monitor operators and production men to do a better job for you—and for your clients and listeners. Get full details from Graybar.

Distributors

Can Be Had With Regular Metal Dial, or Glass Dial for Illumination

- A.C. and D.C.
- Scale Length Approximately 6".
- Molded Case
- Semi-Flush Mounting
- No Screws Exposed

Triplet's beautiful line of 7" instruments has all the refinements and advantages long associated with Triplet Precision Instruments.

Available with edgewise illumination. Light is diffused through the glass dial and illuminates scale markings prominently. These larger movements are built and priced on a quantity production basis. Full details on application. Included in the Triplet line are 18 styles—2" to 7"—round, square, fan and twin cases.

SEE YOUR JOBBER—WRITE FOR CATALOG

---

Magnetic-Controlled Discharge Tube

A magnetically-controlled discharge tube for industrial and radio control purposes, the Permatron, was recently announced.* This tube performs a function similar to that of the thyatron except that control is obtained by an external magnet rather than a grid inside the tube. The magnetic field is employed to block conduction through the tube. When the field is reduced below a critical value, conduction starts and continues until the anode potential is removed or becomes negative. This type of control may be used as a "triggered" relay in direct-current circuits, or, with alternating magnetic fields, to give phase-shift control of output current.

In addition to the applications in which the thyatron is now used it is expected that the Permatron will give rise to many new ones. These expectations are based on the facts that its control circuit may remain insulated from the tube and power circuit, the control is not affected by polarity of the magnetic field, control from direct-current may be obtained at any instant.

* Raytheon Production Corporation, 55 Chapel Street, Newton, Massachusetts.
Always remember, there's more at stake in buying condensers than just price and immediate function served. If that were all, there would be no gamble.

But your entire assembly is at stake. Likewise your reputation, profits, future. Which accounts for A.A.E.*

Our engineers can probably save you money on ALL components while insuring a safe and sound job. That's their daily task.

A.A.E.* is yours for the asking. Costs you nothing. Just submit those condenser problems and requirements.

*Aerovox Application Engineering
Booklets, Catalogs and Pamphlets

The following commercial literature has been received by the Institute.

AIRCRAFT RADIO • • • RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden, New Jersey. Bulletin, 8 pages, \(8\times 11\) inches. Information on the "Location and Elimination of Engine Ignition Interference to Aircraft Radio Receivers."

BROADCAST TRANSMITTER • • • Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Bulletin, 8 pages, \(8\times 11\) inches. Description of 20H and 20J 1000-watt broadcast transmitters.

COAXIAL CABLES • • • Transductor Corporation, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York. Bulletin CX, 10 pages, 9\(\times\)12 inches. Electrical and mechanical characteristics of flexible coaxial cables with resi
doid or ceramic insulation.

COAXIAL LINES • • • Isolantite, Inc., 233 Broadway, New York, New York. Bulletin 101-B, 8 pages, \(8\times 11\) inches. Description of 1-inch copper coaxial transmission lines and accessories.

Conductivity Bridge • • • Industrial Instruments, Inc., 40 West 22 Street, Bayonne, New Jersey. Bulletin RC-110, 4 pages, \(8\times 11\) inches. Brief description of a 60-cycle bridge for measuring conductivity of electrolytes and resistance of solid conductors. Employs an amplifier and an "electric-eye" type tube as a null indicator.


FOR GENERAL SERVICE

The VPA steatite adjustable pressure holder, complete with Bliley Crystal, is widely employed in general frequency control applications throughout the range from 500kc. to 7.5 mc.

FOR HIGH AND ULTRA-HIGH FREQUENCIES

The MO2 unit, for crystal frequencies from 75mc. to 10mc., is designed to withstand the severe operating conditions encountered in portable and mobile services.

FOR FREQUENCY STANDARDS

Precision frequency control for primary or secondary standards is economically obtained with the SOC100 mounted 100kc. bar. The crystal is rigidly clamped between knife edges and is ground to have a temperature coefficient not exceeding 1 cycles/mc./°C.

Catalog G-10 contains complete information. Write for your copy.

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PA.

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PA.
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IRE membership offers many services to the radio engineer

Proceedings—An outstanding publication in the radio engineering field. Over a quarter of a century of service to the world in publishing important radio engineering discoveries and developments, the Proceedings presents exhaustive engineering data of use to the specialist and general engineer. A list of its authors is a "Who's Who" of the leaders in radio science, research, and engineering.

Standards—Since 1914 our standards reports have stabilized and clarified engineering language, mathematics, graphical presentations, and the testing and rating of equipment. They are always in the process of revision and thus remain up to date.

Meetings—In twenty-two cities in the United States and Canada, meetings of the Institute and its sections are held regularly. Scores of papers on practically every branch of the field are presented and discussed. Several convention meetings are sponsored by the Institute and add materially to its effectiveness in distributing data of value to engineers.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
Incorporated
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

To the Board of Directors

Gentlemen:

I hereby make application for ASSOCIATE membership in the Institute of Radio Engineers on the basis of my training and professional experience given herewith, and refer to the members named below who are personally familiar with my work.

I certify that the statements made in the record of my training and professional experience are correct, and agree if elected, that I shall be governed by the Constitution of the Institute as long as I continue a member. Furthermore I agree to promote the objects of the Institute so far as shall be in my power, and if my membership shall be discontinued shall return my membership badge.

(Sign with pen)

(Address for mail)

(City and State)

(Date)

SPONSORS
(Signatures not required here)

Mr. 
Address 
City and State 
Mr. 
Address 
City and State 
Mr. 
Address 
City and State

ENTRANCE FEE SHOULD ACCOMPANY APPLICATION

Proceedings of the I. R. E. March, 1939
Associate membership affiliates you with the Institute and brings you the PROCEEDINGS each month as well as notices of meetings held near you.

(Typewriting preferred in filling in this form) No.

RECORD OF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Name ........................................... (Give full name, last name first)

Present Occupation ................................. (Title and name of concern)

Business Address ................................

Home Address ....................................

Place of Birth .................... Date of Birth ....... Age ........

Education ...........................................

Degree ........................................... (College) (Date received)

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
(Give dates and type of work)

Recipients Acknowledged ............. Elected ............ Notified ..............

Requirements—For Associate membership, an applicant must be at least twenty-one years of age, of good character, and be interested in or connected with the study or application of radio science or the radio arts.

Sponsors—Three sponsors who are familiar with the work of the applicant must be named. Preferably these should be Associates, Members, or Fellows of the Institute. In cases where the applicant is so located as not to be known to the required number of member sponsors, the names of responsible nonmember sponsors may be given.

Dues—Dues for Associate membership are six dollars per year. The entrance fee for this grade is three dollars and should accompany the application.

Other Grades—Those who are between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one may apply for Junior grade. Student membership is available to full-time students in engineering or science courses in colleges granting degrees as a result of three-year courses. Member grade is open to older engineers with several years of experience. Information on these grades may be obtained from the Institute.
COMPLETE YOUR FILES OF

PROCEEDINGS

of

The Institute of Radio Engineers

WHILE BACK ISSUES ARE STILL AVAILABLE

Now is the time to fill out the gaps on your Proceedings shelf and replace lost or borrowed copies. Already, more than 25% of all back numbers are no longer available. Ten numbers went on the “out-of-print” list during 1938. Order from the following list:

1913-1915  Volumes 1-3  Quarterly  $1.50 per copy

1916-1926  Volumes 4-14  Bi-monthly  $1.50 per copy
            1918 Vol. 6  All 6 issues
            1921 Vol. 9  All 6 issues

1927-1939  Volumes 15-27  Monthly  $1.00 per copy
            1928 Vol. 16  Feb. to Dec., inc.
            1929 Vol. 17  Apr. to June, inc., Nov.
            1930 Vol. 18  Jan., Feb., Apr. to Dec., inc.*
            1931 Vol. 19  All 12 issues* †
            1932 Vol. 20  Jan., Mch. to Dec., inc.

* Price for the set of 12 issues, $10.00
† Complete sets, bound in buckram, are available, $12.00

I.R.E. MEMBERS . . . PUBLIC AND
COLLEGE LIBRARIES

I.R.E. members in good standing are entitled to a discount of 25% from the above prices. Information about discounts to accredited public and college libraries will be supplied on request.

Remittance should accompany your order

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, Inc.
330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

POSTAGE

Prices include postage in the United States and Canada. Postage to other countries: 10 cents per copy, $1.00 for bound volumes and complete sets of unbound 12-issue volumes.
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USE THIS DIRECTORY . . .
when you need consulting services
when you are asked to suggest the name of a specialist on an engineering or patent problem

Consulting Engineers, Patent Attorneys, Laboratory Services . . . Applications for card space in the Engineering Directory are invited. Complete data will be sent on request to

PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E.
330 West 42nd Street New York, N.Y.

POSITIONS OPEN

The following positions of interest to I.R.E. members have been reported as open on February 25. Make your application in writing and address it to

Box No. . . .

PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E.
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

Please be sure that the envelope carries your name and address

TRANSMITTER DESIGNERS

A reputable and long-established manufacturer in the East wants experienced transmitter engineers capable of designing complete equipment from government specifications. Permanent positions to right men. Engineering work on salary. Present staff knows of this opening. Box No. 193.

RECEIVER ENGINEER

Radio broadcast receiver engineer having formal technical education and several years of practical experience in all phases of receiver design wanted by large Chicago manufacturer. Our present staff knows of this opening. Box No. 190.

TELEVISION INSTALLATION & SERVICE

An Eastern manufacturer of television receivers is organizing a staff for installation, service, and educational sales work in Greater New York. Engineering graduates with practical experience gained through service or amateur work preferred. Give full details of education and experience. Present staff knows of this announcement. Box No. 194.

ATTENTION

Employers . . .

Announcements for "Positions Open" are accepted without charge from employers offering salaried employment of engineering grade to I.R.E. members. Please supply complete information and indicate which details should be treated as confidential. Address: "Positions Open," Institute of Radio Engineers, 330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

The Institute reserves the right to refuse any announcement without giving a reason for the refusal.
Seventy million times a day the public tests the quality of Bell System service. The measure of this service is not only its promptness, reliability and low cost. It is also the courtesy with which it is given.

Our genuine desire is to make the Bell System a friendly and helpful institution . . . and to give you the best, the most and the cheapest telephone service in the world.

**BELLS TELEPHONE SYSTEM**

You are cordially invited to visit the Bell System exhibit at the New York World’s Fair
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Dependability is a Coast Guard word —
You’ll find that same dependability in C-D capacitors

What’s happening overhead never halts the Coast Guard. There is only one word for this hardy fleet—DEPENDABLE—regardless of weather. It is no mere coincidence that in radio today, the initials C-D stand for Capacitor Dependability. The entire industry recognizes—and respects the twenty-nine years Cornell-Dubilier alone among capacitor builders has devoted to this end.

Whatever your requirements may be, Cornell-Dubilier has or will design a capacitor to fill your needs. C-D engineers will be glad to assist you in finding the most economical solution to your capacitor problems. Catalog No. 160 on request. Your inquiries are invited.
RCA has designed the type 304-A Cathode-Ray Oscillograph to meet the requirements of the experimental and research engineer for a high quality large screen oscillograph at a moderate price.

It is equipped with an RCA 914 High Vacuum Cathode-Ray tube employing the electrostatic deflection principle. The trace is very sharp and brilliant and permits extremely fast photographic recordings of transients.

The deflection amplifiers are essentially flat over a frequency response range of from 4 cycles to 100,000 cycles and will faithfully reproduce square waves as low as 10 cycle frequency.

An additional amplifier is provided for modulation of the cathode beam from an external timing source, and provides a very convenient means for establishing a time constant of the trace. All controls are symmetrically arranged on the front panel. The screen of the cathode-ray tube is protected by a shatter-proof lens.

Here is an outstanding portable AC operated amplifier. It has a very high input resistance of 90 megohms, making it ideally suited for use with Piezo electric crystal generators and cathode-ray oscillographs.
NEW DIRECT-CURRENT AMPLIFIER
for Continuous Recording of Small Voltages and Currents

AFTER several years of research in circuit design and mechanical construction of a rugged and stable d-c amplifier for industrial recording, General Radio Company announces the Type 715-A Direct-Current Amplifier. This instrument successfully overcomes all of the obstacles which formerly have made the manufacture and use of an a-c operated direct-current amplifier impracticable.

The new amplifier is designed for use with a continuous recorder of the Esterline-Angus 5-milliampere type. It can be used with photo-electric and photronic cells, oxide rectifiers, resistance thermometers, frequency meters, sound-level meters and other such instruments to provide a continuous record of their operation.

The amplifier and recorder constitute a calibrated recording voltmeter. With known input resistances, a milliammeter or microammeter for recording d-c voltage and current variations can be obtained directly.

The new amplifier can be used in automatic control circuits where the amplifier output operates relays to control the original device which drives the amplifier.

It has high gain, operates from an a-c power line, is simple to use, is exceptionally stable with freedom from effects of ambient temperature and line voltage variations and has a wide range of built-in input voltage and resistance combinations.

This amplifier is supplied in either drawn steel case (illustrated) to match the Esterline-Angus recorder or in a walnut cabinet.

PRICES: Type 715-AE Amplifier (Esterline-Angus Case) ... $250.00
        Type 715-AM Amplifier (Walnut Cabinet)  ... $225.00

* Write for Bulletin 383 for Complete Information

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge, Massachusetts
BRANCHES: NEW YORK AND LOS ANGELES

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION ELECTRICAL LABORATORY APPARATUS